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ABSTRAOT 
Thomas Henry EBplnell Campton Espln the Bon 
of 8 Professor of p astoral Theology wae born at 
Birmingham in 1858. lie was educated at liaileybury 
and went up to Exeter College Oxford in 1878, leaving 
in 1881 
In 1882 ha WaB ordained deacon in the Church 
of England and appointed to 8 curacy at west Kirby, 
diocese of CheBte~ J bis father conaurreBtly being 
Rector or the adjacent parish of wallsaey. He 
became priest in 1883 and two years later father and 
Bon moved to tb§ pa r ish of Wolslngham, diocese of 
Durham , the former to be Rector and the l a tter cura t e. 
The Ravd. T. H.E. C. Espln was given the nearby 
living of Tow Law in 1888 and he remained incumbent 
of that parish for forty aix yea rs until his death 
t her e in Iq 34. 
From e a rly youth E6p~n took an interest 1n 
astronomy. At the age of nineteen he became a 
Fellow of t he Royal Astronomical Society - one of the 
youngest to do eo, and for the ramainder of his life 
he pursued this study in whi ch time he disc-overed 
2 ,575 double stars, 4 ,dl8 red stars , and published 
da t a on 1 , 424 atars w1 th remarkable spectra. In 
lQlO he discovered Nova Lacertae and later received 
the Jeckson Gwll t Medal of the Royal Astronomical 
Society. Much of this research was carried out in 
hi s ob serve tory a t Tow Law. 
I n addition Espdn entered into X-ray work early 
in 1896 and provided a free diagnos t ic service therewith 
for seventeen y ears. He practised ionic medication, 
kept a Bmsll tuberculosis sanatorium, and had a 
variety of other activ1 ties. 
Posthumously his name has been Bssigned to 
Mount Espin, a feature on t he ' far Side' of t he Moon 
revealed by space photography. 
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PREI?lIClI 
In August 1970 there weB held 1n Durham a meeting of 
the British Association for the Advancement of Science; an 
event uni~ue in the long history of that city. In order 
Buitably to mark the occasion a Science Fair waB held at which 
many aspects of technology were exbibited, and 8 particular 
display wss devoted to contributions to knowledge which had 
originated 1n and about the County of Durham. 
11i 
Amongst these - and there were thirty or so altogether 
there wss an outline of the astronomical activities of t he l a te 
Revd. T.H.E.C. Kspin .ho spent the greater part at hie life 8S 
the incumbent of the parish of To. Law 1n t he north-weat of the 
county. The interest thereby created led to a more thorough 
investigation of this remarkable man of .hose 11fe and work no 
complete account had then been written: the outcome of whicb is 
this theBiB. 
Two points require initial comment :-
Firstly: The Revd. T.lLE. C. Espin WBS often referred 
to as a 'Ticar'. This wss a courtesy title only and in the 
interests ot historical 8CQU~acy his legal and religious statua 
ot 'perpetual curatel has been explained in the section devoted 
to the topography of Tow LBW. 
Secondly In order that material sources of information 
however small from whioh the text has been derived may be readily 
available to any who may wish to examine them, by far the greater 
part o~ these is provided in photocopy in the accompanying dossier. 
Some of the original msterial reposes 1n odd places in the households 
iv 
of elderly people: it may well disappear in the near ruture 
and BO be lost f orever. For this reason t he copies are now 
made. The few items not included are detailed separately 
with the plaoee where complete copies may be found and consulted. 
Taken together th~8e references embrace BTery traceable 
and trustworthy source. Negligible use has been made of 
comment which appeared in the popular prese. 
Burn Ting conte:nporarioa who ware familiar w1 th Eepln 
are Tery fe. and of advanced years. Sane . indeed, have passed 
away wh1lst this work 9S8 1n progress, but even 80 Bach statement 
of fact obtained from them verbally haa been Terit1ed independently 
, 
from at least two persons, and where eurmise was needed such la 
indicated in the text. 
Dr. D.M. Knight of the Department or Philosophy of 
Durham UniT6rs1ty. BS aCBdemic supervisor. has rendered much 
encouragemant throughout sod to hLm mos t gratarul thanks Bra 
tandarad. 
Tbe delineations or armorial bearings 
have been veriried by Rouge Dragon Pursu1vant 
of' the College or Arms .. 
P art or the paternal ancestry was 
furnisbed by the Soci ety of Genealogists of 
Londona 
=========================== 
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CHAPTER I 
ANCESTRY 
------
The forbears of Thamas Henry Esplnell Campton Espln 
are not known compl etely. His paternal line stemmed from 
t he family of van Espen whose members resided in the lands of the 
ancient Duchy of Brabant. This region le now divided into 
North Brabant which is the largest province of Holland" and 
Brabant, the metropolitan and central province of Belgium. The 
latter 1s further subdivided into the arrondissemente of BruBsels, 
Louvaln , and Ni valIes. 
An eminent member of t he family was Zeger-Bernard van 
Espen, an outstanding theologian born at Louvaln in 1646 and who 
died at Amersfoort in 1728, an outline of whose life 1s given 
separatel y. 
Two armigerous lines existed : t heir Arms being BS 
follows :-
(0.) ESPEN t!an) : Brabsnt D'arg 8 deux rameaux de laur1er 
de s1n., pBsses en SBut:, BCC. en chef d1un coeur de gu. 
Tha English tranalation is : Argent two sprigs of Laurel 
in Saltiro Vert with in chief a Heart Gules. 
Brabant De S8. au SBUt. engr. dior, acc. 
en chef d1un hucheD d'org. -This rendered into English 
--
reads: Sable a Selt1re engra11ed Or 1n chief 8 Horn 
Argent . 
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The genealogy thenceforward can be traced with reasonabl e 
exactnes8 from records in this country where the Anglicised 
name of Espln was always used. In passing it may be remarked 
that no grant of English Arms .as ever mads to any member thereof 
nor t o anyone bearing a variant of t he surnam e Eepin and no 
pedigree entry ex1st~ in the officia l records of the College of 
Arms. It 1s, however, known that plate bearing a ' family 
crest ' was 1n the possession of the Revd. T.H.E. C. Espin, and Ba 
far BS can be determined this included an Bspen leaf, pre sumably 
1n a llUBion to the name Esp1n. 
The earliest English references occur in the XVIII 
century. Thus Ka therine Espin marri ed Wl11iam Whip of 
Ne.ark at the church of S. Peter-at-Arches, Lincoln, on 9th 
April 1732, and Ann EBpin married John Denton, both of Scothorn, 
in the church oif S. Mary Magdaleo, Lincoln, on 29th September 
1752. With the lapse of time the family sp read a nd diversifiad . 
The name appears in the neighbouring County of No ttingham where 
John Espin married Sara h Byron at Beckingham on 13th February 
1786, a~nd in Derbyshire an Espln wae Superintendent of' the 
ButterlyMachinery work8 in 1809. 
It 1a, however, to Thamas Esp~n, f'armer , of Holton 
Beckering, Lincolnshire, who died on lOth Merch 1810, aged 76 
years that attention must be directed. He was the great-
grandfather of' the Revd. T.H.E.C. Eapd.n and t he lineal descent 
can be Bet out in detail. Thi a Thoma s Eapin wBS twice 
married and he had three sona Thomas, Jo,hn, and William. The 
. eldest son (Thamas) by the rirat wife WBS born at Holton Beck~ring 
e. 1766, and in 1790 at the age or 24 ye ars, became Ma ster of' 
3 
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which "ea an old-establiehed s5Illnary rounded by Dr. ).;lspletof t, 
Dean of Ely, in the XVII century. He wse an artist and 8 
Fellow of the Society of Antiquar ies , and died aged 55 ye ars, on 
14th December 1822, hie body being interred , unusually, in 8 
ma us oleum of Gothic design in the gar den of" hi s hom e, Priory 
Cottage, Louth.. There l a no record of any iSBue. 
The second Bon (John) was elso bor n at Holten Beckerlng 
by the second wife. His date of birth I s unknown but there 
exists 8 W111 e xecuted on 31st J anuary 1812 by John Eupln of 
Louth whicb may well rela te to this Bon. The evidence on t he 
point Is not conclusivo but 11' , in fact , such WB B t he c88e , t hen 
John was by tr ade 8 oarpenter Bnd an illiterate. The Will 
makes no mention of' wife or chi ldren and since he left his goods 
t o his brother W111 i sm Espin it is pres umed that he wss chi ldless. 
The third and yo~eBt Bon (William) by t h e second wife 
"SS born st Prior y Farm, Bullington, Lincolnshir e, in 1797,bEll1.ng 
thirty years or so junior to his hal f -brother ThQms s : t he father 
having moved to this new addr eBs fram Bolton Beckering. William 
became a schoolmaster and in his early twentie s resided a t MaDerleld, 
Nottinghamshire. On lOth J uly 1822 he married Sarah Nlchol a on 
aged 21 years, by licenc e in her pa rish church at Sou thwell, 
Not tinghamshire. After t he ma rriage W11.1 i sm EapIn had, in 
1826, an Academy for Free and Boarding Pup11e in Enginegate and 
Es stgate, Louth, Lincolnshire, and was later Head o:r Grove Hou se 
Academy, Brunt Street, Kanafleld, in 1851, where he died on 16th 
February 1865 aged 68 years. W111iam was the grandfather of 
T.H.E.C. Rsp in. He married twioe and had tour children 8 S 
follOWS :_ 
4 
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Revd. Thomas Repinell Rapin, :first eon born c . 1824. 
Re ... d. William Espln, second Ban born 1824-1837. 
Ravd. John Rapin, third Ban born c. 1837. 
Annie Sareb Espln, only dSllgbter, b orn 185 2. 
It 18 8 matter or conject~e B8 to t he blood relationship between 
thess c hi ldr en. The pr obability le that the first two were 
children of the first w1~eJ Sareh, and the aecond two children 
of' hi e second wife V!.e ry .. .. .. .. (maiden name not known) • 
The eldest 80n mentioned above (Thomas Repinel l Espln) 
WBB the father of the Ravd. T.H.E. C. Rapin. He h ad eD 
i l l u s trious academic and clerical career of whic h 8 summery Is 
appended. He married EllzB JSS BOp Bnd t hey had an only child 
in the person of the Ravd. Thomas Henry Repine!1 Campton Rapin, 
of whoee lifa end work t his record is written. 
Data r elating to t he r emaining three children of 
grandfather ~lliam Espin are n ow given .-
The aecond aon the Revd. William Rapin alao had an only 
eon, the Revd . Arthur Repinell Rapin, who graduated B.£. at Kebl e 
Colleg e, Oxford in 1887. and resided at Astley Bridge, near 
Bolton, Lancashire. The l a tter was, therefore, 8 cousin or 
hBlt-cousin of T. H.E.C. Rapin of Tow Law. 
The third eon the Revd . John Rspin, after graduating M.£. 
at Merton Collega, Oxford in 1862, migrated to So~th Arrioa wbere 
he beoame Chancellor ot 5 .. Georg e l s Cathedral .at Grabamsto'Wll. 
Ha had a aon, Cyril Repinell Eepln, who graduated B. A. i n 1903, 
beoame a solicitor witb a pra otioe in Grahametown and during the 
~lrst WOrld war (1914-1918) sorTed as a lieutenant in the Cold~tream 
Gu.ards. He waB either a full oousin or 8 balf-cousin ot the Vicar 
r:...f Tow Law. 
Aonie Sarah Espin, the last ohild snd only daughter 
by the Becond wUe married John Mal1am Phillip. and they bad a 
son Colonel 1I111iam Ma11am Phi11ip. C. B. E. She died on 26tb 
December 1931. Colonel Phil1ipB died in 1948, but hiB Bon 
J.L.E. PhillipB B.A., LL.B. (Cantab) i6 in practice aB a solicitor 
in the City of Lincoln at tbe present time (1972) • 
After protracted enquiry little ha. bean forthcoming 
8S to the antecedents of the Revd. T.H.E.C. Espin 1n the maternal 
(Jessop) line. Thers iB Bome eTidence to show that they bad 
wealth aod position and were well-disposed towards him. Eepln 
acknowledged witb gratitude the contribution made by Captain 
Jesaop towards the cost of repairing his observatory at Tow Law 
when it was severely damaged by 8 gale on 22nd December 1894, and 
he enjoYBd many YBarB of considerate attention extended to him by 
Miss 81ddooe of Honley, near Huddersfield, YorkShire, who WBB 
always re~erred to aB bie 'couain' and would therefore belong to 
the maternal I1ne. Miss Slddooa was a lady of great wealth 
who regularly kept four thousand pounds 1n her current banking 
account. She bestowed many favours upon ~ 
A short appraisal may now be made of the family of the 
Revd. T.H.E. C. Es~n, its social position, and f ortune. 
In the generation of his parents the family w88 clerical 
and military. Two of his father! s brothers (or halt-brothers 8S 
the caSe may be) were clergymen, and his uncle was a colonel 
deoorated witb tbe C.B.E. On hia mother' a Bide it ia known 
that there was a Captain Jes80p as mentioned earlier. 
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In the generation of his grandfather (Wi11iam Espin) 
it was scholastic, and in tbe time of hie great-grandfather 
(Thoma. ~.pin) agricultural. ~.pin'. early kinoman the 
.avant Zeger-Bernard van ~.pen (1646-1728) studied et the 
University of Lou~aln. became a priest, and later occupied a 
Chair in the College of Pope Adrian IV. It la certain, 
therefore, that Zeger-Bernard wss of the Catholic faith, whilst 
the ~ap1n. in England were protestants. One i. left to 
ponder as to whether it was this division of religious beliefs 
which brougbt about a settlement of 8 branch of the family in 
Lincolnshire. 
The Rapine, 88 already stated, came from the Lo. 
Countries where the terrain WSS similar to that existing in 
Lincolnshire, Ba it 1s feasible that they began work 8B engineers 
concerned with land drainage and later took up farminga Possibly 
the ~ighty Years war (1568-1648) in which rel1gion was ao 
prominent an issue, and the later war of SpaniSh SUccession 
(1702-171~) made their contr1butiona to this migration, but at 
this lste date such can only be a hazard. 
Rspin was, ot cOUPse. an only child and BO bereft of 
the society ot brothers and sisters. His nearest relatives -
apart trom parenta - being cousins or halt-eoQ.Bina all living 
remote from his parish. Nearby his father the Revd. Thomas 
KBp~nell Bsptn WBB Rector of ~he parish of WOlsinghwn until his 
death there et the age of 88 years on 6th December 1912. Hia 
mother predeceased her husband : she died aged 61 years at 
lI'olaingham on 27th May 1891. Hence for hi. firat three yeara 
at Tow La. (1888-1891) Rap1n enjoyed the bleSSing of t.o living 
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·parente but thereafter he bad an ageing father for the next 
twenty-one years (1891-1912) and no immediate living relative 
for hie last twenty two ye.ars (1912-1934). The inference 1 B 
that he pursued a comparatively lonely bachelor life and hie 
position with respect to the working c1888 community or Tow 
Law w88 one of benign detachment - well fitted to biB clerical 
calling. With them he had little in c~on intellectually 
and such contact as he did make would be through the media of 
churcb activities and the judicial bench, for it la to be 
remembered that he always had a curate at hand to give daily 
assistancs. 
The ancestral paternal line evidently amassed .e81t~ 
Thomas Esp1n the schoolmaster of Loutb who died on 14th December 
1822, to quote the aworn declaration of biB executors 'did not 
die possessed of goods to the amount of three thousand poundsl 
which in the legal phraseology of the period meant that the value 
of his estate wss close to that sum. William Espin, the 
grandfather of T.H.E.C. Espin who died on 16th Febru,ry 1865 left 
effects under one thousand pounds at the end of a life of 68 
year8 during which time he had educated three Bons at Oxford and 
seen all of them consecrated as clergy of the Church of England. 
This sum would be e~uivalent to L.5,453 in terms of 1972 values (1). 
Espln1 s own father held the living of Wo1s1ngham for twenty seven 
years (1885-1912) which carried a aubstantial income and a free 
house. At his death the net sum w8S L.590 a year which as will 
be shown wes equal to L.3,628 per annum 1n terms of 1972 money 
valUes. Q~1te apart from this his father held other 
eccleSiastical off1ces so that bis total rewards must have been 1n 
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exceS8 of that amount. The Revd. T.H.E.C. Esp1n wse the " 
Bole executor and exclusive beneficiary of his father' s estate 
which amo~ted to the groBs value of L.4 . 595. 68. lOde and equal 
to L . 28 , 260 as valued in 1972. (2) 
Income from the Tow Law living, a1eo w1 th a free 
houes, varied over the years. .An analysis made a t quinquennial 
intervals, with equivalent 1972 v alues , now folloW8. The 
values in all CBses 
Year 
are given to the nearest 
Achal-Lnet) Incam. _t L 1 
cOOlplete pound. ( 3) 
&C[ui v. 1972 
-!~!ue m-
1890 .. .. .. .. .. 290 ........ .. 1 , 904 
1895 .. .. .. .. .. 290 .... .. .... 2 ,044 
1900 .. .. .. .. .. 290 .. .... .... 1,904 
1905 .. .. .. .. .. 290 .. ...... .. 1,904 
1910 .. .. .. .. .. 267 .. ........ 1,642 
1915 .. .. .. .. .. 267 .... . . l , 2M 
1920 .. .. .. .. .. 267 .... .. .... 612 
1925 .. .. .. .. .. 254 .... .... .. 723 
1930 .. .. .. .. .. 266 .... ...... 992 
For forty six year. (1888-19M) Espin enjoyed the 
parson' s freehold at Tow Law and apart from the war years 
(1914-1918) and their aftermath extending until 1925, his 
poeition, though modest, wsa an 8BBure4 one financially . EVen 
during the war years he had as Bssets the benefits of his father 1s 
legacy. Donations in cash and in kind came to his aid quite 
frequently in connection with astronomical work. Mi.s Jul1a 
Compton (an aunt who added her own selection of names at Espin's 
baptism) WBS most generous to her nephew and she left him a 
legacy when she died in 1892. Prebendary T. W. Webb gave him 
one hundred pounds in 1890 towards the cost of bis observatory, 
and Miss Brook, Captain Jessop" and Canon Slatter to name but· 
three, all made contribut iona. 
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In sum thsee data sbow his circumstances to have been 
above the competence to which a country clergyman would be normall y 
accustaned. He bad the invaluable good fortune of being 
possessed of wealth of mind and body quite sside from money and 
estate, and it w8a, indeed, upon Buch faTourable foundations that 
hie 11fe' B work WBS based, and beoame pos8ible. 
Note. ,-
1 The method uaed for calculating 1972 
equivalent values la explained fully in 
the aection headed 'Indice. of Retail 
Prices' included In_. ths dOBsier. q. v. 
2 The values of the estates left by 
Espln and his anc"sstars have been deri v ed 
from the probatss granted in respect of 
their several Wille. 
~ The lncane of Bispln 88- incumbent of 
the parish of Tow Law has bean ascertained 
(~) for 1890 to 1905, from the appropriate 
Clergy Liats, (~) for 1910 to 1930, from 
Crockrord'a Clerical Directory for these 
years. 
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CHAPTKR II 
BIRTH CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENCE 
The infant Espln w88 born at No. 5 Crescent East, 
Birmingham, on 28th lIlay 185'8, his parent. being EHzs Espin 
(n:e J8S90p) and the Revd. Thomas Esplnsll Espln, Rector of 
Hadlelgh, BSSBX, and Professor of Pastoral Theology at Queen's 
College, Birmingham. The birtb of the chtld waa registered 
on the 29th June 1858 by his mother - an unu8ual circumstance 
1n Victorian sooiety when by prevailing custom such WS8 
considered to be the plain duty of 8 husband. The full 
name of ber son declared to the civil registrar wss Thomas 
Espinell Eepin and this deacription appear. in the Register of 
Births for the Lsdywood Sub-d1etrict in the County of Warwick 
On 11th August 1868 the beptiam of tbe infant according 
to the rite of tha Church of England took place in the parish 
church of S. James-the-Ls88, Hadlelgb, at which the curate the 
Revd . W. Eo Heyga te officiated. The Bervice WS8 not. w1 thout 
incident for at the ceremony the caprice of a D aunt - Miss Julla 
Compton - changed the course of events quite unexpectedly. 
She had been giTen the honour of ho l ding the child a8 the family 
stood around the font. and when the priest asked the prescribed 
question 'Name this child' , Miss Compton could not reetrain 
hersel!" from adding' Henryl and I COIIlp.ton' aB her choice or 
.-
ad ditional Christian names. To the question asked, therefore, 
her reply was 'Thomas Henry Espinell Compton Espin' whicb the 
--
curate immediately pronounced in the act of bsptism. 
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The entire incident occurred BO quiokly that the 
dieconcerted family waB presented w1 th a fai t accompli . They 
could do nothing. Even had they wished to remonstrate the 
requirements of' decorum would have imposed silence. TOOe 
the baptismsl names, end the legally- registered nameB, of the 
child, d11'fered throughout hie 111'8. 
No disc ord arose because of Miss Camptonls impulsive 
action. The family evidently und erstood the very human 
motives by which she had been actuated. A lifelong epinster 
wit h no ohild of her own to cberish. sbe had yielded to Na ture 
and seized upon this one opportunity by which her name and 
affection~ could be perpetuated even in t he offspring of another. 
Fe. would censure her : many more would sympathise, aod at 
lesst she wBS 8 godmother. 
In his l a ter years Espin used each f'orm of' his nliDi..e 
8S the oc casion required ; t he full name being reserved for 
officia1 BDd legal matters Bnd the shorter for general 
correspondenC8a For instance the oitati on in bi8 last Will 
and the registration of' bis death both oarry the complete name. 
Virtually nothing has been forthcoming 8S to his 
boyhood and early education. In the 1860's there were no 
elementary schools mad a available to children by local 
authorities aB there now are, and even if s uch had exi s ted it ia 
allnost certain that Rspin' a f'ather would never have s·ent his son 
-. 
to one wben pri vats tuition ·waB to be had by such aB could af'f'ord 
to pay for it. His grandfsther, Wi111am Espin, rema ined Head 
of Grov. Hous e Academy at ~enefi.ld in the County of Nott1ngh~ehire 
about eixty mile. d~stent from Birmingham until 1866, end it i. 
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f'easlble that he could have taken hie grandson into hie care. 
The early education of' Rapin junior must, surely, have 
been influenced to some extent by the activities of his father at 
the time. The Reyd. Thamas Repinell Espin W8B Professor of 
Pastorsl Theology at Queen's College, Birmingh85 from 1853 to 
1865 and then Warden from 1865 to 1873, but in plurality he waB 
Rector of Hedleigh in E.sex from 1853 to 1868 and next Rector of 
S. Hilary de Poltlere at Wal1ssey, Cheshire, from 1868 to 1886. 
This being 80 the father would be resident at Blr.mingham at lesst 
during college terms and most probably visited his benefice in 
vacations. The situation waB curious by the standards of 
to-day. but the practice of holding livings in absentia was a 
feature of the Church of England in time. past and it evidently 
persisted in this particular caBe. 
Resort must now be made to surmise. The balance 
of probability i6 tbat until hi. fourth of fifth year E6pin 
would pSBR his infancy in maternal care at Birmingham for the 
greater part of the time. Thereafter the school of bis 
grandfather or a similar private establishment near home would 
be chosen. W1 tb 8 father 80 eminent in the Established 
Church, yowng Eepin1a education, it may be assumed, would be on 
claBsica1 lines snd guided by this parent. Whatever tuition 
was afforded must bave been Bound and well-received by the 
pupil since Eapin was only fourteen years ol~ when he left the 
parental home to become a boarder. WiDb this step taken bis 
childhood, 88 such, came to 8n end and youth began. 
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Lt WBB in fact. in Sept~ber 1872, when Eepin entered 
upon hie studies at 8 public school. That chosen for bim W88 
Hal1eybury and Imperial Service College at Hertford - 8 foundation 
ident11'ied with the former East India CCIIlpany - which had been 
establiShed ten years earlier. He became 8 pupil in EdmoDstone 
Houee where he remained until bis course ended in July 1876. 
Until this time Espin had not shown any particular 
leaning towards a hobby or pursuit apart from bis usual Bchool 
work and ene would not, normally, expect such to be manifest in a 
permanent seDse at 80 early aD age. However, it 80 happened 
that one of the masters at Hal 1eybury wae the Revd. Frederlc John 
Hall under whoss lnf'luence Eapln came 1n the clsssroCID. J.lr .. Hall 
had a keen interest in astronomy and at the material time the 
college possessed 8 wooden hut which housed 8 telescope : the 
hut being placed directly in front of tha stone facade of the 
building where its prominenoe rather detracted from the elegance 
of the main structure. As a consequence of talks by this 
tutor Espin took a liking for astronomy and it may well be 
imagined that with an instrument at hand he would avail himself 
of ita use, probably under the supervision of his mentor. 
This pastime developed as a diTersion from bie academic 
work until the Spring of 1874 when aD event of considerable note 
occurred. On tha 17th April of that year M. Coggia of the 
Marseilles Observatory discovered a new comet. It was at 
first a telescopic object beyond the reach of the naked eye until 
June 1874, and ' by July it became 8 dazzling objact with a curved 
tail. On the 27th June it oci:cupied a posi tion in the nort,hern 
heavens where it formed the lowest vertex of a triangle in which 
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.. Ursae Minoris (polsris) and .. Ursse Msjoris lay at tbe otber 
angles, end its tail extended for the greater part of the 
distance fram the horizon to the zen1t~ It WBB, in fact, 
tbe rirBt comet Burriciently brilliant to enable a tborougb 
spectroBCop1c examination of its nucleus to be made, and 
prominent astronomers euch Ba Huggin~; Fr. Seccbi, and Ranyard 
gave it detailed attention. 
What had hitherto been a pleasurable paatime forthwith 
developed into aD absorbing interest which wBB to endure for t be 
rest of young Rapin's life. Not only Espin and tbe Revd. Mr. 
Hall were impressed the Bcientific Bo~lety of the day echoed 
with discussion and papers co~tlDued for a year or BO afterwards. 
At this point it ls pertinent to mention that the loose expression 
ICoggia'e Comet' ls often found in Victorian astronomical 
_. 
literature and confusion may be cBused thereby. M • Jerome 
Cogg1a discovered eigbt comet. altogetber ,( 1) tbat whicb 
aroused the interest of Espin being the fourth and it ie usuall y 
deSignated as 1874 III • Most probably Eapin would examine 
the l ater OD68 but none at these had anything like the same 
effect upon him. 
By tbe time EBpin's stay at Haileybury came t o its end 
he was a comm1 tted astronomer. Only e1ghteen months later, 
on 11th January 1878 to be precise, he was , at the exceptionally 
early age of nineteen years, elected to a Fellowship of the 
Royal Astronomical Society. He thus became ODe of the 
youngest persona ever vt o achieve this distinction. (2) 
In so dOing he outpaced the Revd. Frederic John Hall who, still 
at Halleybury, seoured election to a Fellowship on 8th March 
1878 aome two montba Brter hiB former pupil. (~) 
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An examinetion of the scientifio journele of 1876 !lBe 
brought t o light the first Press contributions mn astronomical 
matters made by Espln and they prove to be interesting, particularly 
ae he amployed the device of initielling hie material inatead of 
appending the usual Signature. 
In the ' Rng11ehMechenic' of 7th April 1876 there 
appeared 8 letter from a corrsap.ondent above the 1nl tiaIs W.G.P. 
which, inter a11a, referred to the star tarpezlum e Orionis, and 
8 fortnight later 1n this journal other letters were printed on 
the same topio. Two weeks afterwards, 1n t he issue of 5th 
May 1876, there ocourred a letter with the subscript T.E-E. in 
which wers detailed the observations made by its writer OD e 
Or10nls. Evidence ie substantial thet the initials T.E. E. 
were those of Eapln who at that time wss seventeen years of age. 
In later correspondence in tbe same publication he answered 
varioOB enquiries and went on to contribute further notes on 
observations of tbe Moon and on a double star in the constellation 
Lyre. At the time Espin wss carrying out observational work 
w1 tb a ~incb achromatic telescope made by Large. 
When one realises that tho s e with wham Espin was 
corresponding through the pages of the ' English MechaDlc' were 
- -. 
of some calibre, one at least being a Fellow of the Royal 
Astronomical SOCiety, it becomes apparent that be had a flr.m 
grasp of the work in which ha was engaged. Moreover it would 
be consistent with his position as a youth at Haileybury that he 
should apply initials to his Press contributions 1n order to avoid 
any recoil on himself which the publicity of his full name and 
address could bsve produced. 
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During the decades which elapsed after Espin left 
Hal1eybury hie work in scientific matters generally and in 
astronomical one8 in particular attracted ever increasing 
reoognition and , 88 le related ela.he,re" his published material 
in ssveral countries grew to large dimensions. AD¥ college 
is proud of it. eminent alumni and it is satisfying in this 
respect to learn from the pagee of t~he Times' Bome months 
_. -. 
before Espin's death in 1934 that the authoritiea at Heileybury 
sought to honour him by heving hie portreit painted in order 
that it might heng adjacent to that of Field Marshal Lord 
Allenby IS8 the two most famous men it bad turned out· • (4) 
-This intention waB never f u1rl11ed, for whilst 8 
portrsit of the Field Marshal by Oswsld Birley is displayed 
there Is no corresponding portrait of EB~ 
Apart from the Rsvd. Frederic John Hall the friends he 
made initially included the Revd. Herbert Sadler, 8 very we11-
known amateur astronomer (who caused Rapin acute embarrassment 
on one occasion aB will be related later), and Prebendary T.lL 
.ebb whom he first met in 1876, and whose book on celestial 
objects he helped to compile in its early editions and to re-edit 
i n its later ones. Professor Charles Pritchard. the 
Sav1lian Profes sor of ABtronomy at Oxford became Esp1n1 s pa tron 
_. 
upon hearing of bis work with the telescope whilst an undergradu8t~ 
AS time advanced Espinls prestige increased and many 
more came within his ambit. Some aChi eved fame Buch 88 
Professor E.C. Pickering of Harverd College Observatory and Sir 
Howard Grubb the renowned telescope maker, but at this stage it 
is enough ta show that even in bis youtb he wss a well-educated 
person in an assured position with a university careerabead and 
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8 widening circle of accomplishe d pB~plB around him. 
indeed smiled upon him : IBte~ sbe was to beam~ 
Fortwie 
Between leaving Haileybury in July 1876 and the month 
of January 1878 Espin does not Beem to have attended any 
educational establishment. It could have been the time when 
he acquired bis musical training at the hands of Sir Welter 
Parratt who was Organist of the Chapel Royal at Windsor and 
M!a star of' the Que en r 8 l!1.uslok .. He certainly pursued bis 
-. 
observational work and presumably studied the subjects of biB 
future course at Oxford, for at the latter date he matriculated 
at Exeter College. He was destined, after the manner of bis 
father, to seek ordination in the Church of England, and Ba 
followed the theological course for an Arts degree. 
This month - January 1878 - wss prop1 tious for Espin. 
He wss nineteen years old. sn F.R.~S. t and just accepted aB 
an entrant to England's senior Universlty. He stood on the 
_. 
very threshold of manhood : how he applied his talents and 
STalled hUaself of the opportunities thus presented can now be 
narrated. 
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CHAPTER III 
OXFORD : DI.ACOl!ATE : PRIESTHOOD : CURACIlI:S AT 
WEST KIRBY • lIlLSING~ • AND TOW LAW 
The duration of the course for an Arts degree at 
Oxford extended over three years and both Latin Bnd Greek were 
essential entrance requlrementa of the University at the time. 
Since it is known definitely that Espin matriculated at Exeter 
College 1n J anuary 1878 and completed his work satisfac torily 
he would probably leave at Easter or MidB~er of 1881. 
£t this point an odd circumstance appears. Espin 
senior had bean scholar, fellow, and tutor, at Lincoln Colleg e 
Oxford, and it would bave been an easy and natural step for 
him to have arranged for the admission of bis Bon to that 
inst1 tution. In the event be d1d not do Ba, but chose 
Exeter College instead, BO the question Is posed 8B to wby he 
followed this unusual course. 
The anawer may well have lain in the Senior C~on 
Roam at Lincoln whic h Eepin the aider would frequently use 
and ~neT1tably come into contact with Mark Pa ttison, who, after 
holding a Fellowship for twenty one year6 (1840_1861) bacame 
Rector of Lincoln College in 1861. It i6 well known that 
Pattieon was violently anti-clerical and had scant regard for 
most of t he othar Fellows. The college itself wss effete 
and it is quit. possib1. that p a ttison's attitude combined 
-
with the general atmosphere of t he place cBuBed the younger 
Espin to be directed to Exeter College. (1) 
For ordinands of the Church of England, of which Espin 
wae one, the academic work would be chosen so 8S to fit him for 
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this vocation. He studied theology 8S would be expected. 
and it is to be noted t ha t no Bcience wae required. When 
he graduated B.A. hie placing was in Honours Second Clas8, but 
it waB conveyed to him in an Bside that he would bave secured 
a First Class had he tsken the Hebrew paper at Finals. 
To be an Oxford gradua to in 1881 WBB a solid ground 
of recommendation for one seeking ordination In the Es tablished 
Church. To be also t he 80n of B father who waB a canon of 
that church and chancellor of two dioceses in addition, made 
young Eapin's acceptance a virtual certainty. Even BO it 
waB~ and still 1s, customary for ordinands to undergo specialist 
train ing at a recognised seminary Buch 8S Cuddesdon or ~l irf'l eld 
and to submit themselves to the examining chaplain of t he 
diocese in which they Bought to minister. Espin's own 
~ 
father was such an examiner 1n the diocese of Chester for 
Bishop Jacohson (1865-1884) and for Bishop Stubbs (1684-1888). 
No date have been discovered which would enable Espin's 
pastoral training positively to be i den tified. Queen' 6 
College at Bi~1Dgham with which bis father was associated as 
Professor of Pastor al Theobogy (1853-1865) would be a possible 
venue. The most which caD be said is that it is probable 
he did submit himself to this discipline and such must have 
occurred between Easter 1881 and his admissi on to the diaconate 
of the church in 1882. A year later, in 1883, he was 
consecrated priest in Chester Cathedral by the Bi shop of the 
diocese. 
In order that B mental view of EBpin'e later career 
may be correctly formed recourSe must now be made to events 
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. which took place a 11 ttle earlier than this, in the life of his 
re there The Revd. Thomas Espinell Espln relinquished the 
rectory of S. James-the-LeSB, Hadleigh, Essex, in 1868 and moved 
to a similar position at the church of S. Hilary de Poitlers, 
wallasey, Cheshire. It was, t herefore, 8 ma tter of' great 
convenience when Espin junior became a deacon, for him to be 
assigned to a curacy of t he nearby par i sh of S. Brldget, West 
Kirby, Cheshire a p.ost which he occupied :for three years f'rom 
1882 to 1885. The Rector of Wes t Ki rby was Canon Thomas 
Eaton who held the living in plurality with t he office of 
Canon Residentiary at Chester Cathedral, and Esp1n was one of 
three curates who assi sted in the pas t orat e of the West Kirby 
pari sb.. Espln senior had been an honorary canon of Cheater 
since 1871 and must in con8e~uence have been well known to Canon 
Ea ton 8 circumstance which tended to make living most congenial 
for hie son. 
The matter of ecclesiastical pa tronage now ent ers into 
affairs and it may be useful to expla in this, for it, too, had 
8 direct bearing on the migrati on of the Esplns to t he diocese 
01: Durham in 1685. 
In the Church of England there hae exi$ted for a very 
long period a sys tem whereby a person pr an institution can 
pos sess the right to present an ordained Anglican cler gyman to 
a particular living. Such right is called an advowson BDd 
its owner is known BS the patron of the living. Typical 
holders are the Crown,- t he bi shops, univeret ties and colleges, 
member s of the peerage, and even private individuals. Now 
it so happened that the Bishop of Chester, inter alia, held t he 
21 
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edvowson of S. Hilary de Po! ti ers at Wallesey. The Bishop 
el so had , by right of his See of Chester, tbe patronage of the 
livings or t he pari shes of Blshopwearmouth, Frosterley, Longnewton, 
Norton, Winleton, Woleingham, Thornley, and Tow Law, in the 
diocese of Durham and indeed such ar e s ti ll held (l~72) by the 
Bisbop of Chester. 
ESp!n ' 8 father , it may be reiterated, wee an Exam!ntng 
Chaplain to the bi shops of Chester for 23 years (1865-1888) and 
Chancellor of that diocese from 18 73. The facile tr enslation 
of Cbancellor Espin and hie Bon to Wolalnghem 1n 1885, the f'ormer 
to be Rector and the latter to be 8 curate, le evident. Moreover 
the l iving of Wolelngham at the time was L. 5QO e year net (1972 
equivalent = L.3, 628 par annum) together wi th 8 tree houee. 
The po pulation of thie BmBIl country townShip waa under 3,000 and 
two ourates were provided , s o in a word one could say that the 
Chancellor was given a virtual sinecure. 
Barely three yesrs later, in 1888 , the Revd .. lo.ichael 
Henry Stropson, t he first inoumbent of Tow Law parish, died , and as 
t he patronage of Tow Law was - BS alr eady stated - in the gift of 
t he Bishop of Chester it need occa sion no surprise to learn that 
one of t he curates of t he adjacent par ish of Wolsingham i.e. the 
son of its Rector 1n the person of tha Revd. T. H .. E .. C .. Espin, WBS 
offered the benefice. Fran hie ord1nat1on ae deacon to the 
conferment of a living only six yeara had elapsed.. This 
was a short apell indeed and one specul a tes on the 1nrluenc e 
which , even in the church, a distinguiehed fether CBn exert in 
the preferment of his son. 
The point just made, is stressed by o-i ting the CBse of 
the Revd. Thomas Bertram Weather ell, e native of Tow Law, who WBS 
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ordained deacon in 1909 and held curacisB at S. Andre., 
Monk"earmou~h (1909-1911) and at To. La. (1911-1935). A 
~8pee of twenty four years occurred between Weatherel l's 
diaconate and hiB preferment to the rectory of Jarrow Grange 
in 1935 . 
Little has been forthcoming 8B to Eepln'e pastoral 
work at West Kirby. He wss, of course, but one of three 
curates attached to the parish which coneisted of a seaside 
locali ty on the north-west of the Wirral Peninsula overlooking 
the broad estuary of t he River Dea, Liverpool being ten miles 
or 80 eBstwards and separated from the Wirral by the narrow 
ehannel of the Mersey. Whatever it waB he never had the 
expe~ence of being bound by long fixed hours of labour, ~d 
found time enough to engage in astronomical work quite 
extenai vely. He wss near to his father's rectory at 
-
WOllasey - about ~ive miles distant - and ~he laity amongst 
wham he moved were well-placed and mainly afflUent. 
Indeed one of the churchwardens at Wallasey, Mr. James Harrisoo 
head of the Harriean Line of steamersJ presented Espin with a 
5-inch re~rac~or - a mun1~icent gi~~ by any atandard, (2) and 
when he lert the parish o~ " ... t Kirby in 1885 the parishioners 
msde him a par~ing gi~t o~ L.35 (1972 a~u1valen~ = L.21S) 
which sum he applied towards the cost of constructing and 
e~uipp1ng a new observatory at lI'olsingham. (3) 
In Victorian times J and much more 80 to- day, the 
W1rral waB the home of the well-to-do merohants of the port 
or Liverpool. The west Kirby area wae mainly residential 
and its populace to-day would be considered a& belonging to 
the middle and upper 01as8es. 
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Into tbis sooiety the young ourate, an Oxford man, and 
Bon of 8 clerical dignitary of the diocese, fitted very well 
indeed. If ever he came into contact with the miseries of 
poverty, disease, drunkenness, and 80 forth which abounded 1n 
the heavily industrialised areas across tha Mers8Y, it would 
be adventitious, and thereby hie horizon would be eoostricted 
by the little he knew or experienced. He had not, by reason of 
background Bod training, anJ acquaintanoe with the sordid aide 
of life and so would lack the more evenly balanced outlook on 
the world which one who bad worked amongst Buch degradations 
would posfles8. To Bum up it may be Baid that Eapin began 
hie career at the top for he never had need to ~rk his way up 
from the bottlE. 
When the scene changed with his transfer to Wolsingham 
the leisured l1te becmne still more of a reality. There be 
was one of two curates in the pariah, he had a benign tether 
as rector end only a Bmall Anglican camnunity to serve. 
The Wolsingham steelworks, of modest size compared with urban 
counterpart a, were the Bole industrial activity and these 
apart the livelihood of the place was based on agriculture. 
It was a plaCid, contented, rural area , changing very little 
from one year to another, and a delightful spot in which to live. 
By comparison, in 1972, there remain no curates at 
Wolsingham, the church cannot 80 much as afford the upkeep of 
its gr aveyard, and the rectory itself - wherein no trace of 
Eap1n l s ebservatory exists - is divided 1n order to provide 
for a lay tenant. 
The requirements of Boo1ety in the 1880 l s were such 
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that the conduct of a priest had to b. much further sbov. 
suspicion than la the present day C88a. It waa not thought 
proper , for example, that a curate should live 1n the Bans house 
8B the rector, even when the relationship .86 that of father 
and 80n. Conse~uently Espin was obliged to take lodgings 
at Wolainghaa. which he did 1n the house of Mrs. R.R. Morgan 
and now known Ba No. 26 Front Street. This, however, did 
not prevent :&eptn the curate from erecting an observato,ry 1n 
the grounds of hie f8the~IB rectory, which structure must have 
been used regularly during the night hours. An interest 
1n astronomy wss considered to be entirely Buited to a clergyman 
and when the work accomplished there became known the effect 
was to arOUSe much loaal pride. 
A clos8 friend of Rapin, and 8 scion of the bobl11ty 
wsa W.H. St. Quintin Gaga who fOllowed him to Woleingham and 
took up reaidence ~uite near to EBpdn' B lodgings . (4) He , too, 
-> 
erected an observatory to the iJear of' his hou.se and the reDlarka,ble 
situation then sxiated that Walsingham hsd two independent 
observatories functioning within a few hundreO yards of each 
other. 
But more rema1ns to be told. There 11 ved in 
Meadhope Str&et in WOlsingham a res1dent of modest education 
whose very independent character caused tbe people to regard 
him aa a ·character l • He was named Amo8 M1 tche1l and his 
main pursuit was meteorology. AmOB was held in good repute 
8S the weather man of Wolsingham. and to him people would resort 
when they wiBhed to learn the expected weather c.ondi tiana a 
.few days ahead 
communi ty. 
f'or6knowledge in regular demand by the f'arming 
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.Amoe M.ltcbell. W.H.. St. Quintln Gage, and the Revd. · 
T.H.B.C. li:epln bad interests in common end they tormed • trio. 
The two astronomers snd the meteorologist used the pariah 
magazine 1n which to publish material thought by them to be 
useful to the inhabitants. The daily rainfall figures. day 
and night temperature •• and ttmss of sunrise and sunset, were 
typical examples. Indeed tbis magazine also gav8 the postal 
8rr8ng~ent8 and the daily train service from wols1ngham. 
Altogether it was 8 compendium of local information the like ot 
whicb has nowhere els8 been found . Obviously churchwarden 
Gage and curate Espln engineered this venture betweeD them. (5) 
The translation of the Revd. T.H.E.C. Eapin from 
WoIslngham to Tow La. toOk place in the AUtwnn of 1888. and on 
6th October the teachera of the Boys Sunday School at Wolsingbam 
presented him witb a farewell address and a piece of pl ate. 
Re was Ili'oeased. officially to the per petu 'll curacy of t.he churoh 
and pariah of S. Philip and S. James. Tow Law. by Act of Dr. J.B. 
Ligbtfoot. Bishop of Durham. executed on 27th August 1888 on ths 
nomination of the pa tr on the Bishop of Chester, the latter thereby 
assert.ing tbis right Teated in him by his Ses of Cheater. Eapin'a 
admi ssion t.o the benefice took place in t he church at Tow La. on tbe 
evening of 17tb October 1888 st a speCial service. The ourate 
sent to aid Rspin at Tow Law. the Revd. William DOWDard, previously 
at Ktberley, was granted a licence to officiate as curate i n the 
Tow Law par1sh by Bishop ~gbtfoot on 29th August 1888, and ha toOk 
up residence there Jllat' bef ore Kapin canmenced hia incumbency on 
21at October 1888. (6) 
Tbe phraseology of ecclesiastical preferment la akin to 
that used in heraldry in being 8 descriptive l anguage of ite own. 
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The Act Book of the Diocese of Durham records that Espln wss 
I l1ceneed1 to the Tow Lew benefice and at the subsequent 
relig1ous- service at Tow Law church he wsa 'admitted' • Th1a 
- -W88 so because the office to which he wss appoanted ws s that ot 
perpetual curato. In the ca se o£ 8 rector or vicar one of 
two alternative procedures would have been necessary. If 
the diocesan bishop waa the patron of the living then the 
cl ergyman would be accorded collation and induction. 11: the 
patronage was not 1n the hands of the diocesan then institution 
and induction were pre8cribed. 
To-day (1972) there rema in no petpetua l curacieB 1n the 
Church of England : they were abolished by the Pastoral Measure 
of 1§68 which came into force on 1st J anuary 1969. Part IV, 
clause 87, of this Measure converted all existing perpetual 
curacies into vicarages. .An explanatory n ote on these quai nt 
procedures is, for interest, included in the dossier. (7) 
The installation of an incumbent is accompanied 
nowadays with much the aame basic ceremonial a8 has been observed 
for decades, but by and large it excites far less interes t than 
it did in Tow Law in 1666. At that time it stood out as a 
special occasion of grandeur and colour in a drab township whose 
very source of livelihood was faltering. It was accompanied 
by the music and Singing of massed choirs 1n the presence of 
many robed clergy and a ttracted a full congregati~ 
Espln's aotua} admi8sion was carried out by Archde acon 
Long who acted with the Commiasion or the Bishop: the Oath or 
,Allegiance was admi nistered by the Legal Secretary of the dio~ese 
and the churchwardens performed their required offices, one 'l of' 
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which was that o~ witneasing the tolling of the ~hurch bell in 
token of bis temporal possession of the church fabrio. Clergy 
from the neighbouring pariahe. of Thornley, Stanley Crook, Setlay, 
and Wolslngham, were present and the combined choirs of Tow Law 
and Wolslngham parishes Bang in unison. The ceremony is 
detailed 1n the 8cc~mpanying extracts from the Wolslnghsm Parish 
Magazine. (B) 
Thus at the age of thirty years the Revd. T.H.E.C. 
Rapin became established at Tow Law In 'real , actual, and corporal 
possession' of the church of S. Pb111p and S. Jamee. In 
. this secure living be was destined to remain far the rest of 
biB life, the remarkably long period of forty six years, during 
which interim by far the greater part of bis astronomical and 
allied work WS8 accomplished, the particulars of which may now 
bs examined . 
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CHAPTER IV 
MEMBERSHIP OF ASTRONOMICAL BODI ES 
In addition to bie Fel lowship or the Royal Astronomical 
Society Rapin was active in three other organisati ons, namely, 
the Liverpool Astronomical Society, t he British Astronomical 
Association, and the Newcastle Astronomical Socletya Of' these 
hie connection with t he Liverpool society wee first in order snd 
the most intimate. This chapt er whic h deals w1 tb all three 
w111 therefore commence with Eapinl 8 inaugural effort s when the 
Liverpool enterprise waB launched. 
THE LIVERPOOL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 
---------------------
W811sssy Rectory was the bome of the Eapin family from 
1868 until 1885, and T. H. E. C. RapiD, the Bon, lived there from 
the age of ten years until he was twenty four , after which he 
resided nearby as a curate et West Ki rby for another three years. 
He moved to Wolsingham at the age of twenty seven. 
Altogether, therefore, he dwelt on the Wirral Peninsula 
of Cheshire for seventeen years which extended f rom childhood , 
through youth, to manhood. Of courSe he would be absent e t 
Heileybury during term time when a schoolboy end again away from 
home whilst at Oxford, but even allOwing for these interruptions 
his vacati ons would be spent largely et the rectory and he must 
hsve grown up wi th a knowledge of the area and because of hi B 
ether's eminence he would most likely have an acquaintance with 
any of the leading people in it. 
It i8 appropriate, no. , to look briefly in retrospect > 
at the astronomical work of T. H.E.C. Espln up to the time when 
the Liver pool Astronomical Society wa6 formed. At Haileybury 
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as already recounted his interest wae prompted by his for.m 
master the Revd. F.J. Hall and further stimulated by the -- .. 
appearance of Coggia'. comet (1874 : Ill) in 1874. He began 
observing with a pair of opera glasses, then be acquired a 
l-inoh Dollond tele.cope (1) and in 1876 added a 3-inch 
refractor made by Large. In that same year be made his 
first press vontrlbutlon on an as tronomical topic. (2) At 
Oxford Prof. Pritchard permitted him to use the 13-inch de 18 
R~e refractor at the University Observatory, and he ws6 elected 
F.R. A. S. in January 1878. 
him 8 5-inch refractor. 
At wallsssy 8 churchwarden gave 
He bad also made friends with 8 
number of well-known amateurs of his time - the Revd. T.W. Webb 
and the Revd. Herbert SadIer being instenceB. 
waB full of promis8- he had been well nurtured. 
In .fine , he 
The first mention of a projected society 1s contained 1n 
8 letter from Espln to the Engllsh Mechanic which .as written from 
WSl18.ey Rectory during Chri.tmaa Vaca tion 1879. In it the.e 
word B appear ~ •••• rT he great misfortune seems to be the total 
.. 
lack of aoy organisation. We have instruments enough, and 
competent amateurs enough, but nothing is done e~cept in isolated 
CBSBS, from want of direction. Fibres, which are powerless 
in themselves, yet become a strong rope when blended together. 
I have a dim recollection of hearing of an Amateur Astronomical 
Society years ago, but I don't know whet became of it. Probably 
it came to grief througb want of members .. But now every ye ar 
fresh recruits enter the field, the number of amateur telesc0pBsts 
increaSes ~a8tly, and I think there would be no lack of support 
no.. In aaying this am I expressing the thoughts of other 
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readers ? Sometimes I have letters whicb ahow nearly the" 
same feeling of isolation that I used to experience when first 
I commenced star-gazing, and it would be very interesting to 
know whether aoma society could be formed for drawing closer 
the ties between UB brother stsr-gezera. and whether it would 
be well supported and approved of by astronomical readers of 
the E.),!. generelly' ••.•• (3) 
This quotation of Espin shows how earnestly be wished 
to start an astronomical society even 8S aD undergraduate. 
In 1881. the year in whicb he left Oxford, the Liverpool 
Astronomical Society W86 formed with Eepin as 8 founder member. 
There are no records in the Minute Book of the Society giving 
the inaugural detans but it is tho.ught that it f'1rst took the 
shape of B branch of the Associ a tion of the Literary, Scientific, 
and Art. Societie. of Liverpool .. hich met. in rooms at No. 175 
Islington, Liverpool, probably with Espin as President. 
On 19th April 1882 Espin read a paper before the 
Liverpool Astronomical Society entitled ' What to observe and 
-. 
how to observe i t l • Later this was printed in the English 
Mechanic . (4) It ls thus evident that the Society was in 
existence at Such time and that Sapinl B customary practice of 
-
communicating bis astronomical Bctivitlee to the pres8 had begjI4 
In BeYen successive issues or the EngllshMechanic 
published during July and August of 1882 there appeared in 
weekly parts a catalogue of suspected Variable stare which 
inCluded 343 objects all told. The autijors or this work 
were 't. E. Espln, W. H. Gage:, and T. Read . Now whilst no 
reference at all ls made to the Laverpool Astronomical Society 
in the presentation of t.he data, it is known positively that 
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t he first two personu were in the Sooiety and the third 
presumably eo . The lnrer ence le that all entered upon 
obser vational work with a great deal of enthUsiasm to produce 
t he results t hey di d, and thei r zeal augured well for the new 
society. 
The first definite entry into the Minute Book is 
dsted 9th Septembsr 1882 when s field day was held at West Kirby 
a t the invitation of the Revd. T. H. E. C. Espin (for he was then 
e curate in that parish) snd at the Annual General Meeting which 
fo11owed a motion 1 that this society should form an independent 
Bssociation' wBB carried unanimously. The officers elected 
_. 
for the 1882-1883 session included Mr. R. C. Johnson F. R. A.S . as 
President, and the Revd . T.H. E.C. Espin B. A. , F . R .. A.S. , as Vice-
President. (5) 
The progr ess of the Society eeEllls to have gone fram 
strength to strength.. On 20th Dec ... ber 1882 there appeared 
No. 1 of t he Transactions of the Li ve"'Pool Astronomical Society, 
which contained 8 history of the discover y of' the comet of 1882. 
This publication was really an account of a lecture given by 
Espi n in 8 schoo1room at west K1rby 1n the eB~ly· winter of 
1882-1883, and a copy ls included in the dossier. During the 
next month - January 1883 - he lectured the members again on the 
topic ' Some New Doubl a Stars' (6), and on 9th April 1883 the post 
-
of Observer to the Society WBS given to him on the unanimou s 
deciSion of those present at the meeting. (7) 
In the aceount of this April meating it is mentioned 
that the member Ship atood at between sixty and seventy persons, 
and tha t a paper then read by Mr. W. H.. Devies, the secretary, 
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"i t was declded,l s hauld be printed entire in the abstract of 
_. I 
proceedings published a1'ter each mee·ting . 
How temptingly easy it Is to be wise after an event. 
Sucb an accusation, if fo~thcomlng, has to be weathered in 
making the rollowing com&ent. Here wes a very young 
society with just over sixty members, in fact barely a year old, 
and financed by modest annual subscriptions of 5/- per member , 
actually printing Proceedings and 18Bu~ng its own publications 
on much the same ]1nes BB t he learned and chartered bodies of 
the metropoll B ... Surely its officers, had they possessed 
even 8 modleUDl of business senee, should have seen that they 
were overreaching their Blender means. But they did not. 
Quite literally their eyes were set on the heavens and not BO 
much on the mundane afrairs of t he society, which BS ~ result, 
worsened. Unfortunately the Bwakening was not yet : matters 
had not degenerated rar enough. 
To prooeed. By the month or May 1883 the society 
had its own Observatory in Church Road, West Kirby, and Espin 
addressed letters to the press rrom there. (8) On the 
21 st or the month the Revd. J.J. M.uschamp Perry (Vicar of 
S. paul' B, Alnwick, Northumberland, and a noted amateur astronomer) 
addressed the society on his observations or Jupiter with an 
18-inch rerlector : Espin also spoke on hiB observations of the 
variable star U Monocerotie made in the society's own observatory, 
-
and be recounted that he had devised a photometer with which to 
make them. Most i mpressive of all it wss announced that Brof. 
E.C. Pickering of Har¥srd College Observatory, U.S.A. was to speak 
to mamber. during hie rorthcoming visit to England (9), end in 
ract he did ao at a meeting on 26 th September 188~ 
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For the next eighteen months or Ba Espln featur61 
prominently in the affairs of the Society. He continued his 
press contributions from tbe west Klrby Observatory on various 
mattere e.g. his naw photometer (10), the r1buriehing atat. or 
the Liverpool Astronomical Society, its progr~e of observational 
work for the session 1883-1884, and the colours of the 8tar6~ 
He gave lectures OD the actinic light of t he etars, the cause of 
stellar vari ation, snd stells, photography. The rise of the 
Society W88 BO rapid that Espln wrote a eulogy on it 1n the 
English Mechanic i n May 1884. (11) 
In December 1883 on the proposal of Espin, Rowa rd Grubb 
Esq. (later Sir Howard Grubb F.R.S. a famous telescope maker) was 
elected an Associate Member of the Society (12), and be most 
generously l oaned vt o its observatory a 4"5-inch aperture stellar 
csmers on sn equstoria1 mounting and fittad with clockwork motion. 
Grubb was 8 valued me.mber : he gave the Society a detailed procedure 
for the adjustment of equatorial telescopes at a meeting on 13th 
October 1884. At that time Grubb would rsnk amongst the wor ld 's 
lsading authorities in this particular field . (13) 
Mr. George Calver waa another liberal friend.. He 
was a specialist in the figuring of specula and the excellence of 
his work became legendary_ Celver lent the Liverpool Astronomical 
Society 8 P-lnch reflector which Eapin used at west Kirby. 
Not only did E~ and t he officers of the SOCiety rsad 
papers : other events occurred so quickly that they outrun e sedate 
rendition. To name a rew or them:- The SOCiety greatly 
expanded in nlUllbers and took in persons from 8 very wide aree, .so 
that only a Bmall nucleus lived locally and attended meetings wh1 lst 
the greater bulk were kept in touch with affa irs by the Circulation 
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of abstracts of proceedings at meetings. Next it established 
a class of Associate Member on a broad basie and elected to it 
most of the astronomers of any note, examples be1ng Dr. Gould 
the Director of the Cordoba Observatory, Dr. Hugglne, Fr. Perry 
of Stonyburst , and - samawbat boldly - the President and the entire 
body of officers of the Royal Astronomical Society. 
In the field of observational astronomy proper it 
established half-a-dozen Se,ctlone (Planetary, Lunar, Solar .... 
etc ) each headed by a Director. Rapin had personal charge of 
the Variable Stars Section: this, of cO~Be, being additional to 
his existing post as Observer to the Society ( 14). In order 
to record all these happenings the monthly 'proceedingsl gr ew from 
8 modest eight pages originally to twenty-eight. 
On the lOth November 1884 with Espin in the Chair a 
meeting of the Society "as held at which Mr. W. Ho Davies the 
secretary uttered forebodings on the future. They "er e in 
'same financial difficulty- at the root of which were the mounting 
-
costs of their publications. It waB agreed that advertisements 
should be ac'c epted for insertion in the Society's 'Journal- aB t he 
-. -. 
-
vehicle of their t"uture abstracts waa to be called .. The matter 
being thus passed over the meeting went on to hear the usual 
papers. (lS) 
The Presidency of the Society went tO~8pin for the 
session 1884-1885, and one rather interestIng event took place at 
a meeting on 8th December 18~ which was of sufficient moment to 
warrant particular attention .. When Prof. PickerIng delivered 
his lecture at Livarpool on 26th September 1883 (of which notice 
has already been taken) he referred to the variation of light 
absorption from stars by watching them Bnd comparing their 
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. brlghtnesses when on t he horizon and whan 1n the zeni tb.. He 
went on to remark that he had been able to do this himself whilst 
travelling Ion the Rh1g1 t and he expressed the hope that any 
- _. 
member of the Society who was in a position io do Ba would attempt 
this work. 
The hint wS8 taken up by EBp1~ The Rhigl, or 
more correctly the Rigi Scheideck, was the name given to a peak 
nearly 6 ,000 feet high near Lak e Luzern in Switzerlan~ and Eepln 
spent t he month or July there during t he rollowlng summer (i . e. 1884) 
where he made a number of observations along t he l1nes suggested 
by Pi ckering. These he passed on and the result waB that 
Pickerlng Bubmitted 8 paper to the Liverpool Astronomic al SOCiety 
on 8th December 1884 entitled IThe reduc tion of observations for 
atmospheric absorption at l ow altitudes'. It is thus evident 
that the staus or Espin in the astronomical world or his day must 
have been Bubstantial : otherwise a p~afe6Bor or astr onomy at 
Harvard would scar cel y have based a paper on such materi al had he 
not been able completely to trust in its ac cur acy. 
The year 1884 sa., also , the publication by t he Liverpool 
Astronomi cal Society of I A Catalogue or t he Magn1 tudes or 500 Stars 
in Auriga, Gemini , and L~o Mi nor' compiled by Espin e t t he Wes t 
Kirby Observatory in his capacity as Special Observer to the Society. 
A copy is included in the dossier. 
The event s of the year 1885 now come under review. 
In April &spln described to the members an interesting occu1ting 
eyepiec e which he had recently tested, end even at this remote 
date (1972) it is rull of interest. It was a Ramsden eyepiece 
fitted with two pairs or moveable shutters at the focus, and it 
WBB particularly useful in examining the fainter of the stars 
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1n a peir. I n fact by its use Espln discovered a new companion 
to 27 Hydrae. (16) 
During the month of May he presented a paper on I The 
-. 
Probable Peri od of the Variable star LL. 145511 which had been 
-
under observation slnce 1883. The published material issuing 
from the. west Klrby Observatory of the Society at this time, du e 
to Eepin, mainly related to variable and red stare, Bno s tare in 
the Milky Way, but it WeB Short-lived for in Septemver 1885 he 
announced bis change of address to High Street, Wols1ngham , 1n 
the County of Dur ham , whence he had moved upon t aking up his new 
poet ae a curate of that parlB~ 
Although henceforward Espin lived well over a hundred 
miles distant from Liverpool his inter est 1n the Liverpoo! 
Astronomi cal SOCiety remained ke~ It took only a abort 
time for him to have erected an observatory in the grounds of t he 
rectory ror in this he wae fortuna te in having e t hand the skilful 
help or the Lendreth brothers who were contractors e t Wolsingham. 
Mr. George Calver, one or t he foremos t spec ulum makers, related 
in October 1885 t ha t he had supplied an equatorially-mounted 
l7 · 25-1nch reflector with 8 driving clock which waB housed in 
this ne. structure. (17) and by January 1886 Espin had empl oyed t he 
new instrument to re-observe eome new orange and red stars 
~reviously ue t ec t ed wit h the Q-inch Calver equatorial a t West 
Kirby. (18) He al so confirmed Gore's Nova in Orion with it 
and re-observed tbe variable P ~ Leporls with a 3-inch refractor -
used on this partioular oocasion beoauae the 17· 25-1noh instrument 
... snowed up. (19) 
Whilst this work waB proceeding at WOlslngham there had 
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bean developmenta at Liverpool. Upon Rapin l 8 depar tur e 
the poat of Spectal Observer bad been taken over by the Vic&-
President, W.lL St. Qu1ntin Gage , for a ahort time but Espln 
was re-elected to it in PaQruery IBB6~ (20) end at the fifth 
annual general meeting held on 17th July 1886 he was elected 
President and Special Observer for the ensuing sa8s10n 1886_1887.(21) 
The vigour di splayed by Rapin in astronomy and especial l y 
the regular appearanceB ~ bis published materi al both pri vately 
and under the aegis of the Liverpool Aetronomical Society had 
inevi ta bly brought him i nto promlnenca. Sucb led to an 
incident in 1886 which, for the sake 01' c ompl etenesB. 1s now 
recorded. 
It I s commonly the case when a new organ1a8~lon of any 
moment is formed that efforts are made by ita promoters to indulge 
in what may be termed window-dressing by seoki ng to gain the 
patronage of emi nent persons whose name s it can display in an 
endeavour to secure some pr estige in the public eye. Espinl s 
repute in 1886 was auch that an aasociation with the gr andiose 
title of IThe Society of SCience , Letters . and Art , of Londonl 
conferred upon bim the honorary title of F. F. Sc . for I bis valuable 
work in astronomy'. Evidentl y the sponsors were not awere of 
the restricted 11i8g e of the ti t le 'Fello.' or they would otherwise 
have chosen snother designation. (22) 
I acme An announcement of the matter in the press cal led forth biting comment from Oapt. W. Noble (the doyen of ama teur 
astronomers who regularly cont ributed to the pagee of the Englieh 
Reehan1e, using the pseudoIll'Dl F.R. A.S .. ) . He wrote . • • • • ' .hat on 
es rth ia 'The Sooiety of Scienc e, Letters and Art, ot London 1 . 
The s88oci etion with this very pret entioua title is not to be 
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found 1n the exhaustive list p~bllBhed in IWhittakerls Alman~cklJ 
and it rather looks 8a though it were trying t o confer some 
vicarious honour on itself by proffering such BS it can offer 
to 8 man like Mr. Rapin' • •• •• (23) • Thi 8 c ri ticl am 
evoked no reply. 
Eapln l s own reaction was quite diff erent. He was 
susceptible. The addition of ~ further label apparently 
plea sed him and on t he fronti8p~ece of Publi cation No. 1 of 
the Liverpool Astronomical Society's Observatory 1n 1887 he 
appended F . F . Se. to bis other qual~flc8tlonB. Th e .. him 
wS B Short-lived for the dubiouB honour later ceased to to 
diaplayed. It had been a worthless - but decorative -
distinction. 
The main t heme re sumes a t Wolaingham 1n the first 
fe. montha of 1886. At thi s time Eapin adopted the practice 
of iSBuing circulars to those as tronomers and observatories 
which were regularly in touch with him, and in 80 doing he 
fOllowed a cus tom a lready well- 8s"tabllshed. The Dun Echt 
Observatory for example had for long been dOing this and Bent 
out its circulare NOB. 118 onward a during the same year. 
The f irst 'Circular of the Li verpool Aetronomlca1 
Society, subscribed by Espin 8 8 its Special Observer and 
origi nating f rom Wo18ingh~J appeared Barly i n the year and 
f our had been isaued by Jun. 1886. A f urther six a t least 
appeared before the end of that year. They were terse 
notes, often concerned with a specific item and occupying only 
8 few lines of print on an octavo sheet. No. 1 save an 
ephemaria for 10 Sagittae, No. 2 auggeated a variabi l ity in 
the star D.M. +80 .. 3780 ••• , •• and 80 on, They continued 
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under this title until Circular No. 16 in 1887. and from then 
onwards the description ·Wo181ngham Observatory Circular' waB 
adopted, the reason for which change will appear presently. 
Quite BTIBrt from topics contained in the circulars 
the routine observationsl work et Wolslngham continued on a 
number of variable atars Buch 8S 11 Canie Ma jor and B 277 Vlrglnls. 
EBpln made a detailed examinat ion of the colour Bnd magnitude of 
Nova Andranedae which he published in April (24) but it do es 
Beem that the variables held his main Interes·t. At the first 
meating of the 1886-1887 BeBsion of the Liverpool Astronomical 
SOCiety held on 11th October 1886 he delivered his Pres~dentlal 
Addreel on 'Stellar Variation: 8 Chapter in the World's Hi s tory'. 
At this 8ame meeting the Society elevated Eapin to the clase of 
Aesociste Membership snd thereby installed him amongst their 
revered one8. 
The 8~er of 1886 had been da rkened, flgurat~vely, by 
discord in the SOCiety. Mr . lsase Roberte R. R. A. S., President 
for 1886-1886, at the last meeting of the session held on 11th May 
1886 made 8 statement of some gravity when referring to the affairs 
of the SOCiety and this most unfortunately found its .ay into the 
public presB. (25) In sum he pointed out that only 8 quarter 
of the members lived in the Liverpool areB, that the founders ( of 
whicb Espln WS8 one) had created far too much correspondence and 
literary work from which they had latar withdrawn their assistance. 
that liabilities bad been incurred beyond their meane to discharge, 
and finally that the annual subscription of 5/- .as too small to 
cover their printing and other expenses. He invited members 
to convey their viewB of these things to the secretary during the 
su.mmer recess. 
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How thin is the veneer of civilization and how 
degrading 8 spectacle it 18 to witness public recr~natlon 
when matters go awry. To the remarks ot Roberts other 
members of the Society responded 1n the press : first Rapio, 
Franks, and Goodacre~ folIo,wed by Johnsan and Devise. All 
were self-justifying and all were derogatory at others. It 
ls to be hoped that the follp of this turbulence became apparent 
or Ba it se8mS for Bome at leaet t of the participants were elected 
to office for the 1886-1887 aeaaion, including Eapin aa Preaident 
and Special Observer. Nothing further was heard of Mr. 
leaae Roberts : bis voice of reason WBS apparently submerged in 
the .el ter or argument. (26) 
In J anuary 1887 8 letter from Espln addressed from 
'The Liverpool Astronomical SOCiety' 8 Observatory, Wolaingham' 
appeared in the EngliahMechanic. (27) Thia particular 
contribution waB interesting because of his use of this style 
of addres8 and also by reason of a detailed description it 
contained of a direct vision spectroscope of his own devising 
which he had employed in examining the light from U. Cygni. 
Later in the sane month he published an acoount of the technique 
employed for his stellar photoaraphy using the camera of 4.S-incb 
aperture lent by Sir Howard Grubb in 1883 when Espin was at the 
West Kirby Obaervatory. (28) 
Both spectroscope and camera were well used during 
1887 in conjunotion with the 17 0 25-inch reflector. These 
were the instruments which enabled Espln to derive the data 
oontained in Publioation No. 1 of the Liverpool Astronomical 
Society' a Obaervatory which bore the ti tIe r PhotographiC 
Photomo,try and SpectroBooplc Observations l , a oopy of whioh ie 
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·In the dOBsier . It was the grults of muoh labour. Esp1n 
used the camera to make a pair of magnitude determlnatlone of 
1,491 stare 1n the zone ... 40° OQ.. Vb. and by use of mu.l tlple 
direct vision prisms be examined the spectra of typically red 
stars whioh be numbered 142 to 185 Ba 88 to make the numeration 
consonant with bie red star list upon which more detailed comment 
will be made 1n the section devoted to thaee objects. He 
paid the printing coets of this modest boOklet of eleven pagee 
bimselr and placed copies on sala at 1/6d eaca. By adopting 
this proceiure the Society weB relieved of expense and only those 
who were willing to pay obtained the publication. 
Rapin' 8 last paper entitled 'Unpublished Red Stars' WSB 
read before the Liverpool Astronomical Society on 1st February 
1887. In thia be named 33 new red stars, some of which he 
had observed wita tbe 17·25-inca Calver reflector. His 
health was indifferent at this time and it was conveyed to the 
Society that th5reafter he would be unable ta be a8 active a 
member as formerly. Following upon this he reSigned his 
Vice-Presidency of the SOCiety on 6th September 1887, 8fter which 
date tae style or addreea previously mentioned waa dropped. (29) 
The reflector served 8S Espin1a stellar probe for with 
it he Bought out 8 variety of new details not previously noticed, 
the varisbili ties of a star near to e Tau.ri, another close to 
o Cassiopeia8, S. Orionis, and 8 new variable in Canes Venaticl, 
are all instanc.ei or bi s obaerlfa ti onal work during lBB7-1BBB. 
His saort-lived Vice-Presidency ror IBB7-lBBB commenced wita als 
election to it on 9tbMey IBB7, and on Bta July ae chaired the 
annual meeting of the Liverpool ~tronomlcal SOCiety held at 
Burlington Houss, Piooadilly, London, by grace of one of its 
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permanent occupants i.e. the R~81 Astronomical Society - 8 . 
venue of great distinotion. 
In the course of the meeting at Burlingjon House 
Espln referred to york which he was doing at Wolalngham 1n 
observing and re-observing red stars 1n preparation for a new 
edition of Mr. John Blr.minghaml B catalogue commonly known 88 
t The Red Starsl. This, he made very clear, W88 1n 
fulfilment of Section 3 of the Rules of the Liverpool 
Astronomical Society which required its Special Observer to 
undertake some systematic work during bis tenure of office. (30) 
The home- made spectroscope enabled him to obtain the 
spectra of stars down to the ninth magnitude and much o~ bie 
research had been published 1n Aetronomiache Nachrichten. 
The revision of this well known inventory of the red stare by 
an Irish astronomer was one of Espin l s major accomplishments and 
an outline of this selr-impos ed task will now be given. 
Red stare invariably form an absorbing study for they 
can display variations in both col our and in magnitude. Anciently 
Siriu8, now en intensely white star in Canis Major , WBB deBcrribed 
88 red. This claas of stare was a particular interest of a 
Danish astronomer Schjellerup and he originated a list or them 
in 1866 (31) • Ten yesrs l a ter Mr. John Birmingham of Mill brorik, 
Tuam~ County Galway, an astronomer and mUB1~ian, prepared 8 
catalogue of red stars and read a paper thereon at a meeting of 
the Royel Iri.b Academy on 26th June 1876. Subsequently his 
I Observations and Catalogue l containing data on 658 red stars was 
published, in 1879, in the Transactiono of the Academy (32) • 
For this cl.8sioal work Birmingham was awsrded the Cunningham 
Medal of thst in8titution in January 1884. 
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Later events were summarised in Esplnl 8 own worde (~3) 
......... 'Mr. Birmingham, on hie deathbed, wrote to the Revd. T .. W. 
.ebb, requesting him to undertake the new Edition of the Red 
..,.. 
. . 
Stars. Mr. Webb being unable to spare the time, placed it 
in the hands of Dr. Copeland. At the end of April 1886, Dr. 
Copeland finding that it would be impossible for him to do it, 
wrote to me requesting me to undertake it. Thi s I did the 
more willingly that the Revd. T.W. Webb had expressed a wish that 
I should assist i n the Ne. Edition. Arrangemente were at 
once reade for devoting the 17-25 equatorial refJector ezcluslvely 
to this work. At the asme time requests were Bent to various 
gentlemen at home Bnd abroad for observations either of objects 
alr e ady known or or new ones ....... 
Espln further remarked ••••• 'The telescope used since 
1885, Sept., la a fine equatorial Newtonian reflector of 17 · 25 
inches aperture, with circles reading to f ive seconds of time and 
single minutes of arc. It i6 fitted with 6 driving clock, 
slow motions, etc. The sweeping power has been used almost 
exclusively, and magnifies 70 ttmes. It ha s B field of 45 ' ; 
occasionally higher powere of 100 ; 200 , have been used' • • ••• 
The first quotation prowides the information that Espln 
assumed his task in April 1886 and it is known that he read a 
paper on this work before the Royal Irish Academy on 11th June 
1888, which was followed by the publication nf his ne. edition nf 
'The Red Stars' ss No. V of the Cunningham Memoirs of t he Academy. 
The edition oontained over 200 pages and in it particulars are 
given of 1,472 stars of which 766 are ~la6Bified a6 red, 629 8B 
ruddy, and 77 more are included in addenda. (34) Even with 
the splendid instrument described above : the acknowledged 
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assistance received fram fellow astronomers end from a young 
pupil et Wolslngham named Nicbols6 Brown~ t he labour of 
compilation and collation of reBulta must have been very greet. 
Upon close examination of this 1890 edition some 
cur ious features appear which n ow (1972) caD only be mad e 
consis tent with the general body of Espln's work by resorting to 
probabilities. He states, specifically, that his r evi sion of 
Sc hjellerup's stars began i n 1872 OD t he r eque s t of the Revd . T. W. 
"'ebb. If thi s be t rue then Espln was fourtean years old at 
the time and about to enter Hel1eybury, or indeed had just entered , 
as 8 boarder. It Be6m S i ncredible tha t at 80 young an age 
he would be Bsked by Webb to und er take the re-observation of r ed 
stars measured by an astronomer of t he standing of Schjellerup 
only s ix years ea r l ier. 
In r eferrtng to star No. 118 in the new edition of the 
catalogue, whi ch was not ed by Schjellerup as red, Espin mentions 
that ••••• 1 since Februar y 2, 1873, it has a1waye appeared to me 
bluish or bluish white ' ••••• (35) which reinforces t he impression 
that Espin did , in fact, carry out systematic work in t he 
observational fi eld from his early teens onws r dQ. 
By comparison with the foregoing the paper read before 
t he Royal Irish Ac ademy was based on notes of four yeard work by 
Espin i.e. the years immediately preced1ng the presentation of 
the paper, and therefore covering the interim 1884-1888, which in 
itself does not accord with the duration of t he t ask taken over 
from Dr. Cope1and in 1886 and completed two years later. 
A reconciliation of these divergent po'1nts can be brought 
about by presum1ng that Espin'. observations began in 1872 before 
he entered Haileybury _ probably using opera- glasses - and that he 
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fol lowed 8 consistent practice of noting stellar featuree 
throughout the succeeding years, included amongst which 1 teme would 
be date on red stare. When Copelend passed on to him the tesk 
of r evision of Birmingham' s ca t alogue 'The Red Star s ' in 1886 , 
Espln would then heve these at hand toge ther with r ecent and 
more exact notes accumulated at the West Klrby and Wolsingbam 
observatoriee from 1883 onwsrds. Suppl ementing t he above 
would be the particulars supplied by collaborating observers , and 
Espln'e task would be that of assembl ing ma terial in the two years 
1886-1888 re quired for hie paper read before the Academy in 1888 . 
At t he advanced age of seventy years Espln wrote bie 
last letter to t he English Mecbanic. (36) in wb1ch he dwelt in 
remi niscent mood on his lifetime of work at the telesc ope. In 
that letter oc curr ed the words ••••• 'r Bm now in my fifty- fourth 
year of amateur astronomical work' .......... , meaning, of course , 
that he commenced a t t he age of s ixte en. Thi S, therefore, 
conflicts with his statemente made in thel 1690 edition of 'The 
Red Stars' but only by two years. It I s Burely charitable 
to infer that the declining faculti e s of age acc ount for the 
differenc e and this Is done 1n justifying the presumptions made. 
The 1690 revision of Birmingham' . ca talogue of red 
stars 1s 80 typical of Eapln l 6 work that, by the kindness of" t he 
Librarian of the Royal Irish Acadamy, a copy i s inCluded in t he 
doesi er. It will well repay perusal. 
A return to the ma i n discourse now has to be ma de. 1. e . 
to the etate of affaire in t be late summer of 1667. Fo!' the 
1687_1666 eeeeion the Liverpool Aetronomical SOCiety had 440 
members and associates. The last Emperor of Brazil - Don 
Padro 11 waB, in fact, an Associate, and branches bad been 
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established in Pernambuco, both western and Southern Asstre11a, 
and in the nearby I sle of Man. Progress indeed and ambition 
worldwide. Eapln's activities were not particularly 
prominent BB in former years after be had vaca ted the Vice 
Presidency, although he did identify a new star near to ~ Cygni 
on 8th May 1888 : no doubt biB preoooupation wi t t, the impending 
new edition of r The Red Stare' largely accounted for this. 
Nothing further Is to be found for 8 year or two more 
until April 188~, when a report in the. English Mechanic g ave the 
news that Espln' 8 name had been struck out of the membership 
list of the Liverpool Astronomical SOCiety (37), and onc e again 
unpleasant letters appeared in the press invol ving leasoe and 
Espln - both members of the Socie ty. However, upon the 
name being restored, matters proceeded for a time on an uneasy 
rooting. 
It is noteworthy that in his prese contr i butions 
Rapin now no longer identified hie observatory with the SOCiety. 
His tiss with it were weBkan1ng. The Wolsingham Observatory 
itself was moved bodily from Wolsingham to Tow Law in the 
autumn of 1888 to remain on its new site for almost half a 
century and throughout the whole of thet time its original name 
- Wolaingham Observatory - was applied to it, despite the fact 
that it functioned at Tow Law for very many years longer than it 
did at Wolsingham. 
The years 1889 and 1890 witnessed an ever widening 
cleavage in the ranks of the Liverpool Astronomical Society. 
It ls distasteful to retail the prese utterance, of that time 
which evidently were the culmination of personal animo6it1eB~ 
Recrimination recurred . It ls too wasteful an exerCise to 
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merit any considered attention and therefore the cODeequencee 
only will be describsd. 
Already it has been mentioned twice that only a small 
part of the total membership of the Society actually lived 1n 
the Liverpool district and these relatively few persons were 
those who formed the audienc es at meetings and lectures. By 
far the greater number dwelt afar aff and the 'Journal' - until 
1 te demise _ "ae the main link between tbem and the centre 0-1' 
the Society' B acti vi ties. A proposal that 8 new Bssoci ation 
should be formed for these non-Lt verpoli tens gained ourrency and, 
BS slwaye, the correspondence and news columna of the English 
Mechanic contained many contributione on the matter. 
By August 1890 with the sctive aid of Mr. E. WaIter 
Meunder, a new society waB in process of formation and on the 
15tb of tbat montb he publisbed - again in the EnglishMechanic 
e draft programme of tbe proposed body (38). This draft was 
8 model of its kind: in half 8 column of print it gave concise 
details of what was projected, including the provisional 
Committee, and - a commendable step for Victorian times - it 
abolished s.ax.. discrimination in its membership. 
Of course the irresietible tendency to indulge in 
pretentious display made its appearance. Dr. Huggins , Mr. 
George Galver, M.r. T. W. Bsckhouse, Mr. J.E. Gore, and Eapin, 
amongst others, were named as founders. The promoters had 
Bound sense in making the annual subscription half a g~ne8, but 
more debatable .as the choice of title viz. Tbe Britisb 
Astronomical Society. In order to avoid embarrassing 
confusion with that more venerable body the Royal Astronomical 
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Soc1ety, it wBB agreed at t he first general meeting held on 
24th October 1890 to substitute the name of the British 
Astronomical Association, and which, over eighty yeere later 
it still retains. (39) 
The development of this new aS SOCi ation in 80 far as 
it concerned Espln will be o brrated separately, but before 
c10s1ng the topic of the Liverpool Astronomical Society a 
ahort review of Eepin' s connection with it may be made~ It 
bed lasted from 1881 until 1890, beginning about the time of 
his graduation from Oxford and enduring through curaciee at 
West Klrby and Wolsingham to his incumbency of Tow Law. When 
he lef't 1 t he wss thirty two ye.Bre old and well established BS 
en astronomer of note, and in discharging t he various office a 
which he held over the years - President, Vics-President, and 
Special Observer be undoubtedly contributed much to its prestige. 
By his vigour in it s initial stages he hel ped to creat e an 
organisation which gr e,w to worldwide proportions. Of his 
papers, publications, and circulare, Bome account has been 
r endered, and still more complete detai ls ar e to be found in 
the dossier. 
The human fail i ngs of its members f inally brought 
disruption upon the Liverpool Astronomical Society and although 
efforts were made 8S late as January 1891 t o f use it with t he 
new1y,-formed British Astronomical Associati on t hey came to 
nothing. This notwithstanding t he Liverpool Astronomical 
Society did not expire. It aurmounted its difficulties and 
still continues (1972) as ' the oldest end largest SOCiety of its 
kind in Br itain' ( 40) • 
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THE BRITISH ASTRON~ICAL ASSOCIATION 
The preceding section ended with an account of the 
disunity in the Liverpool Astronomical Society which gave rise 
to the formation of ·the British Astronomical Association in 
1890. As "\here relate4 Mro B. WaIter Me under of the Royal 
Observatory at Green"nah was a leading figure 1n starting the 
new associa tion, and the account of' 1 ts formation and progress 
is now t§ken up from the time or t he first general meeting on 
24th October 1890. 
For this event the promoters had the use of the hall 
of the Society of Arts in John Street, Adelpbi, London , and by 
reason of the arduous and extremely competent work of organisation 
undertaken before the meeting by Mr . Me ander , a membership of 
n early 300 had already been enrolled. Moreover arter paying 
initial expense s a cash balance of L. 185 was in hand. The 
association began its activities under the able Presidency of 
Capt . W. Noble F.R. A.S. and a distinguished list of Vice-Presi dents 
including the Earl of Rosse and Dr. Wllliem Huggins. Ei ght 
observing sections were set up, Bach with its own Director who 
WBB chosen for bis specialised knowledge needed by one requir ed 
to co-ordinate work in a particular avenue or observation. 
The Director selected ror the Spectroscopic and 
Photographic Section wss the Revd. T.&E. C. Espin, but in accepting 
this position Esp1n limited his commi t ment to the tendering of 
advice and direction to workers in t he rield, and to tbe observa tion 
of specific stare about which tha Council of the Association might 
need in1'ormet1on. (1) This proviso was needed because a t the 
time he was fully engaged In his own pur sui ts at Tow Law .. 
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These were comprehensive enough. Early in the . 
Spring of 18~O t he final p r oofs of the new edition of I The Red 
Staret of Mr. John Birmingham had been checked and the mat erial 
brought to t he verge of p ublica ti on, a task (described elBwhere) 
whi ch had occ upied Eapin for several years. ( 2) Directly tha t 
work had been accompli shed the search for s tars wi th remarkable 
spec tra began. In 1890 a lon e Espin di scovered 70 of these 
object s. I n t he next year , 1891, he re-observed many of t he 
star s detailed in the red star catalogue and msds searches for 
Type III a nd TilP8 IV stars on t he Secc.hi cla ssification - an 
effort which rssul ted in his finding 120 stars ot: Type III and , 
oddly enough, only 1 of Type IV. (3) 
In this interim (1890-1891) he also contributed two 
ar ticle s t o t he Journal of t he Associa tion. The fi r st was 
entitl ed 'Three New Red Stars ' (4) and t he second ' Two New Red 
Stara and a possibly Var iable- Star ' (5) . I t is, in consequence , 
under standable , to quote t he Journal of t he Association .• • •• ' Under 
the s e c ircumstances no repor t has been mad e f r om this Sec tion ' 
For the second session of the Associa tion extending 
from October 1891 to Oc t ober 1892 the Observi ng Sections were 
inareased f rom eight to eleven. Espin ' s own Section was 
di vided . He continued to act as Director of a n ew Stellar 
Spectroecopy Sec tion , whils t t he Revd. Fr. W. Sidgreavee of the 
Stonyhurst College Observatory became Direc t or of a Sola r 
SpectroBc opy Section. Once again no report appea.red for 
EBpin's Section at the end of t he session and t he impression 
develops that his interest in the British As tronomical Association 
was waning. Nonetheless he did contribute a single article 
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to its Journal on ISpec troBcoplc Observations and Light CurTe 
of Nova Aurigae ' (6) and he gava his OKn account o~ this work 
at a meeting of the Association held in Barnard' 8 Inn Hall, 
Holborn~ London, on 24th February 1892. ( 7) 
The third BeBsion embracing the period October 1892 
t o October 1893 S8w changes 1n the hierarchy of the Association. 
Espln WBe not even mentioned BS an officer, and Fr. Sldgreaves 
became Director of what wBB called t he SpectroBcopy Section. 
It Beams, therefore, that Espln WBS quietly dropped from the 
higher ranks and became merely a member. His only 
contributions to affairs were tw~ articles 1n the Journal. 
The first of t hese was 'IDcrometrlcal lJ16asurements of' Double 
Stars 1n connexion with the New Edition of 'Celestial Objects' , 
(8), and the s econd 'An Anonymous Star in PerseuB and certain 
Variable Stars of the Fourth Type' (9) 
As related alr eady Rapin had, of' course , been a found·er 
member and President of' the Liverpool Astronomical Society and 
af ter the OCnfortunate events which occurred i n the life of that 
Society had been ~ongst the first t o assist in the formation 
of' the British Astronomical Associa tion. It is curious that 
his interest in thelatter should have declined 80 r apidly dur ing 
its early years : yet such was the aBBe. If 8 reason is to 
be assigned it oould be one of remoteness from the centre of 
activity. When Espin was identif ied with the Liverp ool 
Society he lived, for most of the time, nearby at west Kirby- on 
the Wirral PeninBula and uBed its observatory until 1885 when he 
moved to County Durham, but even then he carried on observa t~ona l 
work for it until 1887 : in sum his interest was personal and 
lively during the whole time of hiB memberahip. 
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By comparison the British Astronomical Association 
waB 8 ~ondon-baBed body holding its meet~ngs there and 
communicating with Espln by meane of its 'Journal' . Tow Law 
lies about 250 miles to the north of London and he would hardly 
feel B8 much at BBBe 8S he did with the locally resident people 
of the Liverpool BreB with whom be lived for BO long. Indeed 
the affinity on k erssyside waB such that one colleague of 
EBp1n' 8 - W.lL St. Quintin Gage - followed him to Wolsingham 
and the pair lived closs t ogether during Espin'e CurBOy of the 
parish. 
But whatever the true reason may ha ve been Espln 
certainly followed a divergent path, 8 course hastened possibly 
by a none too kind review of bis fifth edition of Webbls 
' Celestial Objects for Cammon Telescopes' which appeared in the 
Journal of the Bri tish Astroncmical Associ a tion in 1893. (10) 
The reviewer, who was tantaliSingly anonymous said ou~right 
... .. .. t we are disappointed with )/l r . Eapinl s work I • •• •• and 
' Mr. Espin has had a grand opportunity, and has let it 
Slip ' HoweVer true or fa lse these sta tements might 
have been they were the last of any note to appear in the 'Journal ' 
in respect of Rapin for the next two ye ar s. 
I n making and publishing such adVerse cri ticiSIIB thei r 
unknown autbor bringe his own bona fides into question. Wi thout 
doubt he .was fully entitled to utter fair comment, but equally so 
the person assailed had a right to know the i dentity of his 
attacker, which 1n this case "as denied to Espin. The 
reviewer , therefore , even allowing his judgment to be Bound , did 
not obser ve an acoeptable standard of conduct by thus baving 
r ecourse to self concealment. 
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Late in 1895 Espin waB 1ieted amongst the members of 
the Observing Sections of the Association BS one concerned with 
variable stare, and finally, on 23rd February 1898, Eepin 
attended 8 meettng of the Association and gave an account of an 
object which he had found in Perseus (11) • Thi s addres s 
WBS followed by a note on the matter by Mr. laase Roberts (whoes 
name it may be remembered wae prominent in the Liverpool discord) 
snd with it the connenon of Espin with the Associati on ended. (12) 
The attac hment of Espin to the British Astr onomical 
ABsociation had been a short one - from 1890 to 189S to be exact 
but for the last t~ee years of that per iod he had contributed 
little to its activities. His X-ray work began in 1896 and 
the competing claims of this a~ocatlon could have drawn away 
Buch of his failing interest BS lingered. It was greatly 
to the credit of tue Association that i ·t-published an obituary 
of Espin in Janua ry 1935 (13) . This omitted any reference 
to bie former memberShip but otherwise sketched bis career with 
reasonable brevity and accuracy. 
(References fol lo w on tue next page) 
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THE NEVCASTLE-UPON- TYNE ASTRONGIICll.L SOCIETY 
After his former experiences with the Liverpool 
Astronomical Society and thererrom the Bri t ish Astronomical 
Association it would be an expected consequenc e that Espinfs 
venture into yet another organisation of a like nature would 
be tempered with prudence. Indeed it .. a Se He entered 
the Newcastle association only on written invitation and an 
unanimous acceptance by its members , which came about in this way. 
During MicbBelmaa term of 1903 the Revd. T.E. R. 
Ph1111pe M. A., F.R. A. S. delivered a course of lectures on 
astronomy in connection with a Durham University ExtenSion Course. 
These lectures were given 1n the roams of t he Literary and 
Philosophical Society at Newcastle- on-Tyne in which city a 
division of Durbam University was then established. They 
must have met with succeSB for a t a meeting of students held on 
22nd January 1904 it was decided unanimously to form an astronomical 
society and a provisional commit t ee WBS appOinted fozthw1t~ 
Mr . Richard Welford J.P., F. R.A.S. waa invited by letter to 
become Pr esident. 
A week later - on 29th J anuary 1904 - a t the next 
meeting a letter f rom Mr . Welford was read in which he declined 
this offer - whereupon letters were sent to five other local 
as t ronomer s asking t hem to fill the pOSiti ons of President and 
Vice-PreSident. They were: ~r. T. ~ Backhouse of Sunderland, 
Mr . A.T. Flagg of South Shields, the Revd. T. H. E. C. Espin of Tow 
Law, Prof . R. A. Samps on of Durham Univer sity, and k r . Edward 
Sparkea of Sunderland . 
On 5th Febr uary 1904 at t he third meeting replies had 
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came to hand from all five persons but there is no record 8B 
to what these were. However at the same meeting Rules were 
adopted and a list of officers wes approved . This l1st 
named the Revd. T.H.E.C. Espin M.A., F. R.A.S. as Preaident with 
the Revd. T.E.R. Pb1111pe M.A. 1 F.R.A. s.,. R:hchard Welford J.P . J 
F.R.A.S., and Mr. Lawrence Richardson, as Vics-Presidents. 
The Society had, 1n fact, established itself , and it has 
continued without a break up to the present time (1972). 
Espin held this Presidential office for the rest of 
hi B lire. He was not an ornamental figurehead but contributed 
regularly to the life of the Society by gl~ta, by lectures, and 
by invitation to his observatory at Tow Law. In his day 
there was a direct railway line from Newcastle via Shotley Bridge 
and Burnhill to Tow Law which facilitated travel even from his 
remote parish to the meetings centred on Newcastle. His 
visits were restricted in winter, when, as often occurred, the 
snowploughs were unable to clear the line f or traffic, or when 
his observational programme would not suffer interruptio~ 
It may be remarked that this new society fram its 
inception followed a course by which the mishaps at Liverpool in 
1886 were avoided. It did not p~blish Proc.eding§ : it had 
no affiliated branches: it lived within its modest means: it 
was also very successful. 
The Minute Books of the SOCiety enable an appreciation 
to be gained of the astronomers of the area and their mutual 
collaboration. Within a fortnight of its formation Espin 
presented the Society with a star atlas and some books, sod on 
11th March 1904 he delivered its first public lecture which 
waa chaired by Lard Armstrong. His title, appropriately, waa 
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'The Work of an Amateur Observatoryl i l lustrated by l antern elides. 
Most of the local astronomers were members and many contributed 
papers, Mr. Lawrence Rlchardeon, and Mr. T.W. Ba ckhouee, being 
examples. Both"Richardson aod " Espin" fostered the interes t 
of members 1n astronomy by inviting visitors to their own privet e 
observatori es , and on one particular Sa turday afternoon, that of 
27th October 1906, a party of fourteen members went to Tow Law 
by rail to inspect Espln l 8 equipment. This visit is of note 
for it Is recorded that after examining the observatory and 
having ' sn excellent teal Mr Espin . . ..... , Bhowed us his electrical 
appara tuB, a powerful machine largely made by himself, Bnd fitted 
w1 th many of his own improvements. He uses it for the 
applica tion of the Roentgen Rays and for the cure of certain 
diseases, as well as for other more purely scientific exper i mental 
purposes. A very interesting demonstration of its capabilities 
was given including the production of the ~raysl ••••• 
The curative t r eatment which Esp in carried out by use 
of X-r ays is dealt w1 th elswhere : here it may be noted that he 
was active in that sphere during 1906, some ten years after he 
first began bis investiga tions in 189 6. 
The sta'tuB of t he Newcastle Astronomical Society wae 
sustained by quite a number of eminent lecturer s. Prof. R.A. 
8ampson contributed a forecast of the phenomena expected at the 
total eclipse of the Sun of 30th August 1905. He was then 
Professor of Ma thematics at Durham University. On Saturday 
2nd November 1907 he conducted a party of eleven members over the 
Durham University Observatory and a description of t he alroucantur 
is given 1n these words .. .... Prof. Sampson first showed u s and 
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d escribed in detail the almucantur which ls kept in a separate 
building. It ls a telescope which i 8 f loa ting in a bath of 
mercury end is the only instrument of it s kind in use I ..... 
Professor H.F. Newsll M.A., F. R. S. of Cambridge gav e 
an address on IMultiple stars discovered SpectroBcoplcal1y' at 8 
meeting in 1911 chaired by E8pin. Ne.all ' 8 father it may be 
said lived for many ye ars at Gateshead where the well-known 
25 - 1nch Cooks refractor was first erected. In the same 
year Eepln described his own discovery - Nova Lacertee on·· OOth 
Dec ember 1910 - at a convers8zione of the Society. The 
account of thi s discours e, made a t the time, i s well worthy 
of scrutiny and a photocopy has bean included aocordingly in 
the doesi er. ( 1) 
The mos t outstanding event during the Pr esidency of 
Espin took place i n 1930. On 17th Januar y of that year 
i n the King l B Hall of Armstrong College at Ne wcas t l e- an-Tyne 
with Sir Char le s A. Parsons in the chair , Si r Frank WatsQD 
Dyson. the Astronomer-Royal, gave a public ledture f or the 
SOCiety on the work of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich. 
Espin, naturally , was present . and 8 photograph of all three 
men taken a t the time is similarly included. The 
Astronomer_Royal and ESpin were very good f riend s and t he 
former visited t he Wolsingham Observa t ory next day as his 
Signature in t he Visitors Book t here clearly shows. 
At the funera l of Esp1n on 5th December 1934 the 
SOCiety was represented by thr ee of its mos t pr ominent members 
viz. Mr . Lawrence Richardson. Mr . H. W. Davis , and Mr. Frank . 
Sargent. 
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The greater part of the data contained in this 
section have been abstracted f r om the Minute 
Boaks of the Newcastle Astronomical Society by 
courtesy of its present secretary, Mr. George 
Manvi11e. 
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CHAPTER V 
HIS PARISH - THE TOPOGRAPHY AND LIFE OF TOW LAW 
-----------------------------------------------
Whatever the attributes of a man may be biB mode of 
11vlng~ biB activities, and to a great extent his conduct, are 
all affected by his surroundings. The way in which those 
qualities or mind and body implanted by Nature find their 
expression Is regulated by environment and for this reason it 
le ma terial to the biography of Espln that an account of the 
history, topography, and general outlook of the parish of Tow 
Law should be given. 
An outline is to be sketched of the several factors 
which transformed a lonely moorland, desolate from Saxon times 
until the mid-1840's, into a thriving industrial areQ within 8 
decade, which then prospered for a brief space before declining 
to a remnant within the next forty years. It wae purely by 
8 twist of Fate that the founder of Tow Law Charles Attwood -
became connected with the lmcallty : lt may, equally well, have 
been Robert Stephenson. better known to-day as a famous railway 
engineer. To this and other relevant matters attention ls 
now directed. 
The pla ce-name Tow La w is believed to be derived from 
,.. 
the Old English tot-hlaw signifying a look-out hill. The 
Domesday Book of W1l1iam the Conqueror compiled in 1085 did not 
include the lands or the Bishopric of Durham, but in 118 3 when 
Hugh de Puiset was bishop of the diocese he caused his own 
s urvey to be made and this is known as the Boldon Bake. In it 
there is no reference at all t o Tow Law. Dur ing the XIV century 
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Bishop Hatfield' e survey also omi ts any refeI'enee, but in the' 
ecclesiastical record s of' the following century mention le made 
of Tollawe in 1423. In 1765 Commissioners divided the land 
of the East Township of Wolsingham and t he name of the area was 
then stated 8S Tow Law. The locality which now (1972) forms 
the tOWDship of Tow Law wBB very largely purchased by the Weardale 
Iron and Coal company's promoters in 1845 or thereabouts. 
The original name of 'look-out bill ' was amply justified 
for the district has an average elevation above sea level of over 
a thousand feet and it commands 6 view of the surrounding fella 
for miles around . About 1841 there was one sol itary farmhouse 
bearing the name Tow Law and this s till stands in a hollow close 
to Attwood Place snd retains the name of Tow Lsw House. (1) 
Before industry arrived the locali ty was wild moorland wi tb li ttle 
srable land and wa. mainly given over to the rearing of cattle and 
s heep. To the west and north of the township wild life in 
the form of grouse , moorcock, partridge, pheasant, end occa sionally 
wild deer, may etill be stalked. 
Furnaces for the production of iron were used in the 
County of Durham 1n the 'X:{ century. Bishop Langley had 
furnaces and a forge at Bedburn" five miles south of Tow La w, in 
1408-1409 of which records are preserved, and B foundry was still 
in use at that plsce early in the XIX century. (2) In the 
XVII c.entury the Prince Bishops for Durham was 6 County Palatine 
possessed the manor of Wearda le and Iron wBS smelted there. Steel 
too, WaB proouced. The manor W8S of considerable extent 
stretching from W1tton-I6-Wea~ in the east t o Alaton Moor in the 
WBst, and it included what is now Tow Law. 
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Later the right to abstract ore VI~S acquired by t he WeardBle 
Iron end Coal Company in which oDe, Charles Attwuod, wes aD 
or iginal member. During its long exi.tence (1846-1956) 
this company hed changes in title but here it will be always 
referred to in the style g iven for such le aptly desoriptlve 
of 1 t e main pursul ts viz. iron and coal. (:3) 
When Espin arrived at Tow Law in 1888 he came to a 
depressed parish which in t he recent past bad enjoyed far better 
days . The s t aple source of livelihood - the ironworks - had 
virtually cessed to function, and during hi s incumbency the 
locality lost over twenty per cent of its inhabitants for lack 
of employment. During his l a ter years the rigours of the 
war fram 1914 to 1918 and the paralysis of a prolonged coal 
strike in 1926, made it a stricken area. Even ta-day ( 1972) 
the popula t i on is only one half of what it wa. i n 1881. 
Despite the condemnation which the exercise o~ wisdom 
after an event can arouse, it 1s evident that the unhappy state 
of affa irs at Tow Law in late Victorian times need not have 
occurred 8S it did. Presently it will be t old how t he 
Weardale Iron and Coal Company r08e ~ and fel l, but to paraphrase 
for a moment it may be said that what Goliatb could no t do a 
David accomplished. In 1866 and at a t~e when the activities 
of the Weardale canpaDy a t To .. Law were dwindling rapidly, )/l r. 
Joaeph Bond had the enterprise to establish bis Castle Foundry 
and Patent Steel Works, and indeed Bond' s ~'olIDdry Company still 
continues at Tow Law. So too does the steel works of George 
Blair and Co. Ltd. just to t he north of Tow Law. Both er.e far 
les8 pretentious than the und~aking of tne Weardale company but 
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they have continued to give work in t he lac all ty and to p roduc'6 • 
manufactured products, for generations. 
It is now necessar y to revert t o Charl es Attwood in 
the early 1840's. He was vigor ous in pr omoting the development 
of the natural r e source s of the district Bnd s uch began a t the 
much older parish of Stsnhope some eight miles due west of Tow 
La w. Attwood arrived at Stanhope from t he Cleveland area i n 
t he North Riding of Yorkshire where , in 1841-1842, he had been 
examining the region in t he hope of discovering tronstone depoei ts 
and would hsv e so continued bad not a )li r. wa l ton brought to him 
a sample of Weard Ble I vein' ironstone. This chance Illeetlng 
occurring when it did , brought Attwood to Stanhopc on 23r d Jul y 
1842. (4) 
During thia Bame year (1842) two courageous men named 
Rippon and Willis began to construc t a furnace a t Stanhope which 
they found themselves unable to comple te. In 1844 t his 
unfinished s truc ture was purchased by Charles Attwood·, · Thomas 
Baring, and Joshua Bates, in partnershiP9 and was le ter taken 
over by the Weardale Iron and Coal Company upon i ts f ormation 
in 1846. All the r emaining work was compl eted and the f urnace 
put into blas t in 1845. Thi s furnace was intended to be 
supplied solely with t he iron of t he carboniferous limestones 
of Upper lIea r da1e. (5) 
Now St anhope , although conveni ent l y close to the 
ironstone of WeardBle , wes beyond the bounds of t he Dur ham 
coalfield, whilst Tow Law lay a t t he western edge of t he c oal 
measures where they mer ge into the mountain l imes tone ~ontai~ng 
the needed iron ore , and 60 is located r a ther more conveniently 
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for the construction of ironworks. This led Cha rl es Attwood 
and his Bssociates to build five furnaces e t Tow Law in 1845 and 
these used other oreB for mixing in addition to those fram 
Weardale itself. ( 6) A short note on the mi neral resources 
of the areB le included in the dOBsier. The purchsse of the 
Stanhope furna ce and the later expansion at Tow La w wee financed 
by the merchant banking house of Baring Brothers, in the City of 
LOndon, of which Thomas Baring and Joshua Bates, already menti oned , 
were respectively senior partner and next senior pa rtner. 
It le of passing interest to say t ha t a Baring Stree t wBB shown 
on the first Ordnance Survey made of Tow Law in 1857-1858. The 
street stood through the years until 1968 when it was demolished 
and upon its site homes for aged people ar e intended to be built. 
One purpose of the industr ial venture at Tow Law was 
to manufacture s teel rails and c hB irs for t he r ai lways which were 
being constructed at that time, and particulsrly for those 
projected in the U.S.A. Thomas Baring visited North Amer ica 
in 185 2 and commended the products of the Weardale Iron and Coal 
Company t o an ironmsster in New England, but with so much promise 
and eo sound 8 finance house to fortafy him, it i s sad to s ay that 
Charles Attwo od 1'ell far short of what waB expected of him in 
the management of affairs at Tow Law. The enterprise there 
did not prosper 8S had been anticipated and Joshua Bates made 8 
gloomy report upon it in 1859. 
About this time (1859) Attwood hoped t o r evive t he 
failing fortunes of the WeardBle c~pany by starti ng 8 new 
steelmaking proc ess, and Baring's agreed with diffidence _ tha t 
this s hould ' be given a tria l tor a year. Now at this late 
date it cannot be ascertained exactly what that process was, but 
----... --
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it l s rel evant to stete that Henry Beseemer (later knighted) 
made known bis process for the decarbonisation of molten pig 
iron by mesns of SD air bl a Bt~ to a meeting of the Bri tish 
Association for the Advancement of Science at Cheltenham in 
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1856. Initially it was applied to the produc tion of malleable 
iron, a nd then to steel making w1 th the aid of Robert Mushet ' 8 
improvement. The Bessemer process wae made available to 
industry by licence and it seems that Attwood adopted B technique 
which to say t he least was closely similar . In doing this he 
committed bis greatest folly for 1n 1861 t he Dowla~ Company , then 
owner s of the Bessemer patent, took legal action against the 
WeardBle Iron and Coal Company for infringement. 
The consequence wss tha t an agreement was reached with 
the Dowlaid Company in August 1861 f or the p.yment to them of 
compensation, but nothing was forthcoming and the dispute still 
con tinued three years later. As to bow it ended no record 
remains, but in April 1864 the negotiations had reached a stage 
where compensa tion of L.2,500 WBS suggested with the right of 
the Dowlais Company to purchase any Bessemer equipment at Tow Law. 
It i s r eadily understandable that settlement could 
not be made by Charles Attwood and his colleagues for by 1862 
the deficit of the Weardsle lron and Coal Company had reached 
L.422, OOO (1972 equiva l ent v.lue = L.2,300,OOO) and Baring' 8 
became insistent that Attwood should go either of his own free 
will or by discharge. 
This brief outline of t he dismal financial background 
of industry at Tow Law is enough to show why it was that the· 
ironworks enterprise withered and virtually died in the 
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. suce eedlng years. Charles Attwood waB in many ways 8 
remBrkable men and a generous one, but to mak e a commercial 
success of the Tow Law undertaking was clea~ly beyond him. 
The for egoing is a sketch of the actual course of 
events but an alternative might well have come about 1n this 
manner .- I n 1832 there was founded I The Stsnhope and Tyn~ 
Railroad companyl with Robert Steph enson BS its consulting 
engineer (7) . It was bro~ght to pram6t~re b6nkr~ptcy in 
1840 largely by the exorbitan t wayleave charge s which it was 
forced to pay to the Church which owned land over which t he 
I1ne ps BBed . The company wse obliged to c10s6 the Stanbope 
end of the railway and to give up its use of the I1mekilns there. 
On 5th February 1841 it was dissolved Bnd a new company called 
'The Pan top and South Shields Railway Company' to ok moet of the 
property of the earlier enterprise and appoin ted Rmbert Stephenson 
its chairman. I n the realisation of BEsets of the Stanhop e 
and Tyne Railroad Company i ts intereste in the Derwent Colliery 
were disposed of by Deed of Assignment and the Stannope section 
of t he permanent way, with the Stanhope quarri es, were sold to 
the Derwent Iron Company of CODset t, about ten miles due north 
of Tow Law. (e) 
EVen after these unfortanate events Rober t Stephenson 
had confidence in the potentlalltle e of Weardele iron as late 
9S 1843-1844 , but he W8S too. circumscribed by existing cammi tmenta 
t o venture into new ones. Had he been freer his position a a 
an emi nent engineer mus t surely have influenced favourably any 
industrialists , and banker s, interested in mineral exploi ta tion. 
The s·trsngleholds of wayleaves end debts killed the Stanhope 
line and caused the diviSion of the company. Therewi th went 
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the Derwent coal supplies and the l imestone quarries . The 
door was open for another to enter and being conveniently at 
hand Cha rlea Attwood did ao. 
The demise of the ironworks of r t he Weardale company at 
Tow Law which occurred about 1892 did no t carry wit h it their 
mining interests. Black Prince Colliery, near Dan1s Ca stle 
continued unti l 1914 and Weat Thornley Coll iery until 1928. 
At the peak of prosperity at Tow Law Black Prince employed over 
s ix hundred IDeD working four coal seams , and with over a 
thousand IDeD also working at the furnaces and ironworks, the 
total l abour force must have been clos e to seventeen hundred 
persons. It le a fle eting memory of pas t glori es to r ecall 
that during the Crimean War of 1853-1856 cannon ball s used in 
that conflict were"made from Tow Law iron, and a locality near t he 
pit took on the name or Inkerman which, it may be inferred, bore 
alLUSion to the repulse or the Russian a t tack on tha t place on 
5th November 1854 during the course of the war. 
Of the colliery and t he ironworks little now remains, 
and there wi l l be even leBs in t he future for the slag heap from 
the rurnaces has become the site of a r efuse tip for the Tow Law 
community. There are, however, two bui ldings which commemorate 
ChBrles Attwood and a charity which bears his name. At t he 
lower end of Ironworks Road, at Attwood Place , t he former 
headquarters of the company still stand, well-kept, and typically 
Victorian in their solidity and apaciouanesa. Originally tha 
building waB in three parte : t he middle section comprised the 
offices, the east end the abode of the Secr etary/ Treasurer, and 
the west end the home of the Manager. ~dBY these are 
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private dwelllngsa Towards the crest of the same road the 
Company erected a Mechanic's Institute in 1857 which then had 
a reading room, e l i brary, and a regular supply of current 
magazines. 
Centre . 
Now it houses the Tow Law Community and Youth 
The Attwood Char! ty deserves mention. Charles 
Attwood made hiB Will on 12th February 1875 and in i t he directed 
trustees - inter alla - to pay the sum of L.25 per annum to the 
incumbent of Tow Law parish which should 'be applied for the 
benefit of poor people in physical ne ed without distinction of 
religious sec t'. After Attwood's decease an Order of the 
Chancery DiviSion of the High Court of Justice of 15th Ma r ch 1886 
directed that a sum of L.168. O. Bd.- arrears of 1ncome of the 
charity should be pa i d to the incumbent and this money was then 
invested in Government Stock in the names of the Official Trustees 
of Charitable Funds. The annual sum available wae , therefore, 
increased by the interest accruing from this investment .. 
EBpdn distributed this charity by way of tickets fo» 
food and clothing which could be presented to local tr adesmen, from 
whom they were later r edeemed in cash by the vicar . Al t ogether 
Attwood established ten charitable annuities, one of which wae tha t 
relating to Tow Law. A generous man indeed. (9) 
The influence of ind ustry and o~ its cbief architect 
Charles Attwood being sufficiently deBc ribed in the precading 
paragraphe, regard will now be paid to the social conditions which 
prevailed. 
The r apid growt h in populat i on from 1846 when prosPftrity, 
such Be it wae , rose steadily, was B~comp8nied by the customsry 
became established. In those days the denominations were 
separated by wider and de,eper cleavages than is the case to-day. 
Respe.ctabili ty and churchgoing were linked and whilst all sects 
aspired to a common goal they were discrete and their 
relationships with each other detached. 
First there was the Wes1eyan Me thodist Chapel da ting 
from 1842. and which was enlarged in 1881. The Primitive 
Me thodis t Chapel was built in 1846 and extended in 1868, and t he 
English Pr esbyterians constructed their church and manse in 
Bridge Street in 1B65 . The R~an Catholic Church at the top 
of Castle Bank first had a combined school and chapel which. in 
IB75 , was made into a Church. (10) Ad jacent to it t he convent 
of S. Joseph of the Sisters of }ll.ercy was founded in 1870. A 
Gospel Mission appeared also but details of it are lacking. 
The Angl ican church of S. Philip and S. James had aa 
its first incumbent t he Revd. Michael Henry Simp80n B. A. (Cantab) 
when the ecclesiastical parish wae formed in 1878. He died 
on 15th June IBBB and was succeeded by t he Revd. T.&E.C. Espln 
later in the year. 
All the above pursued their separate ways. But there 
came along ODe bo~y of Christians which stood in i sola tion from 
thi s general rule. The exception was the Salvation Army whose 
thrusting and emotional appeal cut through all creeds and threw 
to the winds the conventiona l niceties of orthodox r eli gion. In 
thepub1ic houses. and there were about a score all told, and in 
the streets it f unctioned a8 effectively as in its own citadel 
and freely acknowledged the merits of ot her v eliefs and the 
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shortcomings of 1 ts own. In almost every way 1 t made an 
approach to the populace in a manner which the patrician nature 
of Eapln never could have done. He, indeed, always preserved 
the digni ty or his church and rai th, a nd whilst he did so and the 
other sects held to thei r tenets, the Salvation Army grew strong 
Bnd SD remained for many years. 
Thr e e schools appeared. The Roman C&tholic school 
has been mentioned alr eady: it was staff ed by nune of th e convent. 
In addition a Na ti onal School weB buil t 8S early BS 1849 on a site 
provided by the Weardale Iron and Coal Company. The Wesleyan 
School was founded 1n 1859 in Wesley Street, later renamed Station 
Street, and two ladies - the )/Jisses Cetherine and Annle Appleby 
conducted a school for young ladies at Danl B Castle in 1894, so 
affording the social distinction of private education 
Loc al government began by the formation of a Local 
Board in 1864 which dealt with sanitation (of sorts), roadmaking, 
street lighting, and nuisance abatement, to mention ita main 
functions . It took over the gasworks at Tow Law in 1887. 
water supply was p i ped to the dis trict by the Weardele and CO.Dsett 
water Company. 
Other accompaniments of c~unity life came in a steady 
rl0. snd may be s~ed up brierly. In 1894 Tow La w had 18 inns 
ano hotels together with 4 beerhousee and off-licences, 2 banks, 
2 doctors, a solicitor, and a c hemist. There was a Post Office, 
a co-operative stores, a railway station, and a flourishing cattle 
marke t established in 1882. The police station was some little 
distance fram the township at Helme Park road ends. 
The social life of t he a re~-mu8t have been affected 
- --. -.. ~-- -~ 
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markedly by the liberal - even excessive - provision of 
intoxicants. It was far more than was needed and the 
inference of drunkenness amongst its predominantly working 
class population seems unavoidable . This point can be 
exemplified by da ta. Aooording to the Census of 1891 the 
populace of Tow Law WBS 4,554. I n the previouB pa ragraph it 
waB stated that at this time 22 premises sold intoxicants, Ba 
that there was one Buc h place for every 207 inhabitants. 
A veritable paradise for a brewer. 
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One need hardly dilate on the poverty and misery which 
a drunken parent, a large family, and a small dwelling , combined 
to produce in aD era before State benefits existed. The 
pastoral problems which thi s brought about could test the 
fortitude of any religious leader and they may well have confronted 
Espln with a for.midable task. There was none of this at Oxford, 
West Kirby, or Wolsingham. 
outnumbered spiritual ones. 
MLL~dane attrac tions, indeed, far 
By comparison it may be noted that in 1972 Tow Law had 
q public houses , 1 licensed club, 2 off-licences, and a licensed 
reataurant, to serve a population estimat ed by the Registrar-
General at mid-year of 2 , 550. This is equivalent to one 
source per 196 inhabitants , which ia on a pa r with the ratio of 
eighty years earlier , and s till well above the averag e for the 
region. In ano ther part of Durham County, in 1972, a typical 
ratio of one premises for each 750 head of population occurs. 
The present day r elat ive sobriety of Tow La. is therefore 
commendable. 
The community which sprang up at Tow Law was grouped 
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. in several ways for r eligious and secula r purposes , and 
distinction needs t o be made between the ecclesiastical pariah, 
the civil parish, the sanitary dist rict , and the urban district , 
all of which may be corr ectly p r efixed I Tow La,,' These 
a re referred to by their individual titles in the a vailable 
sources of information so for clari ty they will be described 
briefly and given their proper abbreviations. Confusion 
otherwise ~ght easily occur , and Ba miel e~d, when consulting 
references. 
The ecclesiastical parish (E. P. ) or Tow Law emerged by 
BuccBal v e division from the mother parish of Wols1ngham. On 
22nd February 1848 Wolsingham E.P. was r educed 1n e:xtent by the 
removal from i t of Thornley E.P. Bnd there existed thenceforward 
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a Rector or Wolsingham a nd a Vicar of Thornley. Such continued 
until 2nd April 1878 when Tow Law E.P. was carved from Thorn1ey, 
and t he title of Perpetual Curate was assigned to the incumbent 
of Tow Law. The mother parish of Wol singham prior to 1848 
was under the pa tronage of the Bishop of Chester Bnd a s may be 
expected this right or presentation continued r rom 1848 ror 
Thornley E.P. and after 1878 ror Tow Law E.P. in addition to the 
uninterrupted control of appointment of the incumbent of 
Wolsingham E. P. 
Designations of beneficed c1ergy in the Church of 
England in the early days of Espin had a relevance to their 
r eligi ous dignities which is not nearly so apparent nowadays. 
A Rector had t he highest status , a Vicar somewhat les8, and a 
P erpetual Curate least. The last- named was a cleric appointed 
normally to a parish excised from an older and larger one, and 
-
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. for this basic r eason hie r ank was held to be inferior to that 
of the incumbent of the mother parish, althoug h the practice wes 
not universal aB may be instanced abneady in the CBBS of the Vicar 
of' Thornley. 
Perhaps it s hould be s t a ted tha t Thornl ey E.P . was 
re-united with WOlsingham E.P . on 1 s t April 1964 and the two then 
beceme e united benefice (U . B.). The Revd . Norman Richardson 
the present Rec t or of Wolsingham i~ now also Priest- in-Cbarg e of 
the Church of S. Ba rtholomew at Thornley. 
At the Census of 1901 Tow La w E.P . had 747 inhabited 
houees and a popul ation of 3,702. The corresp ond i ng figures 
at t he 1911 Census were 787 and 3 , 646 , respectively. Theee 
numbers differ .markedly fram t he an alog ous da ta for Tow L a w Urban 
Distric t (U.D.) as a compar i son with the f ollowing table will 
show. 
Tow Law Civil Parish (C. P. ) c am e into being 8B a result 
of t he Local GoYernment Ac t of 1894 and the subsequent County 
Council Naming Order. I t was created out of part of 
Wolsingham C.P. Befor e this Act wa s pa s s ed the townShip waB 
known , for ci vi l purposes, as Tow Law Urban Sanitary Distric t 
(U.S. D.) • Afterwards it had the title of Tow Law Urban 
Distric t comprising two civil parishes viz. South Cornsay C. P. 
end Tow Law C.P. from e8ch of which counc i l l ors were el ected to 
serve on the Tow Law Urban District Council. 
In t he six consecutive Censuses held during the 
Vicariate of Espin the data Bet ou t in the table on the next 
page wer e r ec or d ad. 
-_. __ . . _------ ... 
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Ti tle of Census 
---diatrict l!!!!: 
Tow Law U.S.D 1661 466 914 5 , 005 
do. 1691 470 904 4 , 554 
Tow Lew U.D. 1901 477 690 4 ,371 
do. 1911 477 932 4 , 324 
do. 1921 477 911 4 ,071 
do. 1931 477 912 3 , 559 
Two further terms are to be distinguished 1. e. the 
p arochial Chlll"ch Council (P . C. C. ) and tile Pari ah Council (P. C. ) . 
The former is applied invariably to a church organisation and 
the l atter to a secular body. Since parish councils only 
exist in rlll"al districts , and Tow Law is lll"ban, it has no 
parish council. 
Eapln t 5 clerical jurisdiction, strictly, extended 
only over the area of Tow Law E.P. but it ls frequently the 
case that peopl e become attached to 8 church outside their own 
parish and it is most probable thBt his congregation would come 
from t he whole of t he urban district and even from beyond its 
boundaries . The figures in t he preceding table show that 
the population was a declining one in a compact areB . 
With a curate to assist him in pastoral work and a 
layman in the person of .... r. William Mi lburn to help in 
astronomical crhservat10ns from 191 2 , Espin was well- placed to 
follow hie bent in scientific matters g enerally. His 
household staft of a resident housekeeper, a ma i d , and a part-
time ga rdener , made life comfortable if not elegant, and in 
marked contras t with the standard of existenc e in the dwellings 
of his pariShioners .. In these easy circumstances many 8 man 
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would ha v e tended towards la.xi ty, and it speaks well for hie . 
naturally alert and activ e disposition that he persevered in 
intellectual activities mi ght up to the time of his death. 
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CRAPTER VI 
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
The posi tion occupied by the Vicar of Tow Law we s a 
commanding an ea Being a man of professi ona l standing with 
private means , B magistrate , and an astronomer of repute, to 
mention a few of his attributes, be was held in high respec t 
and 1 t was the practice s lways to addresE! him 86 I Sir ' • One 
may imagine, therefore , the shock whic h one of the young boys 
of his congrega tion sustained when B visi t i ng l ady - Miss 
Slddons - actually p r esumed to call him 'Tom' in the c ourSe of 
conversation. That boy 18 now (1972) an elderly gentleman, 
Mr . Roland Heslop , but he vividly remembers this incident of 
ove r sixty years ago. 
Filial duty was s t rong and g r eat affinity exis ted 
between t he Espins, f a ther and Ban. Once a week th e son 
walked briskly from bis vicarage a t Tow Law a long Ironworks 
Road and down Redgate Bank to visit bis father at Wolsi ngham 
Rectory during the whole time his parents lived t here. He 
then as quickly walk ed back , a total di stanc-s of about eig ht 
mi1ea . 
In t he vicarage the invariable daily routine was that 
he took breakfe st and afternoon tea in his upstairs I den' (a 
corner roam) whilst lunch and dinner were always eaten in the 
downs t airs dini ng roam. Hie scientific 'Wrk such 8S the 
making of a giant Wimshurst machine was done in the den. An 
extensive library was situated in t he ground floor room f urnished 
wi t h a large bay window, and his fami ly relics, largely received 
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upon the decease of bis father on 5th December 1912, were 
acoommodated 1n an attic . 
It WBe mentioned 1n the previous chapter tha.t the 
vicarage WSB staffed by 8 resident housekeeper, a wa id, and a 
part-time gardener, who were evidently skilled for quite 8 
reputation WBB built up amongst the clergy of the Stanhope 
Deanery for the high quality of their domestic work. One 
long-serving housekeeper waB Mrs. Henrle,tta WstaoD, and a 
former maid, Mrs. Fell, still survives, although her husband 
who helped Rapin in his X-ray work died in lq61. In a 
letter to The Times in Ma rch 1934 Bome few months before Espln' e 
death, Canon Arthur Dolphin, Rector of EWnundbyera , publicly 
expressed bie wonder at the extent and quality of the food 
provided for visiti&g clergy, and indeed of the overall virtues 
of the incumbent himself. 
The vicar was an inveterate smoker of both pipe and 
cigars, but of oigarettes never. Pipe tobacco by the pound 
and Cigars, which were always panatellas, by the hundred were 
obtained direct from London suppliers, and as might be expected 
in a man of his nature he had bis peculiarities. He never 
em"oked before breakfast nor wi thin one hour at!ter eating a meal 
- timed often to the exact minute - when first a Cigar and 
later a pipe would be smoked. One practice was that he did 
not re8mer the bowl of his pipe: be let it carbonise until it 
virtually ceased to r draw· , when it would be repl aced by a 
new one. 
Espin wee very much a law unto himself in his parieh. 
No women were ever permitted in his church choir, and he stubbornly 
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refused even against the e~reatle8 of bis bishop, to have 8 
Parochial Church Council. There does not appear to be any 
decided C88e in the ecclesiastical courts of England 8S to whether 
or not Espin was justified in this action, but prima facie it 
does Beem that it would bave been well within the power of biB 
dioceean to have had Espin disciplined. In the event Dr. 
Hensley BenBon who occupied t he See of Durham from 1920 to 193Q 
proved to be forbearing, and 1n consequence, and with much native 
charm, Rapin sent to his bishop the peace-offering of a pineapple 
every Chrlstmsstlda. 
Why he should have chosen this exotic fruit Is most 
curious: it would have been much more appropriate bad he selected 
an olive branch, or, by extension, even the olives which grew 
upon it, but he did not. Dr. H.C. Farans wbo wes Legal 
Secretary to tbe bishop is quite certain on tbe point and since 
he knew both Espin and Henson intimately the facts can be taken 
as authentic. 
Overall the a ttitude of the bishop to~ards Espin was 
one of benign tolerance. He went so far as to refer to the 
vicar in one of bis books (1) when narrating a conversation with 
Dr. Waterfield, the astronomer Bon of the Dean of Hereford, 8e 
'that queer star-gazer, Rspin, Vicar of Tow LawJ • It 
-
requires to be added that Dr. Henson followed tbis statement with 
8 candid admission of bis own ignorance of scientific matters, BO 
it appears that having on bis hands what he considered to be an 
eccentric, be exercised Christian charity and interpreted 
canonical obedience very flexiblY6 
There is an artistic rood screen in the cburch at 
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Tow Law which, being aD examp1e of Eepln' 8 artistic bent, 
-. 
deleryss mention. Wben the church WBS built tbe chancel 
had no partition to mark its separation from t he body of the 
building occupied by t he congregation, and Bspln remedied the 
omission in aD unusual way. First be enli s ted the aid of 
Mr. Robart RawaB his churchwarden at the time who had 8 timber 
merchant's business in Ironworks Road , to construct 8 wooden 
frame with 8 centre pointed archway. This WSB dimensioned 
eo 8B to occupy the exact width of t he c hancel. Next be 
allotted to hie choirboys tbe task of collecting the beet 
specimens of Bcorns, fir conea, chestnuts, and tbe like which 
they could :find , B nd :finally w1 th the assi stance or several 
helpers of wbom Mr. J . Harr180n, Vir. Charles Roberte, end Mr. 
W11Liam Work (appropriateLy named) come to mind, these natural 
fruits were glued to the rramework in a patterned arrangement 
and t he whole was stained a dark oaken colour. The 
rinished screen is remarkable, and believed to be unique. 
It t ook over 8 twelvemmntb in the making and W8S 
finished by Epiphany 1892 and still stands to bear witness to 
the Bkill and devotion with which tbese commonplace country 
items were ut~lized in order to enhance the church interior. 
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Two or the major clerical parties in the Church or 
England in the latter haIr or the XIX century and the early 
years or the XX , were the Angl O-Ca t holicB and t he Evangelicals. 
Rapin subscr ibed to neither but followed a middle course, with, 
if anything, a propensity towards High Church practic8s. 
ThuB his Sunday aerTic8 e roll owed an ortbodox pattern of 
Matina and Evensong and he lit candles on the altar. 
-------.--- ------ ------ --
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Now on the super-sItar stood two brass candlesticks, one on either 
side of 8 central brass crOBS. T hey were pres.snted to the 
church in remembrance of the marriage in 1906 o~ ~ r. Harry 
Rogerson and Mis s Florence Blenk1ron and they are interesting 
1n thBt Espln 8S a Gentile Ba readily accepted them. Each 
candlestick may be described aB e modified menorab, but in the 
true Jewish form of this religious candelabrum such from ancient 
times has always been that of three semicircular arms of increasing 
r adius with 8 central column S6 Be to provide seven candlesticks 
in a horizontal row, .. here8B .~ tbe Anglicised version at Tow Law 
consisted of seven candlesticks evenly spec-ed along an inclined 
brass arm. 
Espin, too, -made personal gifts t o his church by way of 
wands for the two churchwardens, the brass altar crOBS alrea dy 
mentioned , and a processional crOBB. A paten used a t 
communion is aloo believed to be ano ther of hie donations. 
He chose - ",i th great car e - vestments appropri a te to 
the Office. For Matins and Evensong t hey comprised cassock, 
s tole, and tippet. the last-named being made in the colours of 
an Oxford M. A. hood (red and black) and wa . used in .ubstitution 
t'or it. 
amice. 
For Eucharist he wore an SIb , chasuble , maniple, Bnd 
He never went so far a6 to introduce Reservation of 
the Sacrament, but Eucharist wBS usually choral . As may 
be visualized the Low Church practice of evening communion hever 
took place in his church. 
Politically Espin was .ell to the Right: his upbringing 
and f amily circumstances supply the reasons for that choice 0+ 
attitude. Whilst he dld not voice his beliefs nor become 8 
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member of the Conservative Party it ws.s very well known that· 
he firmly supported the union of Church and State, and by bie 
conduct both on and off t he Bench, t ypified law and order. 
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When t he Revd. T.H.E.C. Eapin left Wolsingham in 1888 
to take up bis appointment at Tow Law for same reas on unexplained 
he tool< 111 th him an old font from Wolsingham Ps rish church which 
had been replaced by a new one. This fon t wse in three 
sections the b ase , the shaft, and t he bowl, m d it has been 
found that it wss faShioned from Frosterley marble by one, Lambe rt, 
a stonemaaon in the employ of Bi shop Hugh de Puiset (1153-1105). (2) 
It ie e matter of surmise Be to whether Espin knew of this at the 
tl~e, the probability being that he did not. However the 
Revd. George Pearson W1~lnBon, M.A., Vicar of the adjacent 
parish of Thornley until 1891, who was strictly a parishioner of 
Espin' s since Thornley Vicarage stood in Tow Law parish, came 
across the b a se one day when in t he grounds of Tow Law Vi carage. 
Later he found the shaft and bowl in the old Na tional School. 
Thereupon he obtained permission from Espin to take all three 
pi eces to Thornley, where they were re-anited and stand, adjac ent 
to t he lectern, as the font of t he church of S. Ba r tholomew t o 
this day. 
In the sphere or music the vicar was accomplished : as 
previously stated he had in his early youth been a pupil of Si r 
WaIter perratt, Organist of the Chapel Royal at Windsor and 
Master of the Que en' e Muslck. Wi th both piano and org an he 
could extemporise e8si1y. He composed at leas t one hymn tune 
of which the origina l MS has bean traced and a photocopy thereof 
appears in the dOSSier. It is a satting of the familiar 
-- .- .... __ ._---_ ....... ==-':""= 
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Nativity hymn of Edward Hamilton Seare usually known by its 
first line Be ' It came upon the mi dnight clear'. There 
-
were p r obably others which have not been found. 
Esp!n arranged music for the singing of t he Nlcene 
Creed and the Respon ses i n t he Communion Service which r emained 
1n UBe a t the parish church f or years after his deat~ Duri ng 
the Barlier part of bis incumbency a t Tow Law Espin was his own 
church organist until that duty was eventually taken over by a 
parishioner Mr. Robert !-Unto who continued to hold the office 
for well over half a century. The ma ny contribution s which 
Espin made to t he press display an individual style 600n 
recognissbl e BS proceeding f rom a writer with a command of 
vocabulary, end in the more strict literary Bense such was 
manifest in pari sh af fa irs e . g . on one occa sion he wr~e a play 
which wae acted by the b oys and girls of the congrega ti on. 
The vi ca r did not engage very much in spor ting 
actlvitie~, and he u sed the ha rd tennis court i n t he grounds of 
the vicarag e far less than did his pa rishioners . When he did 
play tennis his style made it Beem that he ha d been a player in 
hi s younger days. There wBS - and s till ls - a we1l-
patronised football t eam at Tow Law whi ch was in t he Northern 
League and it may well be that he gave it s ome financial s uppoilt : 
it is however known with absolute certa inty tha t he wae 
resolutely opposed to footba ll played on Good Friday. 
So far as ec clesiastical matters were concerned Espin 
wae w1 thdrawn .. He often absented hims elf from the regular 
meetings of the clergy of the rural deanery and had little 
interest in the proceeding s of the Chur ch As s embly. Such 
--.-.. -.--.- -----~=""""""""" 
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conduct was in marked cont rast w1 th that of hie distinguished. 
father who w8s~rolocutor of Convocation for the Province of 
York from 1888 to 1908 and before that Chancell or , fi r st of 
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the diocese of Chester in 1 8 7 3, a nd next of Liver pool from 1880. 
I n the carrying out of church aervices there r emai ns t he common 
impr ession that be was pr ecis e and authoritative, but not BO 
far BB to be a rrogant. He did , in fact, ~ermit male members 
of the congregation to re ad the Lessons at ~1 8 tins and Evensong 
on Sundays, but those cb~Ben were a lways men of sta tus: Mr .. 
J.T. Palmer t he schoolmaster , and Mr . lolorton Hedley a colli ery 
manager, churchwar den , and eventually an executor of Espin's 
second Will, are examples. 
When the churc h of S. Phi1ip and S. J ames was erected 
at Tow La w pri or t o the form a tion of the ecclesiastical parish 
on 2nd April 1878, its south- western corner had a low square 
tower, t he i ntention being to l eave thi s to be converted into 
8 steeple by the addition of a spire at a l a ter date when 
opportunl ty _ and finance - combined to permit i t.< The 
matter was no t without controversy when such came a bout for 
the sum of one hundred p ounds was required for the work and 
tha t was thought by several churchgoers to be too hig h a price 
t o pay for la finge r pointing to God l • Espin , ae incumbent , 
was of courSe in 're al, ac t ual and cor poral poss ession' of the 
ent ire church fabric and he exercised personal control 1n the 
affai r. The reSistance was of no a vai l despite the cast 
and t he spire, with a set of t ubular bells ( somewhat unusual at 
that time) and a g i lded we athercock, were completed in lqO~ 
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The cure of Bouls 8B the phrase goes has always been 
a paramount duty of any beneficed clergyman and Buch wa s taken 
by Espin t o lncluda not only the spiritual but also t he bodily 
Bspects. It waB his p r actice to accompany pas toral work 
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with the trea tment of physical l11s and he ventured into medical 
ac t i vities, t he reby incurring t he ho s tility of e local doc tor, 
Dr . JaM Henry Naisml th, of Grove Lodge , Tow La w. This 
snimus long continued unti l an oc c8sion when 8 united servic e 
of thanksgiving attended by the British Legion was hel d in the 
pa riah church on 9th November 1930. Dr. Ne ismi th, a 
Presbyterian, was present a t this function and i t 1s reputed that 
he was 80 impressed by the sermon whi ch the vicar preached , that 
good f eeling between the two wa s l ar gely restor ed. This 
sermon on the theme 1~1l3n - A Symmetry' wa s subse quently printed 
--
and s copy of it, signed by Espin, accompani es this paper. 
Instances of t he r ang e of Espin1s c ura tive work 
embrace bis u s e of X-r ay apparatus for medical diagnosis , his 
small private tuberculosis s ana t orium, the use of ionic medica tion, 
and bis dispensation of nourishments to t he old and needy. Of 
these things s f ul l 8«Ollnt is given in a later chapter. 
It does s eem tha t Espin1s choice of a c elibate life 
caused his a ttitude towards women to be one of r eserve r a ther 
than outright ant i pathy and may ha ve been due to shynesB. Hi s 
bachel or sta te not being subject to the n a tural obliga tions and 
privileges of matrimony, gave full freedom for his application 
to scientific pursuits which were a preoccupation fo r t he ma jor 
9srt of his life. Nevertheless t here were several l adies 
with whom he came into contact in his religious and civi l 
• 
-- ~- ~-.--- -----.... 
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activities and they will be menti oned briefly. 
During the curacy of t he Rev d . John M.1 chael M. A. (axon) 
which extended f rom 1896 to lQ11 he had for part of t ha t time 8 
lady lay- worker in t he par1 6~ She wa s Miss He ad who li v ed 
in the ~i661on House cloee to t he junction of Grov e Road and 
Ironwork s Road. After her departure t he B8IDB house was 
ocoupied by the next curate t he Revd. Thomas Bertram Wea t herel l 
B. A. until Eapin pure bBsed the house ' North View' in Station 
Road , wbereupon Weatherell wae installed there. In passing 
it may be sald t hat t he re has n ever been a mission c hurch i n 
Tow La w parish Ba t he name ' Mission House' wae descriptive of 
-
the f unction of its ocoupant BDd not intended to i nd ica te its 
a tta chment t o any consecra ted bui lding s ubservient to t h e pa r ish 
c burch. 
Miss Siddons of Honley , near Huddersf i eld , was a 
weal thy pa troness of Espin and much hi s elder. She 
belonged to t he Jessop side of bis family and vi si t s between 
them were exchanged . Her solici tude wa s such that on one 
occa sion she pr es ent ed bim with a f oot muff of buffa l o hide 
in order that his f eet might be kept warm in t he ob s erva tory 
during bis regular nightly vigil s . 
Miss JuIia Comp ton, who many years befor e had held 
the infant Espin in her a rms when he wa s baptised in t he 
c hurch of S. James- the-LeSB a t Had leigh, al ways t ook an interest 
in all aspects of his work. As r elated elewhere i t was du e 
to this l ady that ' Compton' was add ed to Espin' s designa tion. 
She died in 1893. During her l ifet ime she .se a g enerous 
benefactress and 1n her Wi l l provided for him a lega oy which 
----_._------........ .....:=-
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waB used t o pur chase an a-inch photogr aphiC telescope. (3) 
Miss E. Brown who was an ama teur as tr onomer or some 
standing, s pecialising in Bolar observa tions, was enlisted 
with other s by 86p1n to aid him in the producti on of t he 5 t h 
edition of 'Celestia l Objects for Common Tele scopes' published 
in 1893 and 1894. (4) Her death occurred i n 1899. 
Miss Br ook , elso aD observer, WBB 8 liberal f r iend 
of t he Wolelngham Observatory, 88 indeed Eepln gratefully 
acknowledged when she died in 1894. (5) 
Finally it 16 noticed in t he Wol s1ngham Observa tory 
Report for 1891 that two ladies sufficiently appreci a ted Rapin 
to the eJt:tent of sending him gifts. l<l.rs loi e cdons remitted 
two guineas and kiss Holroyd t .wo pounds. They must bove 
liked him, or hi s work, or both.. 
For one in bis sta t ion it wa s an odd circumstance 
that he never owned a horse and carri age nor a motor car. His 
movements were on foo t, by train from the nearby st a tion, or 
by taxi hired from either Mr. Whea t ley or from t he firm of 
Baldwin and Barlow. both of Tow Le w. Every year he took 
a holiday of s ix weeks, usually abroad , and upon his r eturn 
it was t he c ustom t o salute ~ by t he firing of the cannon 
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owned by the Chur ch Lads Brigade. After 191 2 he wqs usually 
accompanied on these vaca ti ons by ).ilr. William )O. ilburn hi e 
astronom1cal assistant. 
Thi s 1ndul gence in forei gn travel dated from his 
days ae a s tudent at Haileybury. Indeed in oneof the 
publica tions of t he Wol slngham Observa tory ( c. 1893) en titled 
'Twenty Yearsl Observs ti ons of Thunder s torms ' mention l s mad e 
of incidents which occurred a t Aachen See in 1875, in Paris 
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in 1880, and on another occasion at Nauhauaen. He s p ent 
several weeke in ~firren in the Bernese Oberlsnd in t he summer 
of 1885 . In a letter of 1900 (6) he recalled visits to 
Heiden in Switzerland, Naples, and Mentone. J.'l r . Ml1burn 
WBe with him when he visited Florence and it ls known that le 
Puy de DSme ~ and Vesuvius were included in bis journeys. 
In July 1884 he spent the greater part of the month on 
the Rig! Scheideck in Switzerland a t an altitude of over 5 , 000 
feet where he devoted much of bie time in the evenings to the 
observation of the atmospheric absorption of starlight. He 
WBa then twenty six years of ag e and the data he obtained formed 
the baaie of a paper by Professor E. C. Pickerlng of Harva rd 
College Observa tory, which ls detailed elswhere. 
Even in the most recondite person there often reposes 
a vein of humour and in the ca se of t he incumbent of the Tow La w 
pari sh such llOderlaid the combined dignities - or burdens BS chotce 
may have it - of pri est, magistrate, and l. scientist. On rare 
occasions it rose to the surface and went so fa r as to appear in 
print. One example is narr a ted i n the la ter section conc erned 
with double stars and others appear in the scrapbook extrac ts 
contained in the dOBSi er. There are several mor e of which 
a short selection will now be given. 
His mos t audacious act occurred in 1888 toward s the end 
of his time at Woleibgham. Eapin, abetted by some friends 
essayed an incursion into t he finances of t he Royal SOCiety -
8 clear caSe of dignity and impudenc e. At t he time he owed 
sixty pounds for his l7·25-incb aq~atorial telescope, and upQn 
learn1ng of a G'vernmant grant to the society and 1n an evident 
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spirit or levity. he applied to the society for a share, basing 
his claim on the extent of the astronomical work he had done and 
wes continuing to pursue. The committee concerned apparentl y 
considered the request f rivolous, for he received b ack a terse, 
undated , and negative, reply. (7) 
Rather earlier thBn this an event occurred during 
Espin's Oxford days (1878-1881) but since it entai led some 
embarrassment he discreetly remained s i lent about it fo r the next 
thirty years before recounting details - harmless t hough they be 
in the pages of the English Jilechanic . (8) I n t his he acted 
wisely, for what at the time could have been disconcerting in the 
ca r eer of 8 young ordinand, mellowed with the pas sage of time to 
become merely 8 diverting reminiscence. 
The episode began when the Revd . Herbert Sadlar , an 
aatronomer fr iend WBS seeing Espin ofr from a London railway 
.tation. Espin had previously observed a rather dark plain 
on the FJ oan known as }liare Criaium, and as the train started to 
move oft Sedler call ed out 'Take care of Ma re Cri slum' • Wnen 
Espin turned to take bis eeat he r ound t ha t t he only other 
occupant or the carriage wae a nun in the full habit or her Order 
whose expression mAde it apparent t ha t she took the remark to 
apply to her. There ensued an unea sy silenoe until the 
first s topping place was reached, whereupon ' Sister Mare Cri sium' 
rled, much to the relief of Espin. 
An account of the erection or his observatory at 
Wolsingham in 1885 which wB. impeded by the inquisiti ve populace 
and of its ramoval to Tow Law in 1888 where the young people · 
believed it to be - inter alia - a travelling circus, WBS given 
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by Eepln in e v ery humorous letter (9). His anecdote 1n 
this same note of t he c ow which looked down a telescope from 
the object-glase end whilst an observ er was looking t he other 
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way from t he eyepiece end - t hu s ca u s i ng t he singular occultation 
of' the Moon - i e delicious. Finally the corresp ondenc e 
whic h Espln published in J anuary 1911 r egar ding hie ca t 'Kip ' 
which a Remsgate lady thought mi ght be her lost pr ophe t 
'Jeremiah' will bear perusal (10) • 
He had , too , moments of disappointment. An instance 
of this took place in 1893 when 8 paper he sought t o publ isb on 
'The Distribution of Stars of Type III and of Stella r Spectra 
in Space ' wa e r ejected. This was not altogether sur pri sing 
f or Espln suggested in it blfu.r ca tloDs in the ).ol i lky Way_ He 
was not , however , deterr ed but published it himself in Janua ry 
18~4. His philosophy of repulse wBS c ontained in a preface 
and expressed i n these word s lA suggestion, however faul ty and 
i mp erf ect , may sometimes contain a gr ain of truth, or even i n 
s howing up its improbability a step may be gained towards the 
truth itself. For thi s purpose , then, it is put forth , 
and ae an attempt t o explain i mpr essi ons derived from hours 
spent in sweeping the heavens ; snd i f new facts were to nalsify 
it to~orrow it would be withdrawn BS frankly as it l s put 
f orward ta-dayl. 
The year was still 1894 when Espinl s most severe 
misfortune befell. On 22nd December of that year a gr ea t 
gal e swep,t over the exposed fells on whi ch Tow Law i s built, and 
amongst the damage wrought .,as t he destruction of the obse,rvatory 
in the grounds of the vicarag e (11) . The dome of the etructure 
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wee 20 feet in diameter and made of wood covered with zinc . 
It also bad ahutters whic h folded back to give the telescope 
wi thin 8 free view of' the sky. Probably these were blown out 
by the s t orm for the wind lifted the ma in per t of t he dom e 
over 8 five foot well and carried it 14 yards before i t crashed. 
Fragments wer e swept hundr ed s of ya rd6 ~ but fortunately the 
telescope was not damaged . Photocopies s howing the 
destruction are in the dossier. 
Any despondency which Espin may have had must have 
been soon 1'e11 eyed for Captain J" easol? (a r elet! ve i n hi 6 maternal 
line) a nd ~r. C. L. Brook (thought to be a member of the family 
of Miss Brook mentioned earlier) jointly paid for 8 new and more 
elabora te dome. Observational work restarted in the new 
obsarvator y on 14th April 1895 . ( 1 2) 
There was a wide variety of pursuit s which EB~n took 
up from time to time : t he most no t able of which are described in 
snother sect ion. He had lesser pastime s s uch aB his aquarium 
containing exotic fishes, hi B hard tennis court in the vicarage 
grounds (~ . amongst the first l aid in England , his sea r ches for 
mo s se s and lichens, and bis p oli shing of ammonite s. At one 
t1me - about 1930 - be had two goats. During his foreign 
travels he collec ted geological specimens from Etna, Vesuvius, 
and l e Puy de D~e. I n thi s va ri ed list t he aquarium was, 
perhaps, the most a ttrac t! ve. It W68 e g l BSS box about four 
feet long, two feet wide, and two fee t deep. For warmth it 
wss placed i n his I den l and a eration was Bs s isted by water 
plants .. He had a Mi ssouri catfish and some Mexican species 
in it , and in addition, i n a separate container, he kept newts 
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whose habits he studied very intently. 
When I wirel ess' became a popular pas time in the l a t e 
19 20' 8 very od dly 1 t bad no appea l at all for Eapl n , vlh1ch is 
" remarkable in view or hi s immediate attr action towards ~ray 
work in 1896 and the lectures he 1s known to have given on 
I Electric1 ty' • Of course by tben bis yea r s wer e well 
advanced , he would be: in his middle Sixties, and i t does seem 
that he was aD onlooker whilst thi s development WaB taking 
In fact he never po s sessed a wireless set of hi s own. 
The Vicar of Tow Law was President of t he Newca s tle 
Astronomical Soci ety from its inception in 1904 until bie death 
thir t y yea r s later : a Fellow of the Royal Astronomi ca l Society 
from t he age of nineteen, and a member of the Double Star 
Commission of the In ternational Astronomical Union. He took 
up memberShips of foreign soc i e ti es. First he became a 
Corr esponding ~l ember of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada 
in 1893 : the Astronomical Society of Mexi co made him a Fellow 
in 1911, and the American Astronomical Society elected bim a 
Member in 191 3. I n 1914 he ga ined a Fellowship or t he 
American Astronomical and Astr opbysical Society. It 1s 
highly probable that he woul d ha ve become Di r ector of t he Armagh 
Ob serva tory when t h is orace ren vacant in 1916 had he applied 
for i t, but a s it BO happened his old friend the Revd. F.W.A. 
Ellieon - an Iri shman - who, i nc i denta l ly held curaciee in the 
diocese or Durham st Tudhoe (1890-1893) .nd Monkwearmouth 
(189 :>-1899), we s sppointed to the post. 
In the p ubl i c l i fe of his day Esp1n was a Justice of 
the Peace for thirty f ive yeare and Chairman of the Petty 
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Se6sioos a t Wolslngham and Stanhope. Ec c lesi6stical 
preferment was never his aspira tion and he remained BS t he 
incambent at Tow Law for for ty s ix years (1888-1934) . By 
r epute, end nothing more , Espin wa s a Freemason, but he never 
a ttended meetings of' the lccal lodge a t Tow Law. 
Let now t he diver se quali t i es be wei g hed t oge ther 
and Espin judg ed 8B a whole. Firs t he WBe a priest, next 
a pas t or , Bnd third a scientist. The intent of this present 
work being to examine the last a ttribut e it is proper t o keep 
i n mind the former d i s tinctive s egments of hi s life in or d er 
tbat a balance may be p r eserved. To that end B brief' sketch 
follows. 
Convi c tion in t he fai t h of t he Establisbed Cburc h of 
Engl a nd was pa r amount, e od ther eby prejudice in r elig ious ma tte r s 
was not wholly to be excluded. His positi on fos t er ed s uch an 
a ttitude. He was t he lawful pastor of the pari sh of Tow La w 
i n apos tolic succession f ram t he founders of Chri stianity. 
Confession could be mBde to him. Such powers tend to enhance 
t he s elf-esteem of a man, 8 nd when they were all i ed t o au thori ty 
BS a civil magistrate , eminence rises ev en higher \Vith thi s 
secula r support . 
Much natural humility WaB needed to contain an elevated 
dignity when dealing with the comparatively humble :folk who 
canprised t he Tow Law flock. Espin l s secur i ty of freehold 
enabled ml.lIldane matter s to be subordina ted to 8cadanic ones. He 
was a t the opposite end of t he Boclal Bcsle when c ompared wit h 
his parishi oners. But with this c ol d reci t al of facts t her e 
g oee evi dence to s how that in all ma tters he ac ted justly 
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and kindly, according to hi s lights. For close on half a 
century he applied himself to the wellbeing of his parish and in 
that span must have done much of which nothing has been, nor 
ever will be, writ ten. And what he did not accompl ish in 
his immedia te locality he more than offset in contributions to 
knowledge generally and to astronomy in particular. 
In concluding thi s chapter the provisions made f or hiB 
eventual retirement merit 6 0me description. Espin took the 
fir s t steps in that di r ection many years before hie decease Be 
will be explained more rully later wnen dea ling with nis Will 
and estate. ODe primary purpose he sought to ac hieve wes 
the continuation of astr onomical work at Tow La w under the aegis 
of his old University - Oxford, but which in the event never 
came about . Here an outline only of f ac ts ma terial to the 
preceding tex·t is given • 
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.rust across t be railway line which ran alongside the 
vicarage there was a cul - de- sac, at the closed end of which 
stood a doub1e-fronted house , stone- built, known a6 I North View l • 
Thi s for e time had been t he residence of Br . DenDiss, a pa r tner 
in t he medical practice of Naismi th and Denniss. The property 
comprised about a third of an acre of land and had an open aspec t 
to the south, east , Bnd nort~ Espin purchased i t during the 
First WOrld war (1914-1918) with a view to residing there in nia 
retirement. The curate of tbe parish at the tim e wa s the Revg. 
Thomas Bertram Weatherel1 B. A. who occupied that office fram 1911 
to 1955, and who bad hi tberto resided in tbe !ld saioD House. 
Espin thought well of his curate and lef t much of the 60cia1 ~ork 
of the parish in bie hands , 60 it WSB a Datural and conSider ate 
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Bct on t he vicar' B part to let Nortb View to ~I r .. Weathersll who 
remained there right to the end of his s t ay at Tow La w. 
EspDn'e anti cipa tion of retirement wss never fulfilled 
for he remained in office until bis death and actually died in 
the vicarage. The statement in t he opening lines of his 
last Will executed on 3rd August 19 20 i n whi c h he described 
himself BS ' of North View Tow LBW' wae therefore str ic t ly 
incorrect : be was undoubtedly the owner at the time but not 
the occupier. 
Upon Eapln' e decease his possessions had of necessi ty to 
be removed from the vicarage a t rather shor t notice and dispersed 
in a ccordance with the p rovi s ions of his Wi l l an d 1 ts codicils. 
Accordingly when ~l r . Weather ell lef t Tow Law in 19 35 to become 
Rector of Christ Church, J arrow Gr ange , }.Ilr . Wil l iam ).t1lburn , 
Espin' s astronomical a ssistant, moved into North View and equipped 
two observatories in it s grounds. The smaller one , made of 
wood , had a domed roof and was used to house a 5- inch refr acting 
telescope. The larger observatory was constructed of yellow 
bricks ob t a ined f r om demolition mate risls on the s ite of the 
disused West Tharnley Colli ery (cl osed in 1928) and accammodated 
the 24-inch reflec tor. Espin's 17 *25- inch reflector was not 
put to further uee after his death. Both observatories still 
stand, forlorn, and photogr aphs of them ar e to be seen in t he 
dossier. 
Observational work by Mr. M1lburn continued in these 
two observa tories until t he outbr eak ot hosti 1i ties in 1939 when 
the restrictions i mposed by wBr virtually for ced the abandonment 
of further astronomical work. Thus it was that in the Monthly 
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Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society fo r Februar y 1940 
Mr. Ml 1burn made hi s last contribution, ending it wi th these 
words ' Owing to A. R.P. a c t ivities and l i ghti ng restri c ti ons 
observing WeB di sc ontinued, excep t for t he use of the 5-inch 
ref'ra c tor for t he beneti t of visi tors l. 
That t erse epilogue mar ked the end of an ers which 
began when EBpin t hen a youth of six t een a t H,ileybury became 
i mbued with z eal for astron omy upon seeing the brilliant comet 
discovered by Cogg1e on 17th Apr i l 1874 and was encourag ed in 
thBt p ursuit by t he Revd. YD ederic John Hall. I t extend ed 
over t he prol onged span of' s ixty f'i v e years of unbr oken 
observati onal activity_ It is depr es sing to reflec t t ha t 
9 7 
t his superb record originating in 6 schoolboy and which yie lded 
60 much on things hitherto unknown, should be ended by the grim 
demands of human conflict. 
The street in whi ch North View stends was formerly 
known as We aley Street, probably because t he Wesleyan School was 
there and it i s so de s cribed i n t he Or dnance Survey Revi si on of 
t he area carri ed out i n 1895. Since , however, the ma in 
access to Tow Law Railway Station wae obtained f r om it the 
thoroughfare took on t he nam e of Sta tion Str eet which it still 
retqln s . Whilst Mr .. }.oJilburn was it s occupant the local 
name of ' The Obs ervatory' wss gi ven to the hou se , but to- day 
(1~72) 1 t l e named I The Sycamores ' after t he trees in the ga r den. 
It is No. 18 Station Street . The old Wesleyan School is 
now a factory, but of the station and the r a ilway nothing 
whatever remains. 
(References follow on the next page) 
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CHAPTEIl VI I 
CHURCH ACTIVITIES 
It i s of interest to review the manner in which a 
country clergyman c ommitted to the ca re or e working c1886 
pari sh in the remoteness of north-west Durham catered , through 
his church or ganisations , for t h e life of the people in the 
days b ef ore radi o, television, motor-car s , Bnd t he like , came 
into common u s e. Of necessi ty they had to mak e t heir own 
di Ver s ions suited to t he seasons Bnd in so doi ng much 
originality was &hown. It l s open to question whether the 
scientific advances made over the l a st half century have added 
to human happiness, or merely subs tituted transient pl ea sures 
for what before was a more deep-seat ed contentment. 
These pas times, though briefly described, appear 
j uvenile BB indeed many or t hem wer e and their very simplici ty 
make them seem trirling compared \dth Espin's researches into 
stellar space which will be examined in the next chapter. 
Should this impression arise let it be remembered that t he 
greatest or e ll inventi ons - t he wheel - is also the simplest. 
With common tools t he most elegant edifices have been rai sed. 
To begin. From l SQ7 onwards t here was a strong 
contingent of the Church Lada Brigade (abbreviated C. L. B. ) 
i dentified wi th the church a t Tow Law. This organisation 
V/BS rounded by Col. W.M. Gee on 1st November 1891 and bed two 
divisions the Junior Tra ining Corps de signed ror b oys between 
10 and 14 years or age, and the CQurch Laos Brigade proper, 
which took in boys between 14 and 21 years. Only the 
-.----~ ....................... 
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senior branch functioned a t Tow Law in Espinl s time and it 
had about 60 members. The cura te wes Captain and u-Tlder 
him were adul t men who acted 8S Lieutenant Bnd Staff-Ser geants. 
These youths had a muzzle-loading cannon to which they were 
gre6tly a ttached and they often took it t o the nearby fells 
for amusement Bnd traini ng. With t he a i d of a ramrod , 
black powder , ?sper , and chunks of turf , the weapon was char g ed 
and firing was done by applying a ma tch to t he touch-hole _ 
the turf being t he projectile. 
On one oc casion a youth bU mischance ignited the 
cannon whilst hie hand was near the muzzle. The weapon 
fired Bnd burnt sever a} of bi s fingers, fortunately no t 
ser bouely. However , the ramrod whi ch bad been in t he gun 
barrel, shot :out and narrowly mi ssed the head of ~. r. Es:pin. 
With a memberShip somewha t older than t hat of the 
chur c h scouts (mentioned later) t he C. L. B. occupied itself with 
physical exercises, drillS , games , Bnd uniformed church par ades, 
headed by its band. There were oC C8sions when some senior 
scouts combined with the C. L. B. in large-Bcale ' a tt ack_ and_ 
dmfence' by t aki ng the train to Burnhill about four mil es fram 
Tow Law, and using binoculars to sssi st them, sought to 
infi l trate the vicarag e grounds held by defenders. In 
this no SuccesS WBS ever achieved, but great entoyment resulted. 
A sc out t r oup was a ttached to t he Presbyterian Church 
a t Tow Law and it formed one of t he units of t he Boy Scou t 
movement founded 1n 1908 by Lieutenant Gener al Robert Stephens on 
Smyth Baden-Powell (later knighted and r aiaed to the peer agel. 
One of the principles of this movement I s that a Boy Scout 
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. shall have complete freedom of choice 1n his religiouB beliers . 
Eepin, being firmly attached to the Establishment , inclined to 
the view that the boys of' biB f'lock abould be specifically 
identified with his church, snd accordingly he established his 
own I churcb scouts! (f'or!'want of a better name) whoBe allegiance 
w88 to the parish church of S. Philip and S. James. In 
doing this Eepln wse not alone : other parishes bad church 
scouts too. These scouts bad for t heir members boys up to 
the age of 14 y ears i . e . those too young to join the C.L. B. and 
tbeir numbers varied but a t one time they rOBe 8S high 88 40, 
comprieed 1n five platoons 6ach with seven boys and 8 leader. 
The scoutmaster who had overall charge wss an adult. 
The church scoute engaged in a variety of ~ame8. 
I n summer a very popular one was to organise a paper cbase over 
the rell s. Another was multipl e l attack- and_defencel in 
which scouts formed themselves into groups, each of which se t 
up a Istronghold l on the fells, which were about half a mile 
apar t. Boys from any one ' s trongbold l attacked any or all 
of the others and victory WBB ac hieved ~ben attackers penetrated 
a defensive pOSition and lit a fire in it . A feature of 
this gam e was thB t when a boy touched an opponent the latter 
was considered to be Idead '. 
The enduring pastime of pretending to be Indians in a 
wo od bad a variant at Tow Law_ Bal ls of wet paper were made 
up and a supply was carried by Ba ch boy, who also wore a scarf. 
They a imed t hese balls at Ba ch other and anyone hit had to give 
up his scarf to his opponent who tucked it into his belt BS 8 
I scalp' • Thia wae 8 stimulating game and well favoared in 
~.=.~ -" 
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summertime. 
In winter the 'coloured l ight l game WBS played when 
the wea t her .. a 8 fine. Boys were divided up into groups, 
each one of which had its own colour e.g. green, red, blue, • •• 
etc. The game took place at night and groups assembled at 
a spot near to where the Roman Catholic Church now stands. 
A coloured light WS8 placed in one or the upstairs windows of 
the vicarage and it WBS for the group whose colour wae s hown 
to resist capture by the other groups. This game persis ted 
throughout the Edwardian era (1901-1910) • 
Espin had a shooting gallery built in the grounds of 
the vicarage. This was 8 wooden tunnel about five feet 
high, open at one end where the would-be ma rksman stood, and 
closed at the other end to accommodate a target. Near to 
h.he closed end was an acoeS8 door. An air rifle and pellets 
were provided Vy the vicar and each boy, in turn, fired at the 
target: he with the highest acore won a prize. The e.L.B. 
used this shooting gallery BS well a e the scouts. 
For girls of hi s pa rish there existed Q Girls Club 
which had a memberShip as high aa 30. Two of its leaders, 
still remembered, were Miss :M ichael, daughter of the curate 
the Revd. J. Michael, and Miss He ad. It waa mainly Bocial 
and concerned itself with domest ic crafts and dancing. 
The adult men had provided a diversion entirely t heir 
own which flowrlsbed in the winter evenings during the opening 
years of' this century. It was under the direct patronage 
of the vicar and took the form of what then were known aa 
whist drives. Now at that time the venture wae r a ther a 
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bold ODe for oard-playing y8B often condemned - especially by 
Nonconformista - 88 8 SnBre of SataD, and in promoting it Eepln 
ahowed rar more liberality than many contemporary clergy. 
Membership W88 I1ml ted to thirteen 80 that. w1 to one spar-e,-_ 
they could form three tabl eB of four players each. In the 
autumn the first of these whist-drives took place at the vi carag e 
and thereafter for the duration of t he winter it circulated 
amongst the homes of the members. Because there were 
twelve players t he group members were nicknamed, very 
appropriately, thB I twelve apoatles'. 
One espec i al concern of Rapin wae bis appraisal ot 
tbe moral worth of those yoUng men with whom he came into 
contaot, and wben such wsa allied to intelligence and an 
attachment to the tenets or the Churoh or England he directed 
their thoughts towards ordination. Thus Thomas Bertram 
Weatherel1 was aS8isted to enter the Colleg e or the Re surrection 
at IUrrie1d in Yorkshire in 1903. He gradua ted B.A. at 
Leeds University in 1907 and later became curate or Tow Law 
pariah rrom 1911 to 19 35. 
Thomas Viok era was another Tow La w youth.. He 
became 8 stUdent at Hatrield Hall in Durham Univeraity whence 
he graduated B.A. in 1909 and arter ordination went to the 
mission rield in Best Afrioa. So too was Arthur Richerdson 
StobDa, a graduate or s. Chad I s Hall at Durham in 1915 , who, 
arier holding curacie8 and vicarages in the dioce se or Durham 
became Vicar or 8 parish in Lincolnshire. Brief summaries 
or the careers of these men during the liretlme or Rapin are · 
noted in the dossier. 
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Tbe advent of the First World Wa r (1914-1918) greatly 
reduced the youth organisations. Many wbo had bean members 
became soldiers and the names of some who fell still remain 
inscribed on the War Memorial at the junction of Higb Street 
and Bridge Street. Arter the wa r ended , about 1919, 
a Boys Club and a Girls Club existed together. Each met at 
the school.;. now burnt down. The boys engaged in chsss, 
whist, draughts, boxing, and - oddly enough - in l earning bow 
to dancB. The activities of the girls were Boclal onss, but 
once 8 month during the winter time t he boys snd g1rls met for 8 
dance and games. 
The spread of wireless broadcasting in the 1920 ' e, 
the establishment of 8 cinema in the High Street, end the formation 
of 8 workmen I B club, were same of the di versions which, in 
common with the experiences in many other parishes, tended to 
weaken t be former strong religious attachments and this affected 
all organisations allied to the pariah c burch. The C. L. B. 
after many ups and downs remains, and there is now ( 1972) both 
a Mothera Union and a parochial Church Council, the la s t-named 
woming into existence after Rspin's decea s e, but the Dative 
ingenuity in devising 8elf~ade enjoyment ao evident in former 
times ia forever gone. 
Rote . . -
Much of the information contained in thia 
chapter haa been suppl ied by Mr. Roland 
Heslop of Victoria House, 46 High Street, 
Tow Law, a lifelong resident of the parish 
and whose connecti'on w1 th the church datea 
frail hia childhood. 
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CHAPTRR VI II 
ASTRONClUCAL !lORE: T.iIKEN AS A 'iIl£ILE 
I n surveying the wbole field of observational 
activity in whicb Rapin engaged for well over half 8 cen tury 
there can be aeen certain natural divisions into which this 
extensive labour f alle, and althougb the boundaries which 
separate onB division from another are no t sharply defined, 
an analys is based on them will. it ls thought, provide 8 
convenient and explicit method of examination. 
Thdy rela te to the s pecific objectives which Espln 
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had in vi ew frc:m time to time. 
into one he pr oceeded to s not her. 
~ter exhausting bis enquiry 
Occ8 s i onally there was 
overlap and ev en reversion, but in general terms the foll owIng 
five msin headings embra c e the major pa rt of his life ' s work. 
They are . . -
1 The vari abl e s t ars 
2 The red sts rs 
3 Stars with remaDkable spectra 
4 The double s t are 
5 The discovery of Nova Lacertae 
Each one wi l l be dealt with in turn, but first aame 
pr eliminary notes are necessar y on Espin' s asse ssment of star 
magni tudea, and on the Secch! sys tem of star classification 
which he used for many years. 
ST.AR IUGNlTUDES 
A decision 8 S to what magnitude s hould be a SSigned to 
to a atelIer object was very much a matter of personal opinion 
in the XIX century • ~ram Sir John Herschel' 8 statement that 
. the light rece! ved from an average .firat magnitude star W88 
approximately one hundred times t ha t from an average sixth 
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magnitude ster there ..,as derived 8 light ratio of 5~ or 
2 ·512 between magni tudSB. F. W .. A. Argelander (mentioned 
later) adopted 8 ratio ot 2.5, and Norman Robert BogsoD suggested 
the ratio wboBe common logarithm W86 0·4 1.e. the Datural number 
2 ·512 88 just given. This WS8 the retio originally used in 
the PagsoD Scale (1856) and afterwards CEme to be aelected in 
the pbotometric 8ca1e. 
During the last quarter of the XIX century end after, 
P.~ofeB8or E.C. Pickerlng at the Harvard Colleg e Obeervatory in 
the U.9.~ determined the magnitudea of fixed stare by us e of 8 
meridian photometer. When referred to the Harvard photometric 
Bcale the msgnitudsa allotted to faint stare by Barly observers 
such SB botb Herechele and F. G.W. von Struv8, were numerically 
too high, or in other words they under-estima ted. 
In particular two catalogue. which geYe star megn1tude s 
were sources of reference when Espin first began to take an 
interest in astronomy. One was the Uranometria Nova of 1837 
which gaTe the magnitudes of all stars visible to the naked eye, 
snd the other the Bonner DurclEuaterung (1863) in which the 
positions snd magn1 tude s of 611 sta rs Rn the northern sky down to 
the ninth magni tude were stated, a total of 324,198 objecte. 
Both volume s were the work of F. W.A. Argel ander (1799-1875) • 
This durcbmuster~ Is still regarded as one of the 
most imposing contributiona t o astronomical records ever made, 
but in saying this regard has to be paid to the pace at which it 
waa compiled, and therefr~ the degree of reliability which may 
be placed upon its contents. The Revd. Herbert SadIer, aR 
astronomer friend of Espin and 8 man of probity, calcula ted 
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that on average Argel ander must have noted eight star s a 
minute for R. A. , declination, and magnitude : i n ri cher a res s 
of the sky this r ate rOBe to sixteen a minute, Bnd 1n the most 
crowded parts twenty a minute. These are truly a stoni shing 
figures and one , surely, l s justified in having BamB r es erv a tions 
on the msgnltudss 80 obtained. 
The f oregoing is the ba r es t of outlines of a situation 
to which more d e tail coul d be added. However it i s to the 
personal work of Espln tha t a ttention has to be directed, and this 
extended from bi s sixteenth ye ar until bis seventy sixth. The 
purpose in hand ~ t herefore, ia to elucidate t he me t hods he 
employed 1n arriving at magnitude s over this space of sixty years. 
The fi rst magnitude scale used by Espin was that of 
Mr . R. A. Proctor, and which he speoifi ed in 8 list of ei ghteen 
red stare compiled in 1878. (1) Richar d Anthony Pr oc t or it 
may b e said waB a brilliant ama t eur astronomer who succes sfully 
challenged the judgment of the Astr onomer- Royal i n the ma tter of 
a transit of Venu~. Less than a year later ( 2) Eepln 
prepa r ed a list of eig ht y six stars in r espec t of which he gave 
a comparative table of t he ir magn1tudes a s found by Hsi s , Herschel, 
and himself. I n it there were close agre ements and equally 
wide differences, amounting in the caSe of 51 Eridani to 1 -3 
magni tudee. There was not a s i ngle caBe of complete 
agreement. 
Proctor evidently fell from favour quite aoon. In 
Ma rch 1879 Espin wrote • .•• • r The B. A. C. magni tudes adop·ted by 
Mr. Proctor are Ba er roneous ' •••• • (3) . By B. A. C ... he 
meant the Bri t ish Associ a tion Ca t alogue, and he now f i xed upon 
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t he Bcale of Heis which wae utilized i n en accompanying l1st of 
thirty two stare in the constella t ion MonoceroB. 
The accuracy of star magnltudes was a matter which 
led Prof. Charles Pritcha r d . Savili ao Professor of Astronomy 
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a t Oxrord, to read a paper before the Royal Astronomical SOCi ety 
1n 1881 on 8 ' Me thod of Measuring Relative Brightness of Stare l 
Espln, upon perusing this, pointed out - rightly - that 8 most 
important factor had been passed over, n amely, the change in 
sensitivity of t he eye of an obser ver during bis work. He 
-
advanced the opinion. which went withQut c hallenge , t hat sensitivity 
increased 8 S ob servational time pr ogresaed , and this , be thought, 
went far to negative the supposed advantages of mechanical means 
devised for finding magnitudes. For this espec ia l rea son 
Bepln told or his ab andonnent of all other means in favour of 
the method or simple eequencing with opera glasses (4), and went 
on to li st n ine stars in Cetus whose magnitudee 8S obtained by 
himself usi ng opera gla s ses were compared with the corresponding 
magnitudsa assigned t o them by Dr. B. A. Gould (an observer of 
southern stare Bnd author of t he IUranametri a Argentina ') • 
Agreement was exact 1n one ca8e and nowhere in excess of 0 · 3 
magnitude for the remainder. 
The use of opera gla8ses proved to b e most acceptable 
to Rapin and he gained a recruit in t he person or Mr . T. Read 
who joined with him in the determination of the magnitudes of 
twenty six stars in t he constellations Uraae Minori s and Draconie 
aa a test or the method. Their p ublished results showed that 
in twenty one csse s the magnitude differences between t he two 
independen t sets of observations were lees than a quarter of a 
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·magnitude (5) • With Buch a favourable outcome they ware 
well satisfied, but an amateur a stronomica l Martine t, k r. Maitland 
Balrd Gemmdll of Glasgow, quickly pOin ted out that an omission 
had been made in their work. Espln snd Read, be noted, had 
sel ected l _ndependent comparison stare without common prior 
agreement a s to their magnitudes - an obvious overSight, and in 8 
constructive manner proceed ed to detail hi s own, rather exact, 
method using Capells and Vega Be normal first magnitude comparison 
stars (6) 
Espin' B contemporaries were not a t al l clear 8 S to 
what he implied by 'Simple as quenclng' with opera gla s ses, 80 he 
set out the detail. in a letter i n Apr1l 1882 (7) A copy is 
in the dOBsier but here a summary may be given. First he 
a8sumed magnitudss for standard stars and from these interpolated 
intermediate magnitudee. Any new star e~amined was compared 
with the standards and sometimes with the intermediary stars 8S a 
check .. He used for his observat2ons 8 pa ir of opera glasses 
placed slightly out of focus sa that the objects viewed appeared 
as discs of light, and he observed a new a'tar 81 ternately w1 th 8 
comparison star many times until no doubt remained in bis mind 
ae to the relative brightness of the new object.. The limit 
or the method WS8 cons:ldered by Espin to be 8 magni tude above tbe 
minimum visible, and he did no,t go further tban 6·0. 
The photometer which Eepin made in 1883 whose accuracy 
was within 0-1 of a magnitude wae a marked advance on all previoue 
endeavoure and it Is described later. With it he passed 
from the qua1itative stage to the quantatlv8, but be did on 
occasion employ magnituCe figures given by early observers. 
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ThuB 1n Septemoer 1883 when referring to arrangements made by 
the Liverpool Astronomical Society for team work on variable 
stare during the 1883-1884 Bession he selected comparison stare 
in the northern sky from Hale 1 s I Atlas Coeleatls1 • In Ma rch 
1886 in an article on new red stars a comparison ls shown of 
estimations of magnitude made by Argelander and himself (a) • 
AB may be Been on p. 17 of the accompanying copy of 'The Red 
Stars' (1890) &spin brougbt togetber bundreds of magnitude 
deter.minatlons made by Birmingham, Copeland, Dreyer, Webb, and 
Pickering, in add1 tioD to. hie own. 
The use by Eepln of early magnitude 8cale8 declined 
in the 18901 8 almost to vanishing point. Only one definite 
allusion has been found (9) when he uBed Struvs' B Bcale. Tbey 
were Bupp,lanted by the more authoritative HBrvard photometry 
from which star magnitudee were quoted freely in 1897 (10) and 
mention was made in 1898 (11) • Quite apart from this tbe 
Nautioal Almanac had provided data on star magnitudea for decades 
but this source WBB Ba little named that it remains uncertain 88 
to what extent amateur observers made use of it. 
Tbe edition of tbe Almanac for 1882 provided tbe exact 
magnitudes of 197 atare : that for 1892 contained magn1tudee of 
229 stars. By 1902 the total had rilsen to 392 stare, and 
Bach of these annual issues cost only 2/6d eac.n. Tbe probability 
ls that Espln would select from this reliable source Bucb 
comparison stars 88 he needed when assessing magnitudee of stars 
intermediate between the chosen reference standards, and 1n 
. passing it may be mentioned tbat Capt. 11'. Noble F.R.A. S. wbo for 
many years wrote 8 popular 'Monthly Notes' feature in the 
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English Mechanic stated specl:ficel1y, in 1902, that the 
magnitudse which he gave were taken from the Nautical Almanao 
(12), althougb even he referred in this particular to the 
Harvard photometry. Noble employed 8 negative magnitude 
(-1·4) for S1r1u ••• long ago aa 1899 (13) • 
III 
Mr . T.W. Beckhous e of Sunderland in County Durham end 
8 contemporary or Eepln wBS pa rticul arly concerned with star 
msgn1tudee and pub11shed 8 catalogue or the magnitudsa of 
9,842 objects visible to the naked eye in 1911. He wsa 8 
great friend and tbua ·Eapln had at band a convenient abd trustworthy 
local fount. Finally Professor E.C . PlcIsrlng of Hervard 
College Observatory who initiated photograpbic magnitudsa, gave 
details 1n 1910 of this 8c81e and its reconciliation with the 
photometric acale. :Sapin and Pi ckering had been frienda 
from 1883 but Mr. Mi1burn confirms the statement tbBt Repin never 
employed tbg photographic meane, no did he : the photometric 
method remained a8 their ultimate resource. 
To Bum up. In the determination of msgD1tudea 
Eepin from bis sixteenth to hie twenty fifth year (1874- 1883) 
et first ralied largely upon viaual observation and often 
employed the sca1ee or early observers: later he be sed hie 
estimations on the method of saquan~~ng with opera glas88s. 
From 1883 he had available his photometer with an accuracy of 
a tenth of a magni tude. M.agni tudee af comparison star a 
were ava ilable at all times fram the Nautical Almanac, and from 
1897 these were e~pplemented with some t aken fram t he HarTard 
photometry. Rapin never determined magnitudss by 
photographic meane, and neither he nor Ml1burn eTer used 
absolute magni tudes .. 
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THE s];[;cm CLASSIP'ICATION OF STAR SPECTRA 
At the 38th meeting of the British ABBo~1at1on for t he 
Advancement of SCience held at Norwicb in August 1868 8 
communication waB received fram Padre Seec h! entitled 'On 
Stellar SpectroBcoPY' and it WBB considered to be of sufficient 
importance for it to be printed in extenso. The author, to 
give 8 full description wae Fr. Angelo Seech! S.J. of the Collegl0 
Romano, Rana, end biB contribution to the classification of star 
spectra thus made w88 probably one of the most impor tant hitherto. 
In brief Seech1 divided stellar spectre 8S follows: the text 
being largely couched In hie actual words :-
Type I 
Type II 
Type III 
Type IV 
Numerous : almost ODB balf of the vi sible stars. 
Colour tends towards the blUe end of the 
spectrum and occasionally to the green. All 
t he white stara are included in this class. 
The rich yellow stars : very numerous and they 
embrace almost the other half of the stars. 
The orange or r eddish stars. 
The red stars, all below the sixth magnl tude. 
All the spectra of the third and fourth types belong to 
variable star s. 
Secchi wae not alone in his spectroscopic work ; he 
re!erred in bis paper to Frauohofer, Donat1, and Huggina. The 
last-named, indeed, carried out investigations complementary with 
those of Seccbi, for whilst, at Rome, and with less precise 
equipment Seccbi e~amined the apectra of over 4,000 stars, at 
Tulae H111 Observatory 1n London Dr. W1111am Hugg1nB concentrated 
on the identification of stellar elements and to that end observed 
the brighter star s with as great 8 dispersion 8S be could use. 
In concise terms Seccbi's field of work W8S extensive and 
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generalised : Hugglne wae far narrower and specialised. 
Rutherfurd, it may be added , had carried out spectroBcopic work 
also but moved thence to other avenues of researc~ 
The Secchi star spectra elss s 1f'ic'at i on had been 
available and in use for almost eight yeare by the time Espln 
made his first prese contribution to the English Mechanic on 
5th May 1876. 
later - in 1890 
He, of course, used it, and fourteen years 
when his edition of 'The Red Stars ' was 
published by the Royal Irish Academy he devoted eight pages 
(PP. 96-103) or that large volume to an examination of Secch1'e 
groups and to the competing claims of t he al ternate system 
proposed by Dr. H.C. Voga1 of the Astrophysical Observatory a t 
Potsdam, which comprised three ma in gr oups di vided into seven 
sub-groups. 
There existed opposing schools of thought on the matt er 
or spectral cla66e8. Vogel! s system wBS supported by Nils 
C. Dunar Bnd van Konkoly : that or Secchi by D'Arrest J Pech~eJ 
and (at first) by Pi ckering of Harvard . The varied aspects or 
these matters are reviewed in the quotation made in the preceding 
paragraph and to which reference should be made for fuller 
details. The copy of 'The Red Stars' is included in the 
dOBSier for that purpose. 
Espin in dealing with the red stars specirically stated 
(p. 103) hia use of Types III and IV of the Becchi classification 
and in a note of disarming candour pointed out just how notably 
experts can differ amongs t themselves .. He quoted the findings 
of Becohi and Hugglna regarding star Schj . 152 (p. 100) which. 
were in direct opposi t1on. 
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A reference by Espin occ.urred in ' The Red Stars ' to 
the paper which Lockyer presented to t he Royal Society on 17 th 
November 1887 entitled l Prel1m1nary Note on the Spectra of 
Meteorites' (p. 103). Had Lockyer ' s proposed system or three 
stages i n the me teoric formation of stellar objects been adopted 
i.e. (1) i ncreasing heet , ( 2) condensation, and (3) subsequent 
cooling, t hen both t he Seechi and Vagel classi fications would 
have been el iminated. Beyond thi s commentary nothing f urther 
I s to be found on the s ubject in Espin' s writings, and he never 
pursued the matter~ 
It Is at this juncture I'elevant to refer to the survey 
of etar spectra undert ak en at Harvar d College Ob servatory under 
Profes s or E. C. Pickering. Henry Draper , himself a pioneer 
in stellar spectroscopy, died prema turely in 1882, and in order 
to per petuate his memory the fi r st part of the Draper Memorial 
Catalogue, which involved the examination of 10, 351 stars, was 
published in 1889 from Harvard. Of the ' Draper classification! 
more will appea r, but now it i6 ma teria l to quote fram Espin ' s 
communi cation to lNa ture' in 1891 on the topic of !Photo-Stellar 
Spec tra' (1). He wrote ' Professor Pickerlng, while retaini ng 
t he four types of stellar spectra , f inds that so many stars ahow 
an intermediate s t age of development, that , in the Draper 
Catalogue, letters are Bubstituted for t he types . ThuB, 
let ters A to D denote stars of the fi rst type; E to L, stars of 
t he second type; M, stars of Type Ill. ; while N is reserved 
tor fourth type stare' • Quite clearly the gr oundwork of 
Secchi and indeed of Vogel was proving to be a base for the 
eVolution of the modern sys t em of letters and thei r accompanying 
eubdi vi aioDe. 
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An enquiry into the grouping of stellar spectra ac tually 
emp~oyed by Rapin Is now appropriate, and on this there is much 
by way of written record. First ther e appea red - BS related 
elswhere 1n detail - sixteen contributions of his to the German 
journal Astr onomlsche Naebrlchten which appeared from 1887 to 
1900. They were all tabul a r and ODe ~olumn heeded 'Sp.1 wss 
devoted to spectra which were stated 1n every case on the Seech! 
classification. Publication No. 1 of the Liverpool Astronomical 
Society of 1887 gave a liBt of BtarB (NOB 142 to 185) and EBpin 
frequently quoted Secch! typeB III and IV aB applying to many 
of them. HiB Wolsingham ObBervatory CircularB (1887- 1902) 
simi l arly adopted the Seech! system. 
This fixity on Seech! was well borne out 1n Rapin l s 
frequent writings to astronomical journals. It i B apparent 
1n his contributions to the Astrophysical Journal in 1899, to 
The Observatory in 1890, and in two articles which appeared in 
the Monthly Not ic es or the Royal Astronomi ca l Society in 1893 
and 18~4. To all of the foreg oing a collective rererence ie 
appended. (2) 
However, and probably it was inevitable, a change in 
uBage came with the efflux of time. In 1913 be had publisbed 
an article in the Journal of the Royal Astronomical SOCiety of 
Canada. In it he particularly mentioned the HarTard Annals 
Vol. LVI, No. 1, and the resea rches of the late Mrs. Fleming or 
Harvard .hose objects he then analysed into five divisiona, 
using for that purpose the types A,B,F,G,K ,M, and N, taken 
frcm the source qumted. In the next year, 1914, in the 
English Mechanic, whilat referring to Sec chi types IV and V red 
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stars he once more called to mind Mrs. Fleming' B work and the 
He rvard Photometry between the years 1887 and 1911 . Again 
a combined reference Is given for thes e 1 teme (3) . By 1914 
Espln wss fifty s1x years of age: his mind wBS ac t i ve but bis 
waye were Bet, and for two years pas t be had been aided by kr. 
W111iam Ml1burn. 
Ml1burn, 1n fact, in a letter to the Eng llshMechBnlc 
of 1919 when referring to star No. 295 of Espin's revision of 
'The Red Stars' of 1890 said ..••• 'For the Revised Harvard 
Photome try the specUum is K2' ••••• (4) 60 evidently by then 
the transiti on fram Seoohi, if not complete, was in progress. 
When Espln contributed bis note on 'The Red Stare and the Draper 
catalogue' to the Monthly Notices in 1924 he made a direct 
comparison of his own red star discoveries up to 1899 , and 
po at 1899, with the Draper c1assi1'ication (5) . It ia, 
pOSSibly, of interest to note the headings under which he grouped 
his objects. One wss N.R.S. which three cla ases are to-day 
recognised aa defining t he r are stars : M( abed) equivalent to 
Secohi Type III : K,F, and G, separately, .hicb when combined 
represent Seech! Type 11. Under the heading of ' Others' be 
had remaining only 59 stars from 8 total of 3, 932, 1. s . almost 
exactly 98 -5 per cent were classified and 1-5 per cent were not. 
To do this, in failing health and in hie seventieth year , was 8 
notable achievement. 
In bringing to ita close this narra t ion of the spectral 
types which Espin employed it may be said that up to about 1913 
pe folo.ed Secob1. For the next five or six years be inclined to 
- but dld not regularly employ _ the Draper claSSification. 
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Both be and Ml1burn thereafter fell 1n with the t rend towards 
Draper, by whin c. both the systems of Seech1 and Vagel had become 
obsolete. To enable easy comparison of the old with the new 
the following broad equivalents may be uBed :-
See ch! Type I • •• Draper classes B and A. 
· . 
. . II • •• • •• • • • • F,G, and K. 
• • .. III · .. · .. · . • • K. 
• • •• IV • •• ••• • • · . N • 
remembering that each Draper clas s bas ten subdivisions e. g . AO, 
Al, A2, . . . . . AQ • 
By now (1972) of course, the Draper claSSification has 
been extended by prefixing tbe Wolf-Rayet etars (clas8 W) and 
the helium absorption stars (class 0) at the I early' and of the 
sequence, and by the branching of cls ssss Rand N from main 
class G. Taken together with the off sboot class S from main 
class K at the 'late' end, the saquence reads 
r R- N 
W-O-J>.A-F-G-K~ 
' 8 
.-
About ninety nine per cent of stars are covered by the six classes 
B to M inclusive, and 1n the subdivisions spaces still remain to 
be filled by stars 88 yet undiscovered. 
(References follow on the next page) 
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THE VARIABLE STARS 
The s ca rc i ty of variable stars proves to be an a ttE8ction 
to a serious a stronomer, particularly 80 for t he conspicuous ones 
are already well- known and it often comes 8e a reward for diligenc e 
i n an ob server to be Buccessful in lden:t1'1'ylng 8 ne ... one . It 
also axe1 teB interest, BS indeed was t he 056 e wl th Espln when a 
schoolboy at Haileybury in 1876. 
In an earlier cbapter deal ing with his adolescence i t 
was de s cribed bow Eepin a t the age of seventeen made his fi rst 
press contribution, using on that oCC8sion t he initials T. E.&. 
The let ter which he wrot e was in r espec t of' e Orlonia whose 
component s were known to be variable , and Espin at the time had 
the good fortune to observe the fifth star which wae quite often 
invisible with an i nstrument of 3-inch aperture such as he then 
used . So it wBS on t he topiv of variable s tars that his 
long record of published material extending over many years began. 
Ther e do not now remain any known documents deali ng 
with t he whole of Espin's di scoveries of variable stars nor have 
any nmtes or memor anda came t o light wOich might have shown this 
informa tion. Search has brought forth a number of pr ess 
camnunicati ons on pa rticular i tems and there are lists of stars 
which were the joint work of Espin and others, as will be 
described presently. Announcements appeared from time to 
time in astronamical journals which were r easonably frequent f r am 
1876 until t he early years or the XIX century - t he year 1902 
being a terminal date. Fr om 1902 to 1912 there i s a gsp 
"during which no material on variabl e at6rs issued from Espin. 
Thereaf ter from 1912 to 1920 t here were occasional - even rare 
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items: the last being tn the Monthly Notices of the Royal 
Astronomical Society in April 1920 OD 'The variability of 
Eo-Birm 120 Leporio' (1) • In the laot fourteen year a of 
Il1s life (1920-1934) notll1ng whatever io found, 00 that the 
major part of Eapin's variable star work thuB occupied the 
twenty 8i~ years 1876-1902, and it will now be detailed. 
Indisputable evidence shows that Espin did compile 
8 list of variables a6 Barly BB 1878, for in 8 letter printed 
in the EngllahMechanic OD t he subject of 'Vari ation in the 
colours of stars' he says ....... . r I have had 8 MS list drawn up 
of &tars possibly variable, notices of which have been Bent to 
me from various sources, and al eo of s tar e suspected as variable 
by several authors. For the use of Dna or two gentlemen 
wbo have already kindly offered to sssist in watching them I 
have had copies made, and shall have great pleasure in forwarding 
copies to any other gentlemen who care to apply I • ••• • (2) 
No ves tig e of this MS survives. 
A month after the above statement appeared, Espin 
announced (3) his work in observing star colour~ and the 
comparison of results with others obtained by rellow observers. 
In March 1879 he published a list of Bix suspected variableB (4) 
and other letters of his in November 1881 and in April 1882 are 
e1so on stellar variation. It is, of course, to be remembered 
that variation may occur in respect of magnitude and of colour, 
either jointly or separately, so that the field open to 
exploration ia wide. 
There was a hiatus of several months between Espinls 
departure from Oxford in 1881 and his assignment to 8 curaoy at 
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West Kirby in 1882. It is possible that preparation for the 
ministry would be followed 1n this interval, but 1n l ooking at 
biB published material on variable stars it becomes certain that 
he muet have made a concurrent cloee study of them. At the 
material time be waB a fledgling graduate, schooled over the 
previous three years 1n theology, into which study deductive 
10g1c had been introduced in the XIII century and where it still 
reposed . Rapin Bought to classify - and 80 to cla r ify - all 
known facts relating to variables up to the year 1881, and be 
did eo in 8 seriee of three articles from September 1881 to 
June 1883. (5) 
This enterprise WBB analytical 1n t he main, a Bsiated Be 
need arose by observational support, and his examination or data 
sheds some light on the utility or bis Oxford background. His 
methods and r eBults are conse quently outlined, starting with the 
rirst article in September 1881. 
The variables were numeric ally rew compared with other 
stellar objects. The more prominent ones and their periods being 
known, Espin first constructed a chBrt or t he entire heavens on 
which he indica ted all these objec ts, and from the completed 
dia'gram he began to aBsese si gnificant features . To digress 
ror a mamenc, he said that his chart WBS •• •• • on an e qual 
surface projection' • • • • • by which it i s presumed t ha t be meant a 
homolographio or equal- area pr ojection Buc h as a Mollweide or 8 
Lambert . 
Bis findings were eight in all and can be sta ted 
concisely : _ Variable stars occupi-ed a zone inclined at an 
angle of between 150 and 200 to the equator which split into two 
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str eams , and most of the temporary stars lay in the atell a r 
region where this zone and the g alaxy botb d ivided. Exception s 
were t he bright and short peri od vari ables. No theory of' 
variables up t o 1881 bad explained more than a few example s, 
leaving t he temporaries in an uni que c18se. The ' companion 
sta r ', 'dark spote' , and ' dust r ing' theories were instanced 
and in addit i on Rapin r umina ted on the true caB6eB~ 
He had, thuB far , procured all r el evant fec ts, Inter-
related them, made his deductions , noted exceptions , and r evi ewed 
existing theori es. I n eff ect his groundwork waB c omp l eted 
Bnd he could next proceed to the f ormula tion of j ustifiable 
comprehensive statements .. 
Six months l a ter - in Ma r c h 1882 Rspin' e furthe r 
work wa s described in the second artic l e. He began w1 th a 
d i scuSSion of t he exceptions (i . e . the bright and short peri od 
variables) and advanced thr ee conclUSions . -
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
Ther e a r e nOl s t a r s w1 t h periods of' between 71 and 
1&5 days. 
No Buch gap occurs elswhere nor is there any Bi gn 
of' such. 
The number of' stars decrea ses r apidly on one side of' 
t he gap and incr eas eB on the o t her Bi de of' t he g ap. 
Ne~t followed an anal ytical t able and the ev idence of' 
Chandl er ' 6 investigations into the colours of vari abl e star e 
all of which led him to name Cla s s I as distinctive of' stars 
with periods of le s 8 than 71 days , and Clas8 II a s including 
those wi tb periods in exce s s of' 1 35 days. Chandler's results 
f'urther enabled him to Bay t ha t white and yellow star a tak en 
together are about the Bame in number a e the red and reddish 
one8 i n Cl a ss I , whilst the red group gr eatly exceeds the .hi te 
gr oup in Clas s II. 
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He then concerned himself wi tb Class I . In it t he 
brighter stars were to be found and increase of variation 
corr esponded w1 th increase of periodic time. I n sum , for 
CIBB8 I etars, when light variations were small BO were the 
peri ods, and the b righter the star the ahorter the period. 
Finally in this article, and whilst conceding difficul ties in 
80 doing, he went so far BS to favour the ' dark companion' 
explanation of vari ables. 
Matters were nav at the stage when Espln, by dr awing 
upon his authenticated sources had sta ted main argument s and 
bence produced a r easoned classification of the components of 
hie subject: C188S I of which was tnen discuBsed. 
The third and final article of June 1883 took up the 
feature s of C1 888 IT stars, which bad perlodlclties of between 
130 and 570 days and magnitude limits of 1-0 and 9 -0 , In 
two t able s he showed that the bulk of t he variables have (a) periodic 
times of between 220 and 420 days, and (b) magnitude changes from 
4 -0 to 6-0 • An interesting - if oddly worded - conclUs ion 
wae that average va r ia tion "as similar for all periods , and 
conve~Bely that average periods were the same for all magnitude 
varia tione. There were a few exceptions. 
In t he twenty one months which hed elapsed between the 
first and last articles, Espin's prosecution of his task had made 
it apparent that another group - Glass III - was needed. This 
arose because of bis observa ti ons of 63 Cygni and other stars 
whi ch displayed small variations over prolonged per i ods . These 
. objects differed so greatly from those in the fi rst two classe's 
tha t their separate identity had to be clearly dis t ingu~shed_ 
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A remaini ng step was to add Class IV to include the temporary 
stars. 
The las·t phase of' this investigation, therefore, 
covered his canments on C18B8 11, t he add1 tion of Class III to 
a ccommod a te stars on which new data bad been accumulated in t he 
course of his g eneral progress, and the provi si on of Class IV 
f'or the temporaries. 
All W8B accomplished in his twenty third and twenty fourth 
years and it may well be accounted creditable. Four lines 
only will su:ffice in which to concentrate t he outcome of this 
labour on tbe classification of variable stars. The results, 
in his actual words, were :-
Class I 
ClaBS II 
ClaBs III 
ClasB IV 
With short period and sm s ll variation. 
Long period and grea t variation. 
Period of' several years and small variation. 
Temporary stars. 
Espln and W. H. St. Qulntin Gage were two of the earliest 
members of the Liverpool Astronomi cal Society and together with 
lvlr. T. Read the trio essayed a catalogue of all t he var i able stars 
then known (1882). (6) An a llusion to this has been made 
already in the remarks on that Society given elswhere, but in this 
context it is relevant to include t he ir joint work in more detail 
ror it is complementary with the variable star classification due 
to Rspin, just rel a ted. 
The date wes the 7th July 1882 and t he place the columns 
of the EngliBh Mechanic. Let the authors speak for themselves. 
••••• I We have collected from various sources a c a talogue of all the 
stare suspected of variation,. the number of which has now rea c hed 
to between four end five hundred. The vari a tion of 60 many of 
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them may be watched with an opera- glass , that we think, perhaps, 
by publication or t hem , some or your readers may be induced to 
undertake ob servations of tham. We s hall give them in order 
of the constellations, arranged alPhabe ti cally' .......... 
There then followed the first l1st of 48 variables , 
each one bearing t he name of its discoverer and i ts stellar 
co-ordinates. The constellations appeared in order i . e .. 
Andromeda, Aquarius, Aqul1s, ....... etc . with eac h one showing 
the vari able s t o be found within its confines. I n the 
succeeding weeks. w1 thout a break, further lists appeared : 
the sscond one embraced stars Nos. 49 to 96, followed by NOB. 
97 to 146, and 80 on unti l in t he seventh and final list NOB. 
303 to 34-3 appeared . 
Of these variables only six were Eapin l s personal 
discoveries and another six were a ttributed jointly to Espin 
and another observer , the l atter including Seccbi, Lalande, and 
Struve, amongst others. The initial forecast of a catalogue 
of between four and five hundred stars wBB obviously pitched 
too high, for the la st entry 
well sbort ot: the estimate. 
star No. 343 in Vulpecula - fell 
Evenso compilation had been 
systematic and it s presentation was a model of brevity and clear 
e~eBslon, but one flaw was present in t he guise of omiSsions. 
Rather more t han six months la ter - in Ma r ch 1883 - Espin, 
wri ting alone , gave an addendum of seventeen more variables 
(Nos. 344 to 360) . (7) 
In retrospect it can be realised that the se addi tions 
· to the list would be made whilst Espin had in hand the preparation 
ot hia third article on t he clasSifica t ion of variable stars (q. v. ) . 
" 
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In following one line of study be evidently uncovered items 
pertinent to another. 
The ~1me and energy devoted to variable stars during 
1883 was considerable. In the Spring Espln'a variable star 
work, then proceeding at a lively pace, WBB hampered Bomewhat for 
lack of a photometer with which to measure accur ately the light 
from the stare .. Plckering at Hsrvard witb much wealth to 
aid him, had produced a photometer : so too, in 8 more modest 
way. Prltcbard at Oxford devised a wedge photometer bBsed on the 
work of DB weB. Espin. w1 th rather more ap t! tude than W8a1 th, 
ssw in both instruments two impediments : first they were t oo 
costly, and next they required an equatorial and clockwork motion. 
Necessity Be the mother of invention promp ted him to 
make one of his own_ An account of it will be given in t he 
chapter concerned with instruments, but here it may be said that 
by improvising with p~lp, paper, and glue , amongst other homely 
itemB~ he achieved his end , a nd - aga in to quote - he ssid'l'the 
results with this photometer have exceeded all expectations l _ 
Ita aCQuracy, judged by comparison stars, was well within 0-1 
or a magn1 tude. (6) 
The photometer wss put to regular use forthwith, first 
by comparing itB performance with that of a pair of opera gla sses 
in the obs'ervation of' U Monocerotis and LL 14551 between J anuary 
and April 1663 (9} In 8 paper entitled IOn a New Theory., 
or the Cause of Stellar Variation' read before the Liverpool 
Astronomical Society on 21st January 1884, and to which cursory 
reference bes been made previously, Eap1n spoke of bis new 
method for determining whether or not a variable star wBB a binary_ 
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The known variable 37 Pegsei WBS cited. &6:p10'8 notion 
wss that its variation in light might arise from the widening 
and narrowing of the gap between the two component stare 1n the 
syetem, and which biB photometer .se sufficiently sensitive to 
detect without recourse to direct observation. 
The reasoning embodied in this paper noes not appear 
to be altogether acceptable. He seems to have presupposed t he 
required reBult and then shown how bis own instrument aided that 
conclusion. A press report is all tha t now remains B S a 
record of this particular item (10), and, 8B printed, it must 
Burely be unrepresentative of Espin' 6 lecture : one cannot 
readily visualise hie USe 0 1' s p ecious arg ument. Had he, 
moreover proceeded with his chosen t a sk using a spectrameter 
a more valid conclusion would have been possible. 
The subject of lig ht in general and mare particularly 
the intensity, and changes in intensity, of starlight came under 
close attention by Espin in the autumn of .1883. Magni tude 
estimation was pessible in one of three ways i.e. by the naked 
eye with or without a telescope, by use of the photometer, or by 
a photographic plate. Following upon his apprsisal of the 
merits of the photometer he turned next to the use of the 
photographic plate, appreciating as he did so that the image 
produced upon it was, to use Herscbell s own word, due to the 
rays which prcduce chemical changes i . e. the l actinic l light . 
Results of biB investigations were, BS usual, contained 
in a paper styled 'Further Attempts at Obtaining the Actinic 
Light of the Stars by Means of Photography, at the Society's 
Observatory' (meaning the Wsst Kirby Observatory) (11); and in 
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1 t he detailed how magni tude determinations 8S made by the eye, 
differed 1n various ways according to the object viewed, from 
those found by USe of a photographic plate. There were, 
manifestly, tbrea possible variants, namely, stars whose chemical 
light wss in excess of that apparent to the eye, stars where it 
WBS equal, and stars where it was inferior. 
We know a t this much later date that the effect upon 
a photographic plate of ul tra viol et radiati on extending over 
the range 2, 000 A. U. to 4,000 A. U. would have made a significant 
impression on the wra tten and Wainwri ght plates which Espln 
customari ly used, and after the +spse of ninety years the 
variations of sensitivity of the eye to radiation 1n the visible 
range from j ust over 4 , 000 A.U. to almost 7,500 ~U. are much 
better comprehend ed. 
Even BO, EspiD info.rmed himself of t hese f actors, and 
of the effect of the infra red rays, when carrying out the 
work just described. He made all thi s very plain in the 
article which he contributed to t he Journal of Science in 1884. (12) 
The quest he made to a s sess actinic starlight - in 
furtherance of the efforts of Professor Pickering at the Harvard 
Col l ege Ob servatory - by photogra phiC examinati ons of ~ Lyras, 
~ Cygni, and the Pleiades, make this quite evident . He 
appreciated fram the first t he influence of plate sensi tivity and 
duration of exposure in revealing stellar detail, and the advantag~ s 
of uniformity in magnitude estima tions derived from photographiC 
plates. Not least, of course, was t he great benefit of plate 
storage and thereby the establisDment of a permanent record and 
reference system f'or magn1 tudes. 
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Espin it may be seen WBS well to the rore in the 
at ella r photography of bi s day, and perhapQ a t t his point s ome 
bri ef comment aside from t he main t heme may be permitted. Had 
he been fortunate enough to possess the later knowledge of the 
origins of ul tra violet and infra red rad i ati on then t emperature 
estimations would have b een well within his grasp. I n like 
manner, had hie apectroBcopic e quipment been such Be to enable him 
to detect and appreciate spectral shif t : for Doppler l 6 Principle 
had b een s tated 8 6 far b ack as 1842 : then stellar velocities of 
appr oach and of r ecession would have been only a step away_ But 
t he hindsight of the present, regretfully, cannot be translated 
into foresight of t he pas t. 
In order t ha t t he search for varieble sta r s could be 
carried out with thoroughness over 8S wide a span of the geavens 
8S possible, Espln, BS Special Observer to the Laverpool 
Astronomical Society for the 1883-1884 666616n , made an appeal 
(at the suggestion of Mr. W. S. Franks) for c <>-opera tion frOOl 
amateur a stronomers generally and in t hi s he was rewarded with 
ten volunteers. The sky was divided up i n t o ten overlapping 
zones extending from _30° to +90°, to BBCh one of whi ch an observer 
was aSSigned. Ingenuity was pr actised by ensuri ng that the 
more important zones were given to per sons spaced well apart 60 
that poor observational conditions when pr evalent a t one place 
would usually be ab sent at the other. (13) 
Eac h participant was provided with da t a on c~p6ri 6on 
stars- eui ted to his zone, and 1n BomB cases outline maps were 
,supplied to aid identification of these refer enc e objects. 
Fram such competence dependab le reBults were to be expected . 
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In the event no specific references have been found relating 
to researches by these vari able star observers but there do 
appea r a number of announcements on variables over the succeeding 
years f'ran Espln himself, a selection of' which will follow. 
However when aCQount la t aken of the very free interohange of 
information Bnd mutual hel p which existed amongst Bmateur and 
professional astronomers it 18 quite feasible that Espln BS 
Special Observer of the SOCiety would serve BS a reservoir for 
Buch data 8e were collected f'ran all ten zones , and with this 
information he would be well placed to publish items of particular 
moment 8B they appea red. 
For hi s own part Eapin pressed on with bis stellar 
camera. On 24th May 1884 he completed a 'Catalogue of the 
Magnitudes or 500 Star s in Auriga, Gemini , and Leo Minor' all 
of which had been determined photogr aphically. Later in the 
year this waB published in Liverpool and a photocopy ls i n the 
dossier. In June 1885 he announced four suspected variable 
stars (14), and in the following November published a note on the 
suspected variable star in Corona Boreelis which hed been observed 
by Chalmers (15). The last- named came from Espin's new address 
at High Street, Wolsinghsql, in County D'u' ham, to which he moved 
1n 1885. 
The cha nge or domicile from suburban Wirral to rural 
weardale and his relatively leisured life from then OD, spurred 
Eep1nl B concentration on every tppe of star. He was now 
twenty seven years old BDd a measure of maturi ty had suppl anted 
the juvenile efforts of hie teens. There was fixedness of 
purpose and self- discipline, ae the r ecord of his subsequent work 
will show. 
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Perhaps the moat significant development, already 
noted elswhere, WBB 8 practice he s tar t ed in 1886 of is suing 
circulare which, in terse language, conveyed the gist of any new 
discovery or notable event directly to tbose Bstronomers whom 
Eapin believed to be i n terested. HaIr-B-dozen of these 
which ha ve been traced to the year 1886 relate to variable stare. 
Otber medis , too, were used regularly to make known to 8 wider 
circle of observers the outcome of bis energetic work with tbe 
newly-Bcquired 17·25 inch reflector. 
In 1886 the German journal Astronomiscbe Nachrlchten 
bore a note from Espln on tbr ee new variables, and the English 
Mechanic five contributions on the 8sme topiv. In 1887 
Aatronomische ' Nacbrichten carrIed five of EspIn's variable star 
announcements and the English Mec hanic three. By the end of 
1887 the first eighteen circulare from Wolslngham had appeared _ 
ell in the space of as many months. 
The spoken word supplemented the written. It hee 
been remarked already that Eepin gave hie Presi dential address to 
the Liverpool Astronomical SOCiety on 11th October 1886 on the 
subject of 'Stellar Vari a tion: a Chapter in the World' e History' . 
That discourse set out bie speculations at the time and will bear 
summary .. 
Rapin premised that variation wa.s a stage in the life of 
every star. I n its early history there would be central heat 
and exter nal cooler vapours, which would produce a spectrum of 
Type Ill. Now by assuming an increasing axial rotation end 
rise in temperature such would give rise to an irregular vari aBl e 
l ike 19 Piacium. With accelerated rotation absorption vapours 
would compress in volume end the star would then become a long 
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. period variable. 
He exemplified his bypothesis in the variable R. Hydrae 
whose period had progressively decreased from 500 days in 1785 
to' 461 1n 1825, and 437 1n 1870 - aD overall reduction of 63 days. 
By presuming 8 time when by reason of increasing rate of rotation 
and temper a ture t he vapour would ceaSe to have cohesion, it would 
then be thrown out a t random around the star and the spec trum 
would changQ from Type III to Type II. The beginn1ng and end 
of the process, he acknowl edged , were beyond ~, Bnd the lecture 
ended 1n conjecture on the history of t he Sun, on geologi cal 
strata, and on animal a nd veget able life. (16) 
Reflection generates the thought that Eddlngton , Jeans 
and Einstein were to follow by many a year . But let not such 
groping be derided in view of wha t is now thought to be the 
superior knowledge of 8 succeeding century. Only by trial, 
error, failure , re-trial, and eventual success, has Mankind 
emer ged by imperceptible gradations from p rofound ignorance to 
commanding knowledge , and it is just as likely that more 
enlightened ones in future ages will look back upon our p re sent 
day reasoning as a rchaic. 
Following upon thi s lecture Espin issued , on 29th 
November 1887, his Wolsingham Observatory Circular No. 18, in 
which be proposed a new c1ass of Variable star, naming once again, 
19 Piscium as an example. The characteristics assigned to 
this new category were three i.e. irregular vari ability, 8 
magnitude variation of 1-5 , and spectrum of Type IV. The 
aters in this c1as8 were t ypified by r apid and uncertain changes 
in brightness. 
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WOrk on the variable stare had , at this point , rea ched 
ita culmination. 
irr egula r decline . 
Fram 1888 onwards the record shows an 
The Wolsingham Observa t ory Circulare 
which continued unti l 1~02 provided brief notes on all aspect s 
of observational work as an inspecti on of their contents in the 
do s s ier will confirm and these were supplemented f rom 1890 by the 
annual reports of the observatory si mi l arly available, but the 
material appearing in the technical pre ss wae almOBt routine. 
Other aspects of Espin' B astr onomy, of" course, continued quite 
apart from t he variables i.e. on spectra , photography , and the 
red stars. It was beyond the capacity of any ma n t o do all 
things at al l times. 
In 1888 the only significant published mat ter appeared 
1n Astronomlsche Nachrlchten and related to thr ee vari able starsr 
In 1889 two items 1n Nature on t he vari abl11ties of R. Andromedae 
and S. Ca selopel ae. During 1890 four notices in BS ma ny 
journals. The position had been reached when it could be 
sa1d with truth that no single contflbution was of outstanding 
moment but t aken collectively over the years their sum did much 
to enlarge the extent of knowledge of these object s. A 
col lective reference is given of B choic e of items which wer e 
publiahed in the decennium 1889- 1899. (17) 
Nothing wha tever appe.sred during t he years 1900 and 
1901, but 1n August and September or 1902 letters are to be 
found 1n the English Mech~n1c on r The Espin-Peel< Phenomenon' 
and whilst Espln, personally, had no direct connection with them 
. since bis work and nam e were invoked they will be noticed. 
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Amongst t he many amateur astronomer s who took an 
ac tive interest 1n variable stare Mr. C. Graver, Observer-in-
Charge of Sir C.E. Peek l B Rauadon Observatory 1n Devon (about 
three miles west of Lyme RegiS) wes prominent 1n the south-west 
of England. Equally 60 ws 6 Espln noted 1n the north. The 
work of Espln on vari able stars is tbe subject of this sBction, 
but for comparison it can be said that in the Report of the 
ROU6don Observatory for 1902 it was related that a 6 0 4-inch Merz 
equatorial had been kept s pecificall y for the observation of 
long-period variables and that 558 magnitude determinations had been 
made . (IS) 
At Bournbnoak, near Birmingham, a Midland astronomer 
Mr. D.E. Packer - residing , 8S it 80 happened, almost exactly 
midway between the observatories of Espin and Peek, evidently 
followed the information which issued from both places very closely. 
He noticed that many of the variable stars t hey observed bore 
resemblance to tempor a ry stars in two respects (1) by the brightness 
of t heir spectra, particularly t he lines due to hydrogen and 
helium, and (2) in displaying a nebulous halo most evident when 
they were near minima. I n 1902 Packer wrote at length on hi s 
investigation and published a table (19) in whiCh a comparison was 
made of Eepin' B observation s of the bright lines just mentioned, 
with Peek ' 8 observations of nebulosity. 
'The Espin-Peek Phenomenon' 
He termed hie findings 
A little later he evolved another t able b a sed on the 
observations of bright line spectra made by Fr. Seccb1 at Rom e 
during the years 1868 and 1869 in suppor t of bis ar gument, a nd added 
his own notes on temporary bri ght line spectra which he had seen 
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. 
ten years e8~11er by use of a d i rect-vision prism Bnd refractors 
ot: 4 ' 5 inches an d upwar d s. (20) 
All this effort by P a cker which bore the ma rks of 
sincere and lengthy labour, produced scarcely a ripple in the 
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calm of 1902. He contributed his mite , which Beams neitber to 
have been accepted nor rejec ted, but simply pa s s ed over. That 
in 1 t s elf was uncberi table, and f or his exertions alone be deserves 
t he mention which t his account acc ords him. 
It ia now needful t o move forwa r d f rom 190 2 to 1912 in 
order to r e sume this review of Eapln' e variable stars. In 
Mar ch and June of the l atter y ear be made short contributions to 
t he Monthly Notices of the Royal As t ronomical Society, both of 
which spoke of v a r iable sta rs. (21) Then, i n 1914 , he mad e 
an i llustrated commentsry i n the Engli sh Mec hanic on the vari able 
Z Androm edae which had been di sc overed by krs. F l emi ng in 1901. (22) 
No thing more appea red until December 1918 when in the ,onthly 
No tices he pub l ished a list of elev en probable vari ables. ( 2 3) 
There r ema i n only thre e further itams , and t he ir 
spacing may indicete that the i nterest in variable stsrs, whilst 
no t possibly l angui s hing , had becom e an avocation. Nearly 
five years after the previous contribution in the Engl i s h l .ec hani c 
there came on 24th J anuary 1919, a nota on a new vari able 
observed in Lyra, md _ f i nally - two mor e, both in the Ji.. onthly 
Notices. In May 1919 an announcement of a new variable in 
Uraa Major waB made , and last of all, and already menti oned , wa a 
the contribution of April 1920 on 'The v ari abil i ty of Es-Birm 
120 Lepori 8 ' • 
So end e Espin' 6 var iable s ta r record. 
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THE RE STARS 
Throughout this section the description T red' 8S applied 
to a s tellar objec t vdll be taken to include 'r eddish' and 
I orange' tints. 
Red stare ware one of the earliest interests of Espln. 
He started observational work on them at wa l lsasy Recto,ry in 
December 1877 when nineteen years of age whilst living at home 
wi tb his p a rents, and just prior to his election to a Fellowship 
of the Royal As tronomical Socie t y on 11th J s nuary 1878. His 
initial effort was to oompile data on eighteen red stars wbieh 
he ... bodied in 8 letter to the p r ess (1) • I n March 1878 
be wrote of coloured double sta r s noted at the Rectory and by 
September of that year had produced de t ails of four more (2). 
Not one of these stars was a na. discovery : at this stage Espin 
contented himself wi th t he recording of observa tional data only. 
He matricul ated at Exeter College: in J anuary 1878 and 
bis Oxford days then began, Ba it is understandeble t hat his 
University commdtments tended to reduce bis published material 
on the red stars duri ng the next three years. His int erest 
in them continued as may be noted, for example, in press 
communications he mad e in January 1880 and again in September 
of the same year. (3) Red stars, inter alia, formed the 
material of these letters. 
By the time he had assumed bis curacy at West Kirby and 
with it the establishment of an observatory in Church Road under 
the aegis of the Liverpool Astronomical Society, he took up 
the examination of red stars with vigour. Between February 
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1885 and June 1885 be re-observed over a hundred of the red 
stare listed in Mr. John Birminghaml 8 catalogue Bnd communicated 
the most outstanding feature s of tbis work to the press (4). 
Just prior to thie Eapin had published, in October 1864, a list 
of 32 new objects which he had discovered with 8 9-1nch equatorial 
telescope (5), and bis enthuaiasm prompted him to re-examine 
mos t of these when be acquired tbe 17·25-inch CaIver reflector 
in Sept~ber 1885 upon his removal to Wolsingham (6) • The8e 
were interesting re-observations for by use of a larger aperture 
the tints of the stars "p,ere better distinguished and this 
enabled bis original information on them to be revised upon a 
more exact basis. 
His new locati on , new instrument, and new discoveries 
811 canbined to give impet~s to Espinl s further searches or 
I sweepsl ea he w8S wont to call them. By March 1886 he 
raised his total of new red stare to 141 (7) end later, in 1887, 
in the 'publications of the Liverpool Astronomical Society' 8 
Observatory _ Ko. I' he advanced it further to 185. Subsequently 
he continued the sequence from No. 186 onwards in successive 
contributions to Astronomische Nachr i chten under the heading 
I Stars with Remarkable Spectra' q. v. 
There were notes of s i ngle discoverie s in 1887 and in 
1888 (8) and in passing it may be recalled that Espin's last 
paper to the Liverpool Astronomical Society, read on 1st February 
1667, was on 'Unpublished Red Stars' - e sufficient indication 
-. -in itself to show where bia principal i nterest lay at that time 
. despi te scmewhat indifferent heal tb. 
Concurrent with t his pbssrvatlonal work Rspin compiled 
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a catalogue of 'all the stars of t ype IV known up to the present 
time' (9) • This collection included the discoveries of 
var ious astronomers Buch 8S Vogel, Pecnule, Pickerlng, n'Arrest. 
and Dun~r, together with those of E6pln himself, and it contained 
particulars of 113 such stars. I t is relevant to recall that 
on the Secchi classification, Type IV embraced the red stars 
fainter than the sixth magni tude, 60, in effect, this list brought 
up to date the diverse announcBfu ente on this particular type 
made throughout the astronomical world until 1889 . 
In the account of Eapln' 8 connexion with the Liverpool 
Astronomical Society, his work in the revision of Mr. John 
. Birmingham' B catalogue 'The Red Stars' Is dealt with in some 
.. 
detail and n eed not theref' ore be repe.ated here at lengt h.. The 
deBc~lption - as there stated - was included 1n that text f'or the 
specific reason that Espln carried out the task as part of' his 
duty as Special Observer of' the Society at the relevant time. 
However, in order to render the present record of' biB progress in 
the f'ield of' red stars complete it can be mentioned that Espin 
read a paper on bis revision of' the catalogue bef'ore the Royal 
Irish Ac~demy on 11th June 1888, and bis new edition of' 'The Red 
Stars' containing data on 1,472 objects was publisheG by the 
Academy in 1890. 
The last decade of' the XIX century saw many notices of' 
Rapin' 8 relating to red stars. Several of' t hese ref'er only 
to a single object: examples being the etar Es-Birm 710a (1891), 
a red Type III star (1893 and another in 1895). and a new variable 
ster ot: Type IV (1894). The comment made in the preceding 
section on the var iable atars that no single contribution was of 
outstanding moment, but taken collectively over the years their 
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Bum did much to enlarge the extent of knowledge or these objects 
la exactly applicable in the CBse of the red stars. Details 
are to be found in a Tsriety of' plac.ss and to obviate an excess 
of individual references a selection la given in one note (10). 
The last article by Espin dealt with Type III and Type IV atara 
and appeared in the Astrophysical Journal (U.S.A.) in 1899. 
Probably the cbief exertion Espin made in this period 
was the publication in June 1898 in the Monthly Notices of the 
Royal Astronomical Society of a revised catalogue of Type IV 
stars (11) • It wsa Bn enlargement of his first catalogue 
of 1889 and gave the particulars of 237 objects. 
The phase of Espln' 8 astronomical activities concerned 
with red stars sxtended from 1877 to 1899 - a span of twenty two 
years. During the first sight year. (1877-1885) he gained 
much observational experience by noting such details 8S he could 
discern in connexion with known red stars, and for the last 
fourteen year. (1885-1899) he .earched for ne. objects. It 
might well have been thought that a person wdth the methodical 
n a ture of Rspin would have kept a running record of bis discoveries 
and at the end of his task published the results in accordance 
w1 th usual practice. 
In the event no,thing like this has been forthcoming : 
the reason for which did not emerge until 8 quarter of 8 century 
later. Once again, in the !JJ.onthly Notices for November 1924 
when Espln was sixty six years of age, he contributed a 11st of new 
red stare noted, fortui toualy, whilst searching for new double 
. stars, such red stars being found af ter 1899. They number 
186 all told (12). In the same issue an article, also by Espin, 
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. on 'The Red Stars and the Draper Catalogue' (13) begins w1 th . 
theee words 'After the conclusion of the .weepe for red stare 
in 1899 the resul ta, 1885 to 1899 J were formed into a MS catalogue. 
The late Professor F. Kruger requested the loan of it, md it wss 
incorporated in bis 'Neuer Katalog Farblger Sterne' published ae 
_. 
-
Spec-cIa Vatlcana, vol. vii I • He then proceeds to reconcile 
_. 
his own discoveries in this MS catalogue, which numbered 3,932, 
w1 th the Draper star classification. 
If, now, the available figures be united, i.e. 3,932 
red stars diacovered in the period 1885 to 1899, and another 
186 found after 1899, a total of 4,,18 red stare can, on 
documentary evidence. be ascribed to Eapln. Upon refl ecti on 
it le aD enduring tribute to bie modesty that Espln tbus allowed 
the record of his labours in identifying cl06e on four thousand 
new red stars to pass into a foreign catalogue without any 
comment from him for twenty five years, and then only in these 
few linea of preface to an article written in his declining 
years. 
(References follow on the next page) 
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STARS WITH RIlURKAHLII SPECTRA 
This section is en extension of the previous one 
dealing with the red etara, Bnd Is concerned with unusual spectra 
displayed by stellar objects with 8 red or erange-red coloration. 
First it Is necessary to look at the evente which led Eapln to 
incline towards this particular aspect of red star work. 
Until 1883 Eepln' B astronomy bad relied upon the 
telescope, but in that year it may be remembered he devised a 
photometer to enable his estimations of magni tude to be more 
accurate . Prom t hen onwards this instrument featured very 
prominently in bis work. He re16ted (1) how a few yeers 
afterwsrds be purchased a McLean s pectrosc.ope which, whilst 
excellent wben uBed on bright stars, WS6 of little avail witb 
faint ones. As B consequence of his reading B report on 
Dr. Huggins' addreea to the British Association meeting at 
Nottingham on 24th August 1866 on 'Spactrum Analysis applied to 
the Heavenly Bodies' Rspin constructed a spectroscope of two 
compound prisms placed before the eyepiece of his 17·25 inch 
ref'lector. It "a s a most successful contrivance and 
particulars of it are given in t he section concerned with 
instruments. 
Hie new spec troscope which could s how the spectra 
of stare down to the ninth magni tude wae first used 1n November 
1886 and from then onwards Espin used it to examine every new red 
atar he found (2) • 
With these facts in mind a little repetition will 
Show bow. matters developed. In IB8Q: Espin, we know, published 
a list of 32 red stars in Vol. HI of the Journal of the Liverpool 
--- ---_. - . -- . 
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Astronomic a l Society. In Ma r ch 1886 in the Monthly Notices 
01' the Royal Astronomical Society he carr ied the number torward 
from 33 to 141 . Now in November 1866 his spectroscop e came 
into use and the next list publiehed In 1887 i n the Liverpool 
Aetronomical Society' B Observa tory Publica tion No 1 bad a B ita 
headlng I Spectro8coplc Observa tiona l and gave date on the spectra 
-
of' red s t are Nos . 142 to 185 . 
The contributi ons prior to Novemb er 1886 , therefore, 
contained no spectral data : those afterwards did 80, and the 
changed practice continued in the sixteen f urther liste published 
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in AetronomiBche Necbric hten between 1887 and 1900. The title 
adopted in every ca Be in t his l ong succession WSB 'Stars with 
--
Remarkable Spectral and they numbered 1.424 altogether. ... 
collective reference is given for all of them. (3) 
The si xte en contributions just ment ioned were, in 
general . much more formal then t hose devoted to the red stars 
es such _ end to the variable stars. Descriptive matter was 
fer more compressed and the practice of t abulating information 
was slwaye employed. An end column in the t abl e s headed 
'Remarksl included Buch clipped carunents ae were appropri a te to 
the entri es. 
Whilst such method of pre senta tion of facts is concise 
and uniform it Is alBa quite colourl ess and lacki ng in personal 
expression. An overell feel ing of regiment a tion is present 
and thereby the individuality of t he compiler. in which the 
principal interes t lies, ie lost. 
(References follow on the next page) 
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Tm;: llIlUBLE ST.ARS 
Of all t he systematic work undertaken by Eapin 
during his career in astronomy hie appli cation to the measurement 
of double stare and to the discovery of new pairs wss by far the 
most out8~'ndlng achievement. It Is known that he devised a 
method for me,Beuring the separation of two stars 8S early as 1877 
(1) when he wae nine teen years of age and he continued to 
contribute notes on his disc.overies to the scientific press until 
J anuary 1933 wben he wae seventy four ( 2) • In t hat spec e of 
time he discovered 2 ,575 new pairs. A diligent search has 
revealed only two persons in the history of 8stronany _ F.G.W. 
van StruvB and R.G. Aitken - whose discoveries of double stare 
exceeded this number, and it can be affirmed with a degree of 
conviction, that, at the time of bie d eath, in the field of 
double star id entification, he ranked third in order of eminenc e. 
(eee footnote) 
If, for a moment, one considers the resources of the 
Dorpat and Poulkova observatories which were available to F.G.W. 
von ·..:struve, and those of tbe Lick Observatory in the U. S.A.. 
similarly at the disposal of R. G. Aitken, and compares them with 
the structure and equipment in t he grounds of the Tow Law Vicarage, 
then the simple statement with which the previous paragraph was 
concluded, sufficiently indicates how profound was the ability of 
their owner. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------Footnote:_ In' The Binary Star.' (R. G. Ai tken : 1964 edition) 
a-tabIa-is includerl on p. 25 in which the double stars attributed 
to six leading astronomers are given. Aitken leads witb 3,105 
. and Wilhelm Struve (meaning Friedricb Geor g Wilhelm von Struve 
just mentioned) comes next with 2,640. Espin, therefore, is 
third in order with a total of 2,575 double stars to his name. 
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Before an exami nation is made of this massive 
under ta~lng i t may be BS well to learn exactly what Espin meant 
by the expression ' double star' • Fortunately he voiced his 
opini on in 188~ (3) i n the s e actual words .• ' " I The term I double 
star' i s ons of great l at i tude , and may mean any two stars lying 
near each other. Sub-divi ded into physical and opt ical 
doubles we have (1) stars of approximately the same distance 
revolving round their common centre of gravity (2) stars whie h 
lie i n the BBIDB line of Si ght , but one an infinitely greater 
distance away than the other ' ...... This descripti on of 
B double star can now be compared with t he views of R. G. Aitken 
(4) who drew attention to t he use of the term - 1n i ts Greek 
equivalent _ by Pto1emy when rererring to V Segittarii which 
consisted of two fifth magnitude stars separated by 14 minutes 
of arc . Hersche1 in 1802 employed the designa ti on ' binar y 
star' as descriptive of ' a real double star - the union of two 
stars , that are formed together in one system . by the laws of 
attraction' Espin l s sub-division (1) therefore, coincided 
with Her eche1 ' s ' binary star ' _ 
- --As late as 1011 Espin, in writing (5) on the Potadam 
' Ke talog von Dappelsternen der photographiechen Hiromel skarte aus 
der zone + 310 bi6 +400 Dek1instian' which contained the measures 
of 1,564 double stars , commented that • • ... ' Profes6cr Scheiner 
has taken Struve' s limit of ·3O seconds a6 his standard ' ••••• and 
he went on to tabula t e 2, 985 do~b1e stars within the angula r 
limi ts of zer o and 30 seconds of arc . I n this same commentary 
Rapin provided the informati ve tit-bit that 5 ee~ondB was the 
limit af the Lick observers, end in their examination of all 
sta r s to magni tude 9 -d any pairs with greater distances usually 
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were r ejected. EBpinl 6 own double stars , it is to be noted , 
wer e mos tly faint and wide pairs , of a kind usua l ly neglec ted by 
t he traditional wor ker in t he field . 
Now humour, the very leaven of knowledge, was a d eep-
sea t ed a ttribute of &6p1n, and ami ds t the t owering i ntel lec ts of 
contemporary a stronomers bis detached mind was apt to per ceive 
amongs t the morsels which fel l from t heir t ables , Borne cr umb s 
of delicious spice. 
one choi ce example. 
It i s irresistible not to recount just 
For t he digr ession forgiveness is a sked 
1n advance. 
Mr. S. W. Burnham, ODe of the belii"t-known North American 
a stronomers of bis day in the field of double star observa tions 
published an article in a U. S. journal called the I Sidereal 
M. essenger ! in 1885 on t he contentious t opic of I !:m~ll v. La r g e 
Telescopes l , whi c h was la t er reprinted in t he English echenic 
--
of 9 th October of t hat year . Controversy at once arose in 
which Mr . George Ca lver and }fir. W.F. Denning took up posi tiona 
antagonistic t o t ha t of Burnham. E'spin j oined t he ar gument 
(6) by drawing upon his past experience of nearly t went y years to 
produce evidence al s o c.ont rary to the views express ed by BurnhB!ll . 
This is but a minor incident ~et Espin l B letter gives 
an insight into the causee which inclined him towards the reflector 
in pref erence to his original liking for the refr actor. He 
also mad e a cogent point i n his comment on the a ttitudes 01' t he 
pr otagonists. Burnham, he observed , condemned lar g e r eflec t ors 
but never uBed one Denning condemned l ar ge refractors but never 
used one. Those acutely perceptive of the Universe were 
obtuBe to their own human fr 6ilties, and t he unwitting humour of 
the situation wa a apparent to Espin a t leas t. 
----_._-_ .. _ .. _- -----_. ~~-
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Rapinl 6 work on double star s may be placed into two 
natural divisions (1) observations carri ed out up to 1900, and 
(2) the more exact work or micrometrical meBsurement and discovery 
from 1«;:101 until his death in 1934. The fields of activi ty 
selected by Eepln, it may be remar ked, were rel a ted to the devices 
which he i mprovised from time to time, and these are described in 
the sBctton par ti cul arly devoted to them. In the present 
context the fo llowing oceUl'r ences were Significant. 
I n 1883 his photometer was devised, and, BS outli ned 
when dealing with the vari able stars, he WaB aided by this 
instrument in the measurement of magnltudsa of those objects 
thenceforward . In 1886 he produced a home-made spectroscope 
which , similarly assisted in his examination of red stare anO 
stars with remarkable Bpectra~ During t he summer of 1900 
Eap1n constructed his illuminated micrometer (7) , Bnd fram then 
onwa rds the more or leBs routine observati onal data on double 
stere derived 1n previous years was replaced by the precise 
mea sures made possible by this new acquisition. 
The earlier years - up to 1900 - will be dealt with 
fi rst. With only one excaption all Rspin' s contributions 
on double stars i n thi s p eriod were made to the English Mechanic . 
The odd instance was a paper which he submitted to the Astronomical 
and Phyeical Society of Toronto, and read before that body on 
24th J anuary 1893. A summary WBS printed l a ter in the U. S .. 
journal Astronomy and ~stropby6ice (8) with a commentary by 
, S. W.8.' which obviOUSly meant Mr . S. W. Burnham. The r eport 
of thi s paper bore the heading ' Mlcrometrical Measure a of Som~ 
Double Stare With New Companions and bf Five New Paire ', and i t 
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wae made quite clear in the text that the discoveries, which 
numbered seventeen in a tabular display, were made by Espln 
using his 17·25 inch reflector with a Troughton and Simms 
micrometer whilst carrying out a revisi on of 80rne sta re for a 
new ed1 tion of t he Revd .. T. W. Webb ' 9 r Celestial Objects for 
Common Telescopes' • 
In point of fact Espin' s revision of this very well 
known manual appeared concurrently, the first volume of the 5th 
edition b e ing published in 1893, end the second volume in 1894, 
but this apar t , the double stare which wer e the subjec t of the 
paper were found by chance whilst pursuing another main purpose 
and Rapin when referring to t he micrometer in IPOO said r . • • • . The 
micrometer 1s one of Troughton and Simms , and of the old-fashioned 
type. There was no method of illuminating it , and BO it 
WBS useless 1 ... .. It CBn be t aken J therefore J on the 
evidence of Eapin's own words t hat the measure s he gave in his 
paper were suspect, and indeed it was the s hortcomings of this 
selfsame micrometer which led him to make his own improved version 
in the summer of 1900 a6 previously mentioned. 
An early effort of Espin l s - again at nineteen years of 
age _ and noted in the secti on relating to t he red stars, was a 
list of eight coloured double stars regarding which he invited 
comment from other astronomers as to their t ints (9). These 
relatively eaay objects were held out as a test of the observationa l 
skill _ or lack of it _ of t hose who cared to watch thsm. In 
1880 he provided , 1n a similar manner, a list of various ob j ects 
including sever al pairs, and asked for •• . • . I further news of .. any 
of these objects 1_ • • • 0 •• _ (10) , and once more, in 1881 a small 
Collection of" doubles whi ch he had observed. (11) 
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In t he Spring or 1882 t he team or Esp1n, Gage , and Read , 
a nnounced their pr o jected work in astr onomy (12) . They hoped 
to BurTey the chief obj@cts or interest kno wn in the sky visible 
in England and also t o find and publish others hitherto unknown 
and their first list i nc l ud ed Bome double and multipl e s t are, but 
the task Bubsequently wa s more concerned with vari able s and Is 
r ela ted elewhere. However , i n 1883, Mr. S. W. Burnham of' t he 
Dearborn Observa t ory U .S . ~ i nves tiga ted a double star whicb 
Esp!n had discovered near t o 16 Aurlge8 and which bad been included 
in the latest edition of Webb l 6 ' Celestial Objec t s for Common 
Telescopes' (13) • Burnham went to the tr ouble to g ive 
meaBurements of the component s omitted by Espin, for which purpose 
he employed the 18 -5 inch instrument of tha t observatory. 
Rspin ' 8 Liverpool lecture of J anuary 1883 befor e t he 
Astronomical Soci e ty there on t he subj ect of 'Some New Doubl e 
Stars ' (14) wa s more of a popular nature t han otherwise. In 
f ac t , in this lecture he ga ve hi s own description of a ' double star' 
quoted on p. 149. Tsken overall the summary of t he lecture 
i n the English Mechanic gives the impression that Espin ' s interest 
was general r ather than specific. The discourse wss Virtually 
t he epilogue to the first phsse of his double sta r work for 
nothing further f rom him appesred for t he next ten years, until , 
in 1893, he submitted his paper to the Astronomical and Physical 
SOCiety of Toronto, alresdy noticed. 
Attention to double stars wae much r educ ed a t thi s 
peri od ; not, possibly, because i nt erest was absent, but that 
pressure of work in other directions wa s mounting, and 8 further 
BeVen years elapsed before Eepin wrote a short letter by way of 
comment on a seriee of articles by Mr. Norman La ttey in which 
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double stars had featured (15) But by now _ 1900 -
Espln was engaged in making bis illuminated micrometer, upon 
the successful outcome of which he proceeded with great vigour 
to the second phase of his double star work : an enterprise 
destined to endure for the rest of his days , and Buch will now 
be considered. 
The resurgence of activity in t he field of double 
stars wse very marked from 1901 onwards, prompted very naturally 
by the newly- gained facility of accurate measurement rendered 
possible by this illuminated micrometer . He followed two 
simult aneouB lines of work whi ch proceeded abreast for the next 
thirty three years w1 thout interruption, which may well have 
occurred during this long interim wben other diversions came 
along fran time to time. 
First Espin determined to carry out a thorough search 
for new double sta r s and at the same time to make micrometrical 
measures. Hie initial contribution on both topics waB to 
Astronomische Nachrichten in 1901 when he listed thirty nine new 
double stars and gave micrometrica1 measures of neglected doubles 
in the zone .30° to +50°. (16) In order to keep this l1st 
of double stars consistent with later discoveries in the same 
field they will be called Nos. I - ~. 
At the outset of these prol onged tasks Espin evidently 
harboured somB doubt 86 to his capacity to fulfil them Batlgfactoril~ 
In September 1901 he wrote ••••• 1 I should like to make certain 
confessions in reference to double-star work and double-star 
meaeurements. In the first place , I do not think my Sight 
particularly suited for this work ; in the second place, I have 
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to use spun glass instead of spider linea 8a I cannot get 
proper illumination. The result is that in pairs under 
5 seconds the distance Is always apparently over~eaBured l 
.......... 
Ten years later - in 1911 - he said ••••• , the short foc us of 
the 17 - 25 inch, end the great susceptibility of the reflector 
to disturbances, make close and unequal pairs difficul t of 
detection' ........ (1S) • It is to be remembered that most 
of hie discoveries were wide paire and theae quotations could 
contain 8 hint 8B to why his preferenc o lay in that direction: 
but be that 8 e it may and with any and every fault he had taken 
into account. he still emerged BS aD outstanding observer in 
his chosen field of research.. 
From September 1901 to Mar ch 1902 Espin wrot e five 
le tters to the English Mechanio headed in all cases 'Notes on 
Double Starer • These in the main were sets of directions 
intended to guide observers to double stare which he had kept 
under surveillance. The letters dealt with the multiple 
stars in CygnUB, double s near to the Dumb-bell nebula, and a 
rich region in Camelue, to mention only the chief items, and in 
doing this he set a pa ttern he Was to follow until 19 27. 
Indeed in many of the intervening years Espin had at least one 
le tter on double stars in the Engl i eh kechanic . During 
1907 and 1908 he made similar contributions to the Journal of 
the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada in the form of short 
article s, but ~or brevity a collective reference t o 8 selec tion 
of these le •• important item. will now be included (19) • 
W1 th the pas . ing of the year. discoveries of doubl e. 
stare mounted 8S will be detailed presently, but before giving 
the documentary evidence of thie it Is apposite to mention same 
(17) 
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of the informative casual remarks which Espin mede occBsionally 
in his extensive published material. These are a few examples. 
In 1907: I I bave l a tely compl eted the extension of my MS 
catalogue of known double stars through 5 degrees viz. from 
It contain s 874 known double stars'. 
In 1908 , On Feb. 26 I detected and measured the six-hundredth 
pa1r found w1 th the 17·25 1nch' • 
In 1911: (1n reflect1 ve mood) 'In the autumn of 1899 it 
WBB d etermined to USe the 17·25 inch reflector for the measurement 
of neglected double stare, a nd the search for new pairs' • and 
In 192:5 (when he was sixty five years of age) I It W8S, I think, 
in 1905 that I believe I became dissa tisfied .. 1 th mere swseping 
for new pairs, and deter.mined to settle down to a systematio 
examination of every star in Argelander' • 
The firet oontribution by Espin, in 1901, on the 
subjects of double stars and micrometrical measures was to 
Aetronomieche Nachrichten already mentioned and included stars 
Noa. 1 to 39. In 1902 be sent to the same journal another 
11at of aeventy three new double stars numbersd 40 to 112 (20). 
The heading on the contribution wae 'List of seventy two new double 
starsr 60 for once, at least, be made a slight error in bie 
ar1thmet1c. Even the Gods can nod. 
The third and all subsequent communica tions by Espin 
on both subj ecte were made to the Monthly Notices of' the Royal 
Aatronomical Society. The May 1902 iSBue contained a list 
of seventy eight double stars of the Mensurae Micrometrioae wbich 
he bad measured and this _ although not so described by Eepin , . 
was the first of twenty four series of mlcrometrical measures. and 
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be accompanied it on this particular occasion with 8 supplementary 
l1 st at sixty various double8a It can be noted at this point 
that Espln' 8 practice wss only to number his double star 
discoveries, Bnd not bis mlcrometrical measureS . 
The amount of detail involved 1n the published ma terial 
l e 80 great that it has been thought appropri a te to make claSSified 
abstracts end such are appended to this sBction. There are 
three exceptional 1 tems on which short not es ore desirable), and 
these are ae follows . . -
In J anuary 1904 Eep1n pllbl1ehed a l1et of fifteen ne. 
double stars 1n the konthly Notices which had been found to be 
double dtlr1ng the year 1903. Because they were few and with 
incomplete measures Eepin d1d not number them and consequently 
they do not appear in the total of 2,575 double star s alr eady 
attr1bllted to h1lIl. Next, up to 1916 , in the course of 
sys tematic examination of stars in the Bonner Dur c bmuaterung for 
new pairs, a number were found whi ch were eo faint that it Beamed 
improbable t hB t Argelender could have seen them had they not 
been brighter in his day. Others were missing altoge ther. 
Rapin collected the whole into a list of eighty one itema which 
appeared in t he Monthly Not1c.es for November 1916. Finally, 
in 1925, Rapin and M.r. M. A .. E11ison of the .Armag h Obeervatory 
COllaborated in identifying and measuring forty one double stars 
f irst noted by Mr. Edwin Holmea in 1901-1902, and their observations 
"ere pr1nted 1n the )ilonthly Notices for De cember 1925. 
of these were counted in Espin's total. 
In closing this s ection on the doubl e stera the 
watchful eye of Doolittle meritB a parting acknowledgment . 
None 
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Proressor Eric Doolittle of the Flower Observatory U.S.A. 
examined Espin' s regular contributionB to the Monthly Notioes 
very closely indeed during the latter part of the First World 
war (1914-1918) and beyond it. In the three years 1917, 
1918, and 1919, Doolittle rollowed up t hese l ists by brier 
articles on errata which he had round in them. Such 
rault-rinding- 6xerciBes might have been expected to have 
irritated Espin even supposing t hey were i n good rait~ Mr. 
Milburn who was assistant to Espin a t t he materi al times 
negatives this absolutely. It 866mB that, BS 80 often 
occurs, tolerance diss olved p1que.. The name Doolittle so 
belied itB owner that he waB - pri vily - known aB Doo-a-Iot, 
and consequently his erforts aB a perrectioniBt were benighly 
recei ved. 
(Rererences follow on the next page) 
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ABSTRACT OF PUBLISHED MATERIAL BY TIlE REVD. T.H.E.C. ESPIN 
----------------------------------------------------------
Items are in this sequence :_ 
-------------------------
Year : date : volume : page : numbers of star s discovered. 
In Astronamieche Nachr1chten .-
1901 : 155 
1902 : 158 
1903 
1905 
1906 
1906 
1907 
1907 
1908 
1906 
1909 
1909 
1910 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1916 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
: Jen 
May 
Jan 
, May 
Jan 
May 
Jan 
May 
Jan 
: May 
Jan 
May 
: Jan 
Jan 
: Jan 
Jan 
Jan 
: May 
Jan 
: Jan 
Jan 
: Jan 
: Jan 
Jan 
: JaD 
: JaD 
: Jan 
: Jan 
Jan 
Jan 
: JaD 
Jan 
: Jan 
: JaD 
Jan 
JaD 
: 
: 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· • 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· : 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
: 
, 
: 
321-326 
241-247 
LXXIII 
LXV 
LXVI 
LXVI 
LXVII 
LXVII 
LXVIII 
LXVIII 
LXIX 
LXIX 
LXX 
LXX 
LXXI 
LXXII 
LXXIII 
LXXIV 
LXXV 
LXXV 
LXXVI 
LXXVII 
LXXVIII 
LXXIX 
LXXX 
LXXXI 
LXXXII 
LXXXIII 
LXXXIV 
LXXXV 
LXXXVI 
LXXXVII 
LXXXVIII 
LXXXIX 
XC 
XCI 
92 
93 
· 
· : 
· 
· : 
· 
· 
· 
· 
172-173 
710-713 
145-147 
430-431 
194-196 
495-496 
206-209 
525-524 
22 3-225 
604-605 
240-245 
541-543 
219- 223 
193-195 
162-163 
247-350 
203-205 
555-556 
210-212 
2~_242 
192-195 
212-214 
331-332 
233-235 
186 -190 
156-159 
165-167 
276-279 
132-134 
220-222 
185-187 
266-269 
319-320 
294- 295 
216-218 
193-194 
: 
: 
· 
· 
· 
· 
: 
1 
40 
11 3 
151 
222 
270 
31 2 
404 
443 
552 
610 
705 
744 
865 
926 
1,052 
1,126 
1,192 
1,294 
1,357 
1,406 
1,480 
1,601 
1,706 
1,769 
1,806 
1,865 
1,,934 
2 ,007 
2,079 
2 ,138 
2,210 
2,274 
2 ,329 
2 ,363 
2 ,401 
2,445 
2 ,544 
~ 
112 
150 
221 
269 
311 
403 
442 
551 
609 
704 
743 
664 
927 
1,051 
1,125 
1,191 
1,293 
1,556 
1 ,405 
1,479 
1,600 
1,705 
1,766 
1,605 
1,664 
1,933 
2,006 
2,076 
2,137 
2,209 
2,273 
2 ,326 
2,362 
2 ,400 
2,444 
2 ,543. 
2,575. 
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~ST~2:LQ~~U~!SHED MATERIAL BY TIlE REVD. T.M-E.C. ESPIN 
-----------------------
RELATING TO TIlE MICRCMETllICAL MEASURES OF DOUBLE STARS 
--------------- -------------------------------------
!!~!re_~~~~~_~~~~~~~ . . -
Year date : volume : page. 
In Aatronamisc.be Nachrichten :-
1901 155 327-334 
1902 
· 
May LXII 5 28-533 
· 
1 st Berie B 
· · 1904 May LXIV 675- 680 2nd • • 
1906 J an · LXVI 141-145 · 3rd 
· 
• • • 
1907 Jan : LXVII · 190-193 4th 
· 
• • 
1908 : Jan 
· 
LXVIII 202-205 : 5th 
· 
.. 
1909 Jan 
· 
LXIX 0 218- 220 6th 0 
· 
.. 
HnO • Jan LXX • 2 37-238 7th .. 
1911 
· 
Jan LXXI · 217-219 0 8th 0 
· 
0 .. 
1912 • Jan : 0 LXXII : 191-192 9th • • 
1914 
· 
Jan 
· 
LXXIV 244-247 lOth • 0 •• 
1917 • Jan 0 LXXVII · 236-239 · 11th 
· 
0 0 
· 
.. 
InS 
· 
Jan 
· 
LXXVIII 189-192 · 12 th • 0 0 .. 
1919 
· 
Jan LXXI X 211- 212 1 3th .. 0 
1920 Jan LXXX 329-330 14th .. ( E+M) 
1921 
· Jan LXXXI 0 232- 233 15 t h .. 
· · 1922 J an LXXXII 187-188 · 16th 0 .. 
1923 • Jan 0 LXXXIII : 154-156 • 17th E+M 0 
· 
0 .. 
1924 
· Jan : LXXXIV 
0 162-164 • 18th .. E+M 
· 
0 • 
1925 : Jan LXXXV 276-278 19th .. E+M 
1926 : Jan LXXXVI · 131-132 20 th .. E+M 
· 1927 
· 
Jan : LXXXVII 
· 
215- 220 21st .. E+M 
19 30 : Jan xc 317- 319 · 22nd E+M 0 .. 
1932 
· 
Jan 92 214- 215 23rd .. E+M 0 
1933 
· 
J an 93 192-193 
· 
· 
24th E+M 
· 
· . 
=================== =========================================== 
Note 0 0 
Measurements conta ined in t he 1920 liat 
were made by Esp1n and !Il. ilburn. So too were t hose 
ror the years 1923 to 1933 both inclusive. Such 
a re shown by the letters ( E+M) appropriately placed. 
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THE DISCOVERY OF NOVA LACERTAE 
------------------------------
Just arter 5 - 00 pm on the evening of 30th December 
1910 whilst Espdn was observing stars in t he zones +510 and 
+5~ he 88w what he believed to be 8 r ed star Om. 78-5 following 
B. D ... 510 3420 and about 2' south of it . He estimated the 
-
magnitude, BS seen in twilight, at 8-0 and it was not to be 
found in the charts of Argelander. Forthwith he went to 
the vicarage and brought out bis spectroscope, which consisted 
of a H11ger direct-vision compound pri sm of Jene glaBs mounted 
in front of a positive eyepiece of magnificati on 200. With 
this 1n use 8 discontinuous spectrum wss revealed with 8 bright 
11ne (thought to be F) end another near to t he yellow D l ine. 
There were other lines and f1utings. (1) It wss obviously 
no ordinary star and the records of variable stars which Espin 
consulted contained no note of it. 
His interest was very much aroused . 
he had sent off a telegram to Greenwich Observa tory where the 
object was found, and from t here a cable wa8 diapatched to 
Harvard Coll ege Observatory in the U.S.A. At Harvard it 
was photographed that same night, and since t he pr actice there 
was to photograph t he entire sky on every clear night, earlier 
plates .er e examined (2) • From t hese 1t was f ound tbBt 
the object was absent on 19th NONember but present on t he 23rd 
November and again on the 7th December, 1910. The ilnages 
indicated that it must have been visible to the naked eye for 
its magnitude was estimated a t 5-0, and it was moet remarkable 
that 1t had not been discovered in the three weeks prior to 
Espln's observation on 30th December 1910. During the 
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'second week of J anuary 1911 Eapin heard from the Astronomer 
Royal that his discovery wss an original one~ and that the 
objeot would be known 86 Nova Lacertae. 
The foregoing 1 s a condensed a ccount of event@ relating 
to Espln a t the time , but inevitably t he appe tite of the popular 
press bed been whetted and once on the scent it poured forth 
florid account s of t he new nova which the Vicar of Tow Law had 
observed . The more dignified versions appeared in The Times 
a.rid in the Manchester Guardian : the rather sensationa l ones in 
local newspapers. Little of this had any SCientific worth 
and it is only mentioned 8S an indication of the i mpac t of tbis 
example of Espin l 6 stellar 8)..ploration. Interest, indeed, 
extended abroad , and in the dossier will be found both a copy end 
a transla tion of French comment : throughout 1911 the German 
journal Astronomische Nachrichten carried severel articles on 
t he nova in French, German, Italian, ~d English, so widespread was 
the attention it commanded. 
Nearer home not only the lay press provided news on 
t he ne,,' object : in far more s erious vein the scientific journals 
were equally acc:oIIDDodating. The "1onthly Notices for J anuary 
1911 had articles by Hinks of the Cambr idge Observatory and 
another _ much longer - by Bellamy of the University Observatory 
a t Oxford (3) . One cannot but remark on the very evident 
pride of Bellamy when writing on Espin whom he was careful to 
refer to as ••••• , the Ravd. T. E.Espin M. A. , of Exeter College, 
OXford I ...... Tribute indeed to an alumnus of almost 
thirty years standing. 
The disparity which exiated between the Bi shop or Durham 
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who ranked fourth in the English Hierarchy and the per petual . 
curate of one of hi s rur al pa rishes was _ to say the very least _ 
oonsiderable, and acutely 60 when that parish was Tow Law and 
that curate a whimsical one in church disc i pline generally. 
The celestial outburst manife s ted in Nova Lacertae bridged that 
gap wondarfully. Dr. Handley G&rr Glyn }ilOule, who held the 
episcopal See of Durham from 1901 to 1920 end who at hear t must 
have had a sincere regard for Espin wrote him 8 highly compl1menta~ 
letter on 6th J anua ry 1911 i n his own hand , and a copy is included 
in the dossier . 
Many more acknowledgments were pa id to Espln. Dyson 
a t Greenwich, Newel1 a t c ambridge , Pickering at Ha rvard, and Ma x 
Wolf at Heidelberg, ar e instances. Espin, in point or fact 
was in correspondenc e with Wolr on Nova Lacertae. For t hree 
consecutive weeks in January 1911 Espin's nova had a place in 
' Our Astronomical Column' which at the time was a regular feature 
in Nature, and the more mundane English Mechanic had altogether 
nine contributions about it between J anuary and September 1911. 
The last item was a most interesting letter from Espin (4) 1n 
which he gave sketches of the field of the nova and da ta rel ating 
to it which had been gathered from variouB sourCes . The most 
concise and readable account of t he discovery and its implications 
, 
- as understood in 1911 _ is thBt due to )0 • • Dnile Touchet of 
Paris. q. v. 
The stimulus induced by Espin's observation on the 
evening of 30th December 1910 declined during t he fol l owing 
months and by the end of 1911 the event had passed into 
as tronomical history. There rema ined, however, one importent 
---------------------------------------------=~~~~~.----.===s~~~~~~~ 
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honour which wsa to b e bestowed upon him early in 1913 BS 8 
consequence of hi s disc overy and this will now be r el ated . 
165 
The dis tinction i n questi on was the conferment upon 
Esp1n by the President of the Royal Astronomical Society of t he 
Jackaon-Gwil t Medal and Gi f t . The off i cial announcement in 
t he Monthly Noticea for Febr ua r y 1913 was in thes e wor d s • • •.• r The 
Counc i l hav e awarded the Jackaon-Gwl1t Medal and Gift to t h e 
Revd . T. lL. B. C. Espin for his observa tions of t he Spectra ~ 
Stars and his discovery of Nova Lacertae l At the 
p resenta tion ceremony the Pre s i dent briefly outli ned the 
as t ronomical work ca r r i ed out by Esp1n from 1878 unti l 10 10. 
The meda l which Esp!n received on tha t occasion I s 
still in the possession of Mr. 11.11iam Milburn, his f'orme r 
assistant. 
b ronze. 
I t ls three inches in diameter and made o~ 
On the obver se is a portr ait of Si r ~lli am Eerschel 
and on the rev er se Urania holding an armillary spher e. Full 
s i~ed colour phot ograp hs depicting eAch side of this meda l a re 
in the dossi er .. 
Alt hough the crescendo of at tenti on which focus6ed on 
the discovery of Novs Lscertae wa s rel a tively Short_lived , there 
endur ed permanent recognition of Esp!n ss an as t r onomer of note. 
He had made an i mportant original contribution t o k nowl edge, and 
thi s ca used the event to be regarded as his grea test s ingle 
achievement. Hi s work on variable s t ars , red s t ars , a nd 
double stars, wsa lengthy i n ever y CSBe but in t his present 
instance the ~e. brief moments of observation in t he evening of 
30th December l~IO sufficed to br i ng l a sting renown .. 
With the pas sing of t he years Nova Lacertee (1910) 
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8S it came to be designated in retrospect, relapsed to the 
13th or 14th magni tude. In a contrib uti on to t he ,onth1y 
No tices in June 1935 by W. H. Steavenson on ' Observations of 
_. 
Novae 1934-1935 ' he referred to it specifically as an objec t 
of magnitude 14'4 , and added a comment that •• • •• ' There has 
been no sensible change in the light of this object fo r many 
yea r s past! . ... .. • 
whence 1 t arose. 
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CHAPTER IX 
-------
XA!!Ly _~'¥.!!~~!.. ASTRON<MICAL I NSTRlI.\ENTS AND ------ ----___________ _ __ L _ __
ESPINf S OWN DEVICES 
--------------
The measur ement of telescopiC objects was 8 task which 
progr essed as B result of' experience combined with i mprovements 
in equlpnent. Espin' B early observati ons when he was a t 
Hai leybury (1872- 1876) were based purely on optical estimations. 
His only instruments whilst at school were 8 pa ir of opera gla ss6e, 
a I -inch Dollond telescope , and 8 3-inch ac hroma tic refractor 
made by La rge. In the autumn of 1876 one of hi s f a ther ' s 
churchwar dens a t lNallasey (lo::. r . Hfl r rison, head of the H&rrieon 
steamship 11ne) pr esented Espi n juni or with a 5-1nch Tull y 
refrsctor fitted with a I -inch findsr , so that until he entered 
Ex eter Colleg e at Oxford 1n J anuary 1878 he would have this l ar ger 
telescope at his disposal and it wou~d be available to him a t 
the Wallassy Rectory during University vacations. This 
splendid gift was but the fi r st of a long line of benefits bestowed 
upon Espin t he younger in b oth cash and kind during his 
astronomi ca l career . 
At Oxford Espl n use d the 3-1nch refrac tor already 
ment ioned , and by leave of Professor Charles Pr1 tcha rd he had 
access to the l3-1nch de la Rue reflector a t the University 
Ob serva tory. I n December 1878 Esp1n spoke , elso , of bis use 
of 8 5-1nch ?tr ay achromati c. 
so much t he better t o colour t he picture It will serve 
. of t hose early ye ar s if a summary is now mad e of his in1tial 
. ... .... , ... ......... whp~ R~ interes t in a str onomy 
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CHAPTER IX 
~~_~!~~, ASTRONCMICAL INSTRlJ.IENTS AND 
------------ - ___ __________ L ___ 
ESPIN' S 0 lIN DEVI CES 
The measurem ent of telesc opio objects \Vas a task which 
progre ssed 8S a result of experi ence combined with impr ovements 
in equi pnen t. Espln ' s esrly observa t i ons when he was a t 
Ha l 1eybury (187 2- 1876) were ba sed purely on op ti cal es tima tions. 
His only instruments whilst at school were a pair of oper a gl a sses, 
a I -inch Dollond telescope , and a 3-1no h ac hr oma t ic refractor 
made by La r ge . I n t he autumn of 1876 one of hi s f a ther 's 
churchwardens a t wal l s sey (r...r . H6r rison, head of t he Harrieon 
steams hip line) pr es ented Eep i n junior wi t h e 5-inch Tully 
r efr actor fi tt ed with a l - inch finder, 60 that until he entered 
EX eter Colleg e at Oxford in J snuary 1878 he would have this l a r g er 
telescope at hi s di sposal and it wou~ d be avail able to him a t 
the wallasey Rectory during Univer s ity vacations. Thi s 
spl endi d gift wa s but the fi r s t of a long line of benefit s bestowed 
upon Espin t he younger in b ot h cash and kind duri ng his 
a stronomical career. 
At Oxford Espln use d the 3-inch refrac tor alread y 
mentioned j a nd by leave of Professor Charl es Prit chard he had 
access t o the l3-1nch de la Rue r efl ector a t t he University 
Observa tory. In Dece~ber 1878 Espin apoke , also , of hi s use 
of a 5-1nch wr ay a chroma tic . 
It wi ll se rve so much t he better to colour the picture 
of those early year s if a summe ry is now made of his i nitial 
equipment _ other than i nstruments - when an in t eres t in astr onomy 
firs t began. Lig ht on t he ma tter is ca st by three letters 
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which he wrote to the press in 1878 . With the rull maturity 
of his twenty years on which to make a stance, he indulged in 
remlnlsc eno 6 . 
He had obtained a Ma lby planlspbere . There were , in 
fac t, two models available in the 1870 ' 6, one of ten inches 
diameter costing 5/6d . and another of seventeen inches cos ting 
10!6d. Espln had the larger which gave R.A. and declination 
measures for 8ach ster depicted. He had also a copy of M.r. 
R.A. Proctor' 6 publication I A New Star Atlas' which he must have 
used ass iduously for , it is interesting to 8e8 , the 19th edition 
of that work which appeared seventeen ye ars l a t er, in 1895, weB 
one which had been' revised and corrected by T. E. Eapln' . It 
Is inferred fram sta tements mad e by Eep1n tha t he alao possessed 
a copy of the Revd . T. W. Webb ' a ' Celestial Objects for Common 
Telescopes' • Such is virtually certain for he wes responsible 
for the revised end enl arged 5th editi on of Webb's renowned guide, 
Volume I of which appeared in 1893, and volwne 11 i n 1894. Aa 
late as 1917 Espin' e ' thoroughly revised ' 6th edition, in two 
volumes, WBS published. 
Two further items made up his prime stock. He 
acquired a copy of Mr. John Birmingham' s ' Ca talogue of Red Stars' 
and one may recall t hat Espin' B r evised edition thereof weB 
printed 1n the Cunningham Memoirs of t he Royal Irish Ac ademy in 
1890. The remaining book wae Mr. J . E. Gore ' a ' Southern 
Stellar Objects' • The last-named is s sc ribed to Eepin by 
reaaon of hiB facile allusion to its contents. 
It Is an i mpressive record to eee that tbree of Espin' B 
origina l book s on astronomy, years afterwards , re- appea r ed in 
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the for m of editions which he edited : evidence in itself of 
s ust ained use .. With this summary of ea~ly equi pment 
completed a return is now made t o the princi pal theme. 
Until this time (1878) no reference can be found 88 to 
the degr ee of acc uracy avai lable to Espl n for mea surement 
purposes, 8B for instance in t he graduations of the R. A. and 
decl ination ci r c l es of his telescopes. Indeed in J anua ry 
1879 be wrote of' st ar magni tudes derived w1 th en opera glass and 
compar ed t hese with cor responding determinetlons made earlier 
by Hals and Herschel. Such appraisals continued until the 
appearance of his phot ometer in 1883 when t hat ins trument Bupplant ed 
the f ormer meaDS. 
Duri ng t he next year , 1884, Rapin began to USe B 4 ·S-inch 
aper ture s tellar camera made by Grubb , so bringing compara tive 
atel l ar photography within hi e ambit~ He us ed the came r a in 
compi l ing his 'Ca talogue of the magnitude8 of 500 Stars l mentioned 
elswhere which was publ i shed at Liverpool in t he same year. 
At t his point Espin was twenty seven year s or age· 
the quality and variety of his appara tu s was improving ma rkedly 
Over the comparatively modest means of earli er days , and this 
trend continued s t rongly. I n 1885 Mr. George Calver, a 
leading speculum maker in bi s day, lent a 9-inch reflec t or to 
the Liverpool Astronomical Society which Espin used , and Calver 
f urt her supplied a 17. ZS-inch Newtonian with a driving- clock 
fo r Esp in' s new observatory at Wolsingham. Hi tberto i t may 
be appreciated Espln bad r el ied largely on quali t a tive judgment 
. but now he could p r oceed using a s uperior ins trument of large" 
aperture with the c onsiderable asse t of t olerably precise 
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measurement , for the 17· ZS-1nch harl cir cle s which enabled R. A-
t o be read to 5 seconds of time and declina tion to 1 minute 
of arc . 
A cLean star spectroscope was next obtained for the 
examina tion of red sta rs but its inadequacy when uSed on faint 
objects l ed Rapin to B201ve his own spectroscope in 1886. 
Canon Sla tter pr esented a 4 · S-1nch equatorial refractor wi th 8 
driving clock , circles , snd micrometer by Tr oughton and Simms, 
to the Wol s lnghBm Observa tory concurrently, and in 18PO resouroes 
were expended by the add i tions of an astronomi cal clock gi ven by 
his mother, meteorological instruments donated by Miss Brook , 
one hundred pounds BBnt by the Revd . T. W. Webb (equivalent 1972 
val ue = L. 65?) towards Rapin ' 8 new observatory at Tow Law, a nd 
thirty five pounds (equivalen t 1972 value: L. 230 ) offered t o 
him as a testimonial from t he pa ri Shioners or We s t Kirby. 
Fortune wss indeed smiling, end she Ba continued. 
Miss Compton - Espin's godmother - died in 18~ 2 and 
lef't him a legacy wi th which he purchased a photogr aphic 
telescope of 8-inches aper ture. Miss Brook gave him 8 
hygroscope and a solar r ad i ation thermometer. From September 
to December 1892 Eapln used his Tr ougbton and Simms micrometer 
I n making measur es of double star e, and , of course , from this 
he mad e hi e own i llumina ted micr ometer 1n 1900. I t i e 
apparent tba t by the turn of t he c entury, when Espln wss 42 
years old, be bad assembled a range of very useful appara tus, 
Which met his ne eds for the next seven years. 
In an article which Espin contributed to the Journal 
or t he Royal Astr onomi cal Society of Canada in 1907 (1) he 
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described at length an adapter carrying 8 Ramsden eyepiece with 
8 BarIow lena whose magnification could be varied at will by 
moving 8 draw-tub&. Wi th this was an i lluminated micrometer 
which evidently superseded his own invention of 1900. He had 
obtained thi s instrument at fourth hand for he related ha .• 1 t had 
been made for Lord Llndssy from whom it passed' to Dr . Copeland (of 
Dun Echt Observatory) and thence to Mr. leseo Ward of Belfast. 
Espln obtained it from Ward, whom he knew very well indeed .. 
The constructional features ar e clearly described In the referenc e, 
and in parti cular it may be noted that one revolution of t he 
micrometer screw WBS equivalent to 5 seconds - a refinement very 
welcome compared w1 th earlier equipnent. 
During the autumn of 1914 ~r. George Calver supplied a 
24-in~h Newtonian reflector to the observa tory at Tow Law. This 
was Espinl B most ambitious telescope, and being furnished with 
a new driving clock it was used to measure double stare found 
with t he l7.25-inch reflector fram which, at that time, the drive 
had been rEID.oved. That facility was not restored to it until 
1922 when Mr. A.J. p ullon s upplied one and so enabled: measurements 
to be made with both telescopes t the interim being taken up 
with improvisation. 
There were other acquisitions . A 5-incb refractor 
by Troughton and Simm£ in 1914, a photogr aphic star detector made 
by Whittle of Liverpool in 1920, and two telescopes of 9-inch 
and 9 -5-inch apertures which were mounted in 1924. An informa ti ve 
list of equipment actually in use on 11th March 1921 may be Been 
in the accompanying copy of the Wo1singham Observatory VisitQrB 
Book. 
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The most important instruments which Espin made 
himself and mentioned in the previous paragraphs will shortly 
be cODBldered in Bome deta1l, but taking the whole in broad 
review it Beems that until 1883 qualitative estimations were 
the order of the day : from 1883 until 1907 equipment capable 
of accurate measurement wss added, to which th e 24-inch reflector 
of 1914, and the driving - clock for the 17-25-inch 1n 1922, were 
significant later additions during the last twenty years of 
Espin' a life. 
peehapa it Is apt to say that Eepin never employed 
mathematics of an advanced Dature and never indulged in 
theoretical reasoning beyond the simplest 1n connection with 
stellar phenomena. He WBB basically an explorer whOBe finds 
were laid open to mankind in general. 
Many of the particulars of instruments given hitherto 
in this chapter have been derived from a great number of Bmall 
items t aken fram material published between 1876 and 1934. 
Individual references would have been excessively tedious and 
they are therefore omitted. All details are contained in the 
body of the photocopies in the accompanying dosaier. 
Espinls own instruments will now be taken individually. 
There were three principal items of his devising and 8 fourth 
which he teeted at the instance of Dr . Spitta. 
The first of these waB a photometer which be began 
uaing in February 1883 and with it Espin introduced a refinement 
by providing for continuous 8djus~ent of the aperture of the 
. teleacope to which the photOOleter waa attached. (2) The· 
constructional features are So well described, with il l ustrations 
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an d specimen calc,ulatioDs , 1n the Englieh. M.echani c, thBt it 18 
superfluous to repeat them her e when the origina l can b e consulted 
in the dossier. Of par t icular interes t l s the use made by 
Espln of domestic odds and ends in order to achieve his object. 
He made a prism required for t he t otal inter nal reflection of 
light from a small oil lamp, by cutting it out of a aheet of 
thick glass. The enclosur e for hi s lamp was made f rom an old 
taper box (a Vi c torian item virtually unknown to-day) • Hia 
tel escope stops were of ca r db oard, and most i ngenious of all 
perhaps, WaB the anchorage of his pr ism which consisted of 8 
stiffened mass of p~per and glue pulp mould ed inside t he 
telesc ope tube. 
These det ails ar e gi ven 8S examplee of impr ovisa ti on 
which, although simple , in c omb ination yielded an instrument 
with an acouracy within a tenth of a magnitude and all at 
negligible cos t. Prqfound admi rati on i s t he only possible 
senti ment one can express for s uch i nventive skill and resource. 
Fram this flowed the extensive work of s t a r magnitude measurement s 
which Espin carr i ed out i n the s uooeeding years. 
To continue. I n the account of Espin' s connection 
with the L i verpool Astronomical SocIe ty ther e occurs B note of 
Bome remarks he made , as it s PreSident , a t a mee ting of the 
Society held on 1 3th April 1885 . These concerned en oc culting 
eyepiece which Dr . Spl tt a had aubmitted to him for teat. The 
devi ce WBS due t o Edmund Johns on Spl tt a , a medi cal man and an 
F. R. A.S. who described i t fully in an illustrated article in the 
. Monthly Notices for Decembe r 1884. q. v. However Espin 
mer ely spoke of i t as consisting of two pa i rs of moveable shu t t ers 
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placed at the focus of B Ramsden eyepiece, and it proved to 
be especially useful in the observation of double stars, for 
174 
by its aid a faint companion star could be more easily distinguished. 
Rapin's considered opinion was thet Spltta l B eyepiece filled a 
long-felt want, but that it hae a fault loaHmuch 8S it displ ayed 
'ghosts l , s o that a danger existed of di scovering a non- existent 
companion star in a pair (3). 
The next of E9~ln18 ins trum ents - 8 spectroscope - was 
described by him early in 1887, although he made it clear tha t he 
had used it i n No~ember 1886 (4). OnC's more hie letter, deta iled 
in the reference, gives an adequate description with illustrations, 
Bnd this obvi ates reiteration in this te~t. The background to 
thi s invention weB outlined 1n the sec tion on ' Stare witb remarkable 
s pectra I q. v. It was quite apparent to Espin that it wa S an 
instrument of vslue as judged by the standards of 1886 and he 
derived great satisfaction from its use. 
He cited some of its capabilities. When used in 
conjunction with his 17 0 25-inch reflector during four nights in 
November 1886 he examined fifty three new stars : in the same month 
it enabled him to discover seventeen new stare: and particularly 
impressive was t he quality of the spectra it exhibited f rom stars 
ae faint 88 the ninth magnitude. Of course the light-grasp ot 
the 17· 25-1nch mirror would cont ribute substantially to his 
r esults, but when allowance Is ma de for the enthusiasm generated by 
Buccessful invention, the performance d escribed wae still remark able. 
Fourteen years now paased away before the last of Espin'e 
.instruments appeared .. This was his il luminated micrometer, 
and deteils of it were contained 1n a let ter, which, 88 usual, he 
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wrote to the English )I!echanic where 1 t waB published in the 
iseue of 17th August 1900. (5) Brief comment on the device WBB 
made when dealing with ' The double stars ' and elewhere. Here 1 t 
le necessary to stress the use he made of the moet commonplace 
objects in the construct ional work. A photocopy of his letter 
giving particulars of this micrometer is in the accompanying papers 
where Eapln'e own desoription and drawings show just bow well he 
utilized whatever waB at hand to reach his goe l. 
It really Beems amusing were it not ind e ed superb - to 
make a tally of his components. They inc luded blackened 
cardboard, glass coated with tinfoil BDd dipped in mercury , gold 
paper, a piece of wood with a hole in It, and glaee tubing. 
Veritably from small beginnings gr eet events do spring, and such 
trifles are recorded in tribute to the rertile mind which gathered 
them to~ ts use 1n producing, of all things, this instrument of 
preciSion - an illuminated micrometer. 
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CIIAPT:&R X 
X RAY M'PAlUTUS .AND ITS IUIDIC4L APPLICATIONS : THB TRKADtENT 
------------------------------------------------------------
OF TUBERCULOSIS : IONIC IUIDICATION, .AND OTIllIR 
-------------------------------R»lIIDI4L lIORK 
The themes comprised in this heading might be regarded 
as excursions made by a cleric into the field of bodily healing, 
on which bas i s Espin had the venerable tradition of Scripture 
to support him. He certainly affor ded much benefit to hie 
flock by pursuing these lines of activity which are set out in 
the order ot: their relative importance. Hie X-ray work, 
which wBB prompted by sc ientific curiosity, developed i nto a 
hobby, and then continued for seventeen years from 1896 to lq13 
8S a free ancillary medical service. It will be dealt 'id. th t'irst. 
Eapin'e trea t ment of tuberculosis was a modest example 
of orthodoxy, free of any apparatuB, and on a completely different 
footing f r om the foregoing. A description will follow in 
second place. The treatment now called ionic medication 
which he practised was an early instance of phySiotherapy, and 
this, together with other remedial work, will be detailed last. 
Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen sensed the existence of an 
emission of hitherto unknown rays on the evening of Friday 8th 
November 1895 when he observed a fluorescent effec t produced by 
t hese r ays which had been generated within a Croakes tube, on 
crystals of barium platlno-cyani de. Subsequent investigations 
confirmed thei r existence Bnd Roentgen , who meanwhile had kept 
their discovery privy to himself, handed a paper describing the 
. manifestation to the President of the WUrzburg Physical Medical 
SOCiety on 28 th De cember of that year. It was printed in 
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Sltzungeberlchte der WUrzburger Pbysik-medi c Gesel1schaft and 
reprinted Be an English t ransla tion by Arthur Stanton, in Nature 
of 2~d J anuary 1896 (pp. 274-276) • I n t he same issue of 
Nature there was 8 contribution from Mr. A.A. Campbel1 Swinton 
(pp. 276-277) on Roentg en's discovery and he included an X-ray 
photog raph of 8 human hand. Copies of the last two items ere 
in the dossier for consultation. AB an aside it may be noted 
that Swlnton's pho t ograph is reputed to b e the first of i ts kind 
ever t aken in England. 
The events outlined in the previous par agraph caused 
intense interest throughout the Scientific world at the time and 
since most of the physics labora tori es in the universities already 
possessed the components with which to produce X-rays vi z : an 
induction col1J a Crookss tube, fluorescent materials , pho t ographic 
plates , and batteries, there was a flurry of inordinate extent 1n 
which almos t everyone with the meane to do so , began to experiment 
in this nsw field of activity. 
The news similarly affected the vicar of t he parish of 
Tow La w and he too resolved to enquire into t he matter. Not J 
indeed, that he We B alone amongst the non-professionals in 60 
doing. Eepln must have entered into X-ray work immediately 
and witb zest for 8B early as k arch and A~ll of 1896 he was 
writing letters theraon, and within s1x months of the announcement 
1n Na ture he bed acquired sufficient mastery of tbe tec hnique 
involved to write a long letter to t he English Mechanic on ' Blnts 
to Beginners in Roent gen Ray Work', whic h he followed up with 
four more contributions on the topic by September 1897. A 
collective reference to all of these 1s given later. 
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It may be r ecalled that ~n 1896 Espin .se engaged in the 
obeerTstlon of red stars and of those with remarkable spectra. 
To Bome extent be was searching for variables and double stare 
as well .. In the same year there appeared a reprint of the 
5th edition of Webb' B 'Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes' 
together witb the 7th edition of Proctor's lA Star Atlas for 
~ ~. 
Students and Ob s ervers! both of which bad _sen revised by Espln . 
Over all, therefore , his energies must have been well taxed for 
he added aD interest in the physics of r ad iation to the diverse 
astronomical work a lready in hand. 
The l etters 1n the English }.IlB cnanic j ust referred to 
besr all the marks of enthu8ia~ In that of 26th Jun. 18~6 
he gave explicit inetDuctioDS in the simplest of terms so that 
any normal person could follow them and so build his own X-ray 
apparatus at hane, and be had the good sense - aB well he might 
for a si x-inch spark coil was recommended - to point out the 
dangers of exposed wiring. 
similarly informatiVe. 
The subsequent letters were 
One of the suppliers of appa ratuB 
Damed in t he letter quoted was the firm of Brady and kartin of 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, which, being comparatively close to Tow Law, 
was patronised by Eapin. 
ODe of the founders of this company which dealt in 
scientific and laboratory equipment, was Dr. Willlam Martin of 
Akenside Terrace, Ne.~estle_on_Tyne . He WaB a medical m8~, 
Dot in private practice. whose leanings may be gauged f r om his 
memberShips of the Society of the Chemical Industry and of t he 
Roentgen Society fram its formation. To the latter he 
contributed a paper on akiagrams a s early as 1898. Martin 
weB also a Companion of the Institution of Electrical Engineers 
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and needless to Bay he and Espin Boon became firm fr i ends. 
It waB mainly due to Martin that his firm produced, in 1896, 
en X-ray tube which was designed to give a sharp focus, but 
unfortunately it quickly overheated and 80 was capable only 
of interml ttent USe. Eepin was familiar with it and 
expl a ined its operating features in his letter. 
The facility of having a t hend a medical man who wae 
also a pioneer radiologist must , inevi t ably, ba ve been a source 
of streng th 8S Espln explored thi s engrossing new pursui t. 
Moreover Brady and };js rtin had their own X-ra y worker :i!n the 
person of l-.r . A. Lander, who regularly communicated matters of 
interest to the English Mechanic, 8 S Espln menti oned in ODe of 
bis own letters to that paper . The knowledge which Espin 
acquired , purely by expe riments, wes pu t to practical use in the 
X-ray photography of pa tients referred t o him by the local 
doctors. In September 1896 he specifi cally s t a ted •. . •• I I 
have menti oned the use of films in dealing with cases the 
doctors have sent to me ' •.•.• , a nd again , in October 18~6 he 
c omment ed in 8 letter ••••• ' 1n CBme 8 medical case i .• ••• 
• It 
i s established beyond doubt tbDt he ca rried out , gratuitously, 
diagnostic work with his equipment well within a year of the 
discoyery of X-rays by Roentgen. 
Sklagrams i . e. shadow photographs pr oduced by X-rays. 
must have been obtained at To~ Law very ea rly indeed. The 
probabi l ity i8 that Espin undertook what to-day would be tel~ed 
'shallow penetr ati on' photographs such as th~Be of bonee of the 
hands, arms, knees, and legs , although on occ8sion he i s reputed 
to have located awallowed coins. The recol lections of the 
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. very few elderly people of the pariah who knew Espln indicate" 
that the X-ray apparatuB waa a1.ao uBed in the treatment ot 
rheumatism and lapuB vulgaris but in the complete absence of 
any certain evidence this Is given no higher aredence than 
likelibood. Their memories may well have faded with the ye ars. 
The nearest public hospital to Tow Law was the Lady 
Eden Cottage Hoapdtal at Cockton Hill, Biehop Auckland, almost 
ten miles distant, but this institution did not acquire X-ray 
apparatu8 until seventeen years later i.e. in 1913, 80 it waB 
fortunate that the parishioners of Tow Law had the facility ot 
free X-ray photography for 80 long 8 period. 
To return, for a moment, to the letter of 25th 
September 1896 (already quoted), there are several items in it 
which show the spread of Espinfs investigations at that time. 
As an Arts graduate of 1881 he would have had no scientif ic 
training at Oxford and before thBt only such elementary inatruction 
in phySics and chemistry as the curriculum at Ha1-1eybury allowed. 
Now in the letter he tells of bis experimental enquiries into 
the reason why photographs taken with glase plates yielded better 
results than those taken with films when obtaining skiagrams : 
how, electrolytically, he coated lead with copper. He Bought 
to find out the manner in which ~raya could be reflected, Bnd 
he determined that the positive photographs of metals had 
intensities proportional to their electrical conductivities, but 
that alwniniwn - 8n alkali metal - .as exceptional. All 
these matters proceeded concurrently. 
By February 1897 Esp1n had had a full year of X-ray 
experienoe and he wrote with a measure of authority on his 
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diagnostic work. Tbe Englisb Mecbanic of 26tb February 18'l7 
carried a letter from ~ illustrated by photographs of the two 
wrists of a sixteen years old boy which clearly showad· the 
transparent effect produced In bone by tuberculosis. This 
letter is contained In the dOBsler but s ince the photographs 
there are not very well reproduced it has been thought just 8S 
well to have the original illustrations In that journal 
photograpbed directly and enlargad ao that by reading tbe letter 
In conjunction with them a more accura te appreciation of Espln l s 
judgment of the effects of tubercular disease can be obtained. 
It must be stated that the original positive sent by Eepin to 
the English Me chanlc would be used to produce their illustration, 
and the present enlargements are derived from photographs of the 
latter i.e. they are third in order of reproduction and so suffer 
from progressive degr ada tion. Even BO they serve to show the 
basie of his opinion and being obtained from exposures made In 
December 1896 must rank amongst the earliest X-ray records in 
this country. 
The activity of Espin 1n X-ray work appears to have 
settled down from its firet flueh of excitement to a more composed 
quest . He made no further press contributions on the topic 
until September 1897 when he wrote of his usa of • tinfoil r ing 
at the cathode of an X-ray tube which gave enhan~ed light 
emission. In this he was rather tardy for the ground he thuB 
explored had been covered very largely by June 1896 ae Mr. Arthur 
lL Fisb pOinted out 8 weak after the appearance of Espinls 
announcement. 
Nothing further from Rapin is to be found for the next 
eight years until, in 1905 , he sent letters which appeared In three 
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consecutive issues of the Engl1 eh Mec hanic on 'The Wimshurst· 
Maohine and X-Ray Work' • The first ons embodied bie 
experience in euch work during the preceding nine years and le 
attractive for the odd details it contains. He informs us 
that ••••• ' My friend, Mr. W111iam 011ver, and myself' commenced 
about two years ago to make experiments with 8 W1mehurst that 
had a pair of plates 17- in •. . diameter' •••••. He could have 
improved his English somewhat. The tetter speaks, too, of 
Rapin' 8 first spark coil of 1896 8 six inch ODe made by Appa, 
and of bi e va rioua X-ray tubes Buch 8S that of' Brady and Martin 
mentioned Barlier, md a 'Penetrator' tube made by wateon. 
H. tell. how the firBt WUnBhurBt with the two 17 inch 
plates WBS succeeded by the n ext with · &ix eighteen inch plates, 
which w8S enlarggd to twelve plates, and later rebuilt to 
incorporate twenty plates. Mercifully he waa never affected 
with dermatitis to which X-radiatiOD caD give rise. Quit. 
obviously the malignant eff ects of over-exposure and the need 
for shielding were not, at that time, within his comprehension, 
otherwise so grave a matter would not have been glossed over 
BO ligbtly. These data enliven the monotone of earlier 
recital s i n which one bare fac t succeeded another in ascending to 
aD often foreseeable conclusion. There is no chill of 
detacbment : instead an engaging warmth of personal interest. 
The second and third lettera were concerned with the 
constructional features of Wimshurst machines and the various 
refinements which _Rapin introduced. Since all this material 
Is provided in the dossier no further detail need be given. 
However, it can be said in surveying all the documentary evidence 
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presented that in his rirst seven years or ~ray work (lB96-iQ03) 
Rapin used a spark colI and batteries, after which be concentrated 
on the use of the Wimshurst machine for the next ten years. 
There are still (1972) anecdotes to be heard locall y 
of the explOits of Rapin with biB X-ray apparatus and their value 
11e8 more in the field of entertainment then in fact. From 
this medley common agreement has bean found on these two 
rol lowing statements : rir&t, right rrom the start or his 
incumbency 1n 1888 RBpin laid open bie vicarage ss a gathering 
ground for the young men of the church, and Bome of these were 
always sufficiently curious to want to belp him in his various 
projects - X-rays included from 1896 : second, upon the completion 
or the l arge 24-plate W1mshurst machine (or which a- photograph 
with Espin besids it is displayed in the dOSSier) he employed 
relays of choirboys to turn its handle, which must have been 
a wearisome t8~k when its use was continued for any length of 
time. This was truly a novel use for surplus juvenile 
energies. 
The three letters of 1905 were the last communications 
he made to the press on X-ray work, and such, consequently, 
bring to a conclusion this Bcco~t of his 'hobby' BS he c s lIed 
it, but in the long search for later records 8 singular item wa_8 
round in the Engl1sh Mechanic or 24th November 1922. The 
matter ie not directly relevant to Eapin, but Since it qualifies 
Roentgen's discovery, leave Is asked for its inclusion. 
It is occaSionally the CBSe thBt Bome unresolved oddi ty 
attaches to 8 discovery when such achieves fame, and this may' be 
taken 8S 8 mark of the amlnence accorded to it : were the 
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discovery leB8 notable then any singular circumstance would 
paal unnoticed. On 14th Nov6mber 1922 - Bome twenty Beven 
year. after Roentgen's discovery at WUrzburg -~. Will1am 
Thomson made 8 statement to the Manchester Li terary and 
Philosophical Society and produced exhibits in Bupport, to prove 
thBt he had taken the initial steps towards the discovery of 
X-rays, in 1875, by subjecting phosphorescent metallic sulpbides 
to 8 high-tension electric discharge. He bad furnished Sir 
W111iam Croakss with the basic ma t erials from whicb the Crookee 
tube l a ter came to be developed . Roentgen W88, of course, 
experimenting with these tubes when the discovery of X-rays 
occurred, a Dd Mr .. Thomson consequently Bought orad1 t for his own 
contribution. 
Whatever the merits of this claim may be it was a very 
belated one and concerned only with apparatus existing and 
available to Roentgen, with which he progressed to identify 
X-radiatlon, and at that it muat ba left. 
We now come to Kspln's treatment of tuberculosis. 
It ia only too •• 11 known that the incidence of 
consumption, 8B pulmonary tuberculosis was called, assumed 
widespread proportions in Victorian times and especialIy wss it 
prevalent in the so-called 'working c18ss' aress of which Tow 
Law was typical. The prescription ~or it was open air 
treatment, living in well-ventilated roams, freedom fram vigorous 
exertion, and the provision of 8 nourishing diet. Towards 
the latter end of Espin's life large sanatoria ~or tubercular 
.patients were Bet up within a ~e. miles of Rapin' B parish: 
Holywood Hall at Wblaingham (a former home of the ironmaBter 
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Charles Attwoad), and Horn Hall at Stanhope, are examples. 
The grounds of the vicarage a t Tow Law .emB an acre 
and a quarter 1n extent, the aspect was open on ell sides, and 
the elevation clos6 to one thousand reet above 868 level. 
The cure of the body being complementary to that of the soul 
Eepln determined within rather limited means to initiate bis own 
treatment of those unfortunate parishioners who Buffered from 
this disease. In the grounds, to the Bouth-eBst of the 
vicarage building, he had constructed a wooden hut with hinged 
windowB 1n which wss plac ed a bed for a patient. No further 
description Is needed for by singular goad fortune a photocopy 
of it has been obtained and this may be Bean in the dOB sier. 
The illustra tion shows two young men standing in front of t he 
h~t on snow-covered ground, whilst to the left-hand rear, part 
of the church is visible. 
At thia late date (1972) t here rema in no certain 
records of the n~ber or of the type of patients who under.ent 
treatment in this small private sanatorium. Whether they 
were ptl'lm:mary or non-pulmonary is not known. It has, however, 
bean ascertained that a Mr. Jameson benefited from his stay there, 
and no doubt others did also. It would have been of greater 
interest were it pla in aa to who used it , the results obtained, 
and the subsequent case histories, but too much is forgotten and 
conjecture is inadmissible. The project was a worthy one, 
conventiona l in every detail in the light of knowledg e prevailing 
at that time, md evidently it bad a measure of success. 
Of the- structure itself no trace has remained for m~ny 
years, and the photocopy referred to is the one and only piece 
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or eVidence that it ever existed. It pioneered the larger 
publicly-owned sanatoria established in Weardale in la ter yeare, 
but beyond these generalisations no exact data 8re~ forthcoming. 
The account of it therefore must end at this point, and attention 11 
directed to the remainder of Eepln's medical work. 
In the sphere of modern physiotherapy there is a 
t~8atment known variously 8S ionlc medioation, medical ionization, 
or iontophoresis; its purpose being to Int~oduce ions of 8 
medicament into the body t~8Bue. by use of an external battery. 
The procedure can be illustrated by an example. If it is 
desired to treat (say) 8 knee joint, moistened pade are applied 
to the nearby skin, one pad being Boaked with a solution of the 
curative substance and the other with a ver!¥).eak saline sol utio • • 
Electrodes are next placed in clo.se contact w1 th the pads and 
from them Insulated conductors (called rheophores) are taken to 
the r e spectivB poles of a battery. The pOSitions of the pads 
must be such that tha currant pasaing through the leg of the 
patient hBs to traverse the affected part. In this way ions 
of substances are injected directly to the site of the mala dy 
without recourse to surgical incision. 
Espin knew of this technique well over fifty ye ars ago 
and applied it successfully. An outstanding instance WBS the 
CBSe of .Mr. T.R. Brown who wae Surveyor of the To. L,a. Urban 
District for many years before Espin'e decease in 1934. A 
paving stone accidentalLY fell on to one of hie bands and crushed 
it : 8e 8 result its use became gravely impaired. The · vicar 
.carried out the procedure outlined in the preceding paragraph. 
in order to apply iodine directly to t he affected metacarpal bones, 
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and a complete cure resulted. 
In retrospect it becomes apparent that Esplnl B 
knowledge of the mechanism of iontophoresis must have been 
well-founded for t he ions of metals and alkaloids (e.g. magnesium 
and quinine) are of positive polarity, and tbQSB of acid 
radicals (e.g. 8ulphonamide Bnd salicylic acid) negative. 
In the example quoted iodine could only have been for c ed into 
the tissues by correct choice of polarity i . e. by connecting the 
negative pole of the b a ttery to the pad with which it weB 
soaked, otherwisB no injection would have taken place. Eapin 
must have foreknown this for be acted with a ssurance when 
applying the treatment. 
Finally we came t o the other remedial work which 
Eepln practised, and two examples will suffice. First 
there was the CBBe of a parishioner Mr. W.C. Lens, who, wben 8 
young man, bad leg trouble and walked with an awkward gait . The 
treatment applied by the vicar was to stand htm 1n the ba th a t 
the vicarage and to play cold water on bie legs every day _ 
Sundays excepted - for half an hour at a time. Lewla emerged 
qul~6 cured and later, being passed Ba medically fit, joined 
the Royal Navy. He W8S, unhappily, killed on active service 
during the First World war (1914-191S) and hia nem e is included 
on a wBr msnorial bu1l t into the north wall of' tbe church. On& 
Is left to ruminate as to the motives which prompted this 
specific: possibly Eapln's knowledge of the radioactive properties 
or the water in the distric t had a bearing. 
Last of all the needs ot the sick and aged were eVe~ 
present. To tbam Eepin disbursed nutriments Buch as free milk, 
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' tins of turtle soup, and cod liver oil (for ita anti-rachitic' 
vitamin n) dispensed from a Winchester kept at the vicarage. 
AB incumbent of the parish be ha4 under bis personal control 
the adminiatration of the Attwood Charity and he iBaued 5/ -
vouchers to the needy which could be emcbBnged for foodstuffs 
a t the grocery shops in Tow La w. On this last point same 
rivalry sprang up amongst the grocers ae to who should most 
rightfully have theBe voucher •• it being held at one time that 
the co-operative stores, because of their dividends , attracted 
more than their fair ahare, but to the credit of the vicar he 
tried hie beat to act equably. 
Although much more could be written it would add 
nothing ma terial to what has Ba far been narrated: thus with its 
purpos_ fulfilled thie chapter c10a_ •• 
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OHAPTER XI 
LOOAL ASTRONClURS OONTliMPORARY WITH EBPIN 
-----------------------------------------
Any impression of Espln 88 one who tur ned to astronomy 
a8 8 vent for innate capacity hemmed in by the demands of 8 
lonely parisb cen be discounted. It WSB the very isola tion 
and freedom or the moorland of north-wsst Durham which provided 
opportunity for his act i vities. MoreOVB1' he was 1n t ouch 
quite often wit h others of like inclinations: collectively they 
formed part of his life portrait so to speak,. by filling in 
8 background before which Espln's obeerTstlonal merits were 
displ s yed. 
Of them some account wil l be rendered for this sharing 
of interests ected Be 8 stimulUE to him. By far the most 
important one WSB Mr. ~lliam Kilburn and on him the fullest 
commentary Is to be made : the descriptions of others are 
tailored 1n diminiehing order according to their eigniflcancee 
in t he pattern of Eepin l s life and work, and to all this will be 
appended 8 brief glance a t the more far-ranging ac quaintances 
with whom he maintained correspondence. 
In the first place it is clear that telescopic work had 
proceeded in the area long before Espin l s arrival. As early 
ss 1760 Tbames wrigbt of tbe hamlet of Byera Grsen "bout eigbt 
miles from To. La. publ ished his now famous book 'An Originsl 
Tbeory or New HYPothesis of t he Univerae' end indeed wright's 
Observatory still stands reasonably preserved_ Only six 
miles distant la the village of EBh where, in 1844, the incumQont 
the Revd. Temple Chevalller erected an observatory with a lO-5-inch 
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reflector. He held the Professorship of Mathematics at 
Durham University from 29th July 1834, end in 1841 his Chair 
of Mathematics wBS combined with that of Astronomy. This 
union continued until December 1671 when the Professorship of 
Astronomy wss suspended. 
The University had its own observatory on the outskirts 
et Durham from 1841 : Hugb Lee Pe ttineon F.R.S. erected a 7- 1nch 
instrument near Gateshead in 1858, same seventeen miles away, and 
probably most notable of all wae t he c~BBlonlng of tbe very 
.ell known 25·5-ineh Cook. retractor at Gateshead in 1871 by R.S. 
NewalI. Sucb were the antecedents end from them we move 
to those who were coeval w1 tb Eepln, beginning wi th 1Ulburn. 
W1111am Ml1burn WBB born of a Tow Law family and whilst 
quite young became acquainted with Espin at the parish cburch. 
This early introduction to the astronomer-cleric was to be very 
long-lasting for Milburn took up a position B8 assistant to the 
vicar in 1912 and this continued without a break until Espin' s 
death in 1934 - a period of twenty two years. 
Espinl s astronomical activities, of course, began on 8 
personal baei. in 1874 at Haileybury 60 that he had had the lengthy 
experience of thirty eight years of observational work before he 
gained the services of W11l1am Milburn... He wss, 1n fact, 
fifty f"our years of age when be decided to enlist the. helping 
hand - and mind _ of this much younger man. Ml1burn wss not 
the first one to sssist him for before bis translation to Tow La .• 
and whilst still 8 curate at Wolsingham, Espin instructed a youth 
. named Nicbolss Brown 1n sstronomy. Brown carried out a large 
part of the work of cataloguing red stars upon which Rapin WS6 then 
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engaged, and which help, ind_ed, wss gratefully acknowledged. (1) 
The association of Eepln and Ml1burn w88 8 pleasant 
ODe which began by the firm cohesion of 6 mature gentleman in his 
fifties', devoted to scientific experiment and discovery on the 
one hBnd, Bnd an aspiring young one ready to acquire and apply 
whatever learning and skill bie patron coul d dispense, on the 
other hand. It Is a t this junctu.re material to Bay that 
W1111am Milburn had already shown himself to be 8 youth of 
intellectual meri t before biB collaboration with Eapin started. 
His maternal grandfather bad been Dr . John Robin Carr LL.D. of 
Wolslngham who compiled 8 dictionary, devised 8 sys tem of shorthand, 
and had wide interests including, it Is reputed, that of astronomy. 
Milburn gained admission to the old Wolsingham Grammar 
School by meaDS of an Attwood Scholarship and rema ined there ror 
the full four years which this benefi t affor ded him. He had a 
a classical background of some Latin and Greek and matricula ted at 
Ha tfield College in the UniTeraity of Durham. Bia original 
intention waB to follow a course of study at University either 
in education or theology, but he became s o attracted towards 
Bstronany that this eup.ervened over all elae and he became 
aasistant to Rapin inatead. W1lliam Milburn had an 
aequaint ance with French and German - to put it no higher _ and 
a little Italian. His exercise in tbese t ongues developed 
later during bis travels in Europe with Rapin. He became a 
chese player of calibre and _ .s to become t he holder of the silver 
trophy at the Durham County Chess Club in succeeding years. 
It may well be imagined how fired with enthUSiasm 
M11burn must have been when tbe opportunity arose of serving with 
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Eepl0, by that time s person of rising eminence 1n astronomical 
circles fol lowing upon the attention created by bie discovery of 
Nova Lacerta6 at the end of 1910. Naturally he seized upon 
it and the outcome was Bn tmmene.Q personal satisfaction extending 
over almost 8 quarter of 8 century of observa ti on, di scovery, sod 
foreign travel. 
Bef'ore M.llburn took up his duties a t the Wolsingham 
Observetory in 1912 , Eapin bad begun bis I examination of all stars 
in the Bonner Durcbmueterung in certain selected zonee witb a view 
to detecting new double stars' (2) The method adopted was 
to sweep out, night after night, a narrow band of the heavens 
about 1° wide and to note and measure every star aeen in 1 t. 
In the year 1910 the zones +500 to +55 0 were under examination. 
During the next year, 1911, these were mainly completed and then 
the systematic scanning of the ~onee +49°, +4SG , and +47G , were 
commenced. (3) When }.1ilburn came in 1912 this work continued 
and one can visualise the joint efforts of Rapin and Ml lburn in 
preseing on witb thi s tedious snd exacting task. (4) The new 
recruit muat have had fortitude as well a8 devotion to involve 
himself in work of such arduous nsture 
&epin al ways displayed much kindness t o his assistant 
and even when his mentor had passed away Milburn paid tribute to 
him in a most sincerely worded obituary (5). The two were 
often together on annual holidays abroad which was a characteristic 
relaxation of Espin for a number of years. The faithful 
service rendered in return may be seen from even a cursory 
inspection of the scientific literature col l ected in the dOSSier, 
as witness, for example, the painstaking effort which Milburn must 
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have expended in compiling the lists of mlcrametrical measures 
ot double stare which appeared 1n detailed contributions to 
the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society spaced 
over several years. 
AB the discoveries of Ml1burn increased they came to 
be identified by bie personal preflL A atel lar object 
found by Eepln WBS allotted the prefix E : 8 simila r discovery 
by Mllburn was denoted by M. This conf'ormed w1 tb tbe 
prevailing practice at that time. Tbus Mr. John Birmingbam' s 
objects were labelled Blrm. and wben two observers succeeded 
together in an identification the n ames of both were indicated. 
The joint discoveries of Espln and Birmingham were therefore 
indicated by Es-Birm. 
Until 1914 8 Newtonlan reflector of 17-25 inches W88 
employed in the observatory in the grounds of the vicarag e at 
Tow Law and botb Espin snd Mi1burn used it. During 1914 
a 24-inch reflector was brought into use and housed in the main 
observatory whilst the 17-25-ine:h instrument WS6 placed in an 
adjacent, and smaller, observatory. From this time onwards 
Eapin used the larger telescope and Milburn the smaller one, 
and the practice arose that when a new object wss discovered 
on one telescope its measurement was carried out on the ~ther 
one: however this procedure was not invariable, for e~amplee 
110 occur where both disc-overy and measurement were accomplished 
w1. th the same instrument. 
Quite apart from the discoveries of Rspin in person 
tbere is an impreesive list or tboee due to Wi11iam Mi1burn. 
They are given separately, in detail, but here it suffices to say 
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that altogether 1,051 stars were found by him and all are 
recorded in twenty two separate lists contributed to the Monthly 
Notices between January 1918 and January 1939 - an average of 
almost fifty discoveries a year. 
Espln, being already a Fellow of many years standing 
proposed Ml1burn 8B a candidate for election to a Fellowship 
of the Royal Aatronomical Society in 1922 (6) and he waa. in 
fact, elected F.R • .A. S. at 8 meeting of the Society 1n January 
1923 (7) . 
Th. published material relating to W111iamMilburn 
is imposing enough, and taken in totQ it mlrro~e biB ability 8B 
an observer. It extends from 1917 to 1940 and sixty separa te 
items have been traced. They appeared in the English 
Mechanic, the Monthly Notices of the Royal Adtronomical SOCiety 
and the Observatory. Apart fram the el~ annual observatory 
reports which be compiled after Espin' e death, and 8 most moving 
obituary, all are devoted to astronomical objects and equipment . 
Everyone is Bet out in 8 following abstract. 
By far the most outatanding single discovery due to 
Milburn oCQurred on 14th October 1933 when he found a hitherto 
unrecorded double planetary nebula in the constellation Cygnue. 
At first this waa thought by him to be a comet. but after a 
number of days observation during which time no motion of the 
object WS8 disoerned , it was resolved a8 a nebula . Particulars 
of the discovery were camaunicated briefly to the Royal Astronomical 
SOCiety bykr. kilburn and Espin's own pride was e~Qh that he 
supplemented Yilburn' 8 modest announcement with a more forceful 
. 
one. The event aroused much interest at the time and the 
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scientific press publicised t he matter. (8) 
With advancing years Eapin found the d~mandB made upon 
him by long night hours spent at the telescope to be an incr easing 
burden. and particularly BD 1n winter which, locally, ls always 
considered to be at ita mos~ severe at Tow Law, as one might 
expect at a location 1, 000 feet above eBa level. The ~ounger 
and more virile W1111am Mi lburn being by then well-versed 1n the 
techniques of astronomy - ob6er~8tlonal, photogr aphic , and 
apectro8coplc ~ wss at hand to augment the declining vigour of 
the senior man. The lists of double star measurements 
previously mentioned bear this out : at first these carried the 
names of Eapin and Ml1burn, but towards the end the name of 
Milburn alone appears. 
Upon the death of Espin on 2nd December 1934 the entire 
course of the astronomical work at Tow Law altered. During 
the summer and autumn of 1934 Rspin had caused two observatories 
to be constructed on the land within the curt1lage of No. 18 
Station Street, Tow Law, the work being carried out by Mr. Henry 
Lough.. How Mr. M.11burn continued his astronomical work there 
is given in some detail in the ohapter devoted to Espin'a personal 
charac teriatics (pp. 95-97) Cl. v. 
The needs of national security during the Second 
World war (1939-1945) made the continuation of observational work 
virtually impossible, and being perforoe relieved of his chosen 
calling, W1l1iam Mllburn ~ecame the wqrtlme Clerk of Tow Law 
Urban District Council whose offioes were then situa ted a little 
further along Station Street. Aftsr the war he took over 
High Houaeloup Farm, just to the north of Tow Law, where he 
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remained until 1961~ 1n which year he retired t o a bungalow in 
Ford Lane, Lancheeter, named Sylvan Lea. He and bi s wit'e 
s til l reside there (1972) and both are deeply interested in 
painting. Mr. Rl1burn executes bie work in 011s and 
mandrestly derives great happiness rrom this pursui t. 
by correspondence is another of his hobbies . 
Chess 
The outline of Willlam Ml1burnl B life end work thus 
concluded may be taken in review and considered in relati on to 
Espin himself . It is beyond any doubt that Espln wss 
singularly fortunate in his choice of a ssistant. The accidents 
of birth were such that Espin was advantageously placed in the 
world compared with Ml1burn. Both rank BS sincere men, with 
considerable natural endowments of intellect, devotion to a 
calling, and mutual loyalty. Their memorials will repose in 
the record s of astronomical discovery, and i n weighing their 
merits it seems that had their origins been interchanged what is 
1n fact the record of Espin might well have bean that ofMl1burn, 
and the preaent record of ~lburn woul d then be that of Esp1n. 
The contemporary next in order is Wllliam Henry St. 
Quintin Gage (1858-l9~). This gentleman came of aristocratic 
stopkbeing related to the fiftb Viscount Gage. He was 
educated, like Rapin, at Exeter College, Oxford, and it is very 
likely that the two became acquainted ae undergraduates. 
Gage possessed independent means' throughout his life and never 
had the ne ed to earn bis living. He became a member of the 
Liverpool Aatronomical SOCiety about 1881-1882 and waa elected 
F.R.A. S. in 1884. 
The first definite association of Eepin and Gage 
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occurred in 1882 when, 1n concert with Mr. T. Read, ell three 
combined to compile a catalogue of 343 Buspected v ariable stars. 
and Gage made ~s own contributions to the EngllshMechanic 1n 
lSQ4 and 1695 , although he was never a frequent correspondent. 
When Espln removed f r om west Klrby to Wolelngham in 1885 Gage Boon 
followed, bringing bis observatory with him, and the pair lived 
Dear to Bach other in Front street. How they united with 
Mr . Amos Mltcbell the local meteorologist and utilised the 
Wolelngbsm Parish Magazine BS a medium 'for their published da ta, 
is described elswhere. (pp. 24-25) 
Gage's observatory at Wolslngbam continued to function 
after Espin had moved s ome four miles away to Tow Law in 1888, 
and in it he bad a very fine collection of instruments including a 
aplendid fiftteen inch Calver equatorial reflector and a direct-
vision spectroscope. InCidentally in bis epectroBcopic work 
Gage used a reflecting prism in preference to a flat. 
The affinity between Espin and Gage lasted for many 
years and it is most probable that they would meet frequently. 
In this Eepin - once more - was fortunate, for Gage had the means, 
the time, and the skill, effectively to collaborate in Bstronomical 
investigations and reference to him in that connection occurs in 
Espin's pre8s contributions. It ls known that Gage remained at 
Wolsingham past the turn of the century, and then removed to The 
Battery, at Newquay, in Cornwall, where he continued his telescopic 
"ork until his death on 31st December 1939. 
In his last Will there waa 8 beq~e8t at same instruments 
. to Espin who predeceased him by five years, thus rendering the 
gift void, so it does seem from this fact that towards the latter 
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eods of their lives, when they were 350 miles apart, the two.must 
bave lost touch with each other. Another bequest WBS to 
Durham University - not, be it noted. to his alms mater, Oxford 
and this included the fifteen ln~h Calver, various observatory 
apparatuB, and biB library of astronomical literature. It has 
been verified that hie books, BOIDe autographed by Espln, still 
r~aln in the Science Library of the University. 
In Bum~ Gage led that life which combined wealth Bod 
culture rendered possible. Espin had 1n him a Bource of 
strength for the greater part of a lifetime. 
Mr. T. W. Backbouee of west Henden Lodge, Sunder] and,. 
lived a Bcore of' miles to the eBst of Tow Law. He WBB an 
amateur astronomer of lifelong standing, an F.R~A.S., and a 
member of the Newc-sstle Astronomical Society from its inception 
Espin, of course, was President of the same SOCiety until his 
death in 1934, and by personal contact a friendShip arose. 
For twenty four years (1871-1895) Badhousa investiga ted 
the phenomenon of the Gegenschein and in &0 doing joined Barnard, 
Brorsen, and Evershed, as an independent discoverer of that 
counterglow. He made occasional contributions to the 
technical pres s, and in 1886 Bubmi tted., a paper to tbe Royal 
ABtr:onomica1 Soci ety on the Andromedes shower., Perhaps his 
most outstanding work wss lA catalogue of 9,842 stars, or all 
stars conspicuous to the naked eye for the Epoch 1900' published 
at Sunderland in 1911. Backho.u.se and Espin were on 
excellent terms and they often met a t tbe meetings in Newcastle 
of the Bstronomical soe:iety. 
Although there is an absence of dooumentation it 
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appears that Eapln enjoyed the friendship of Mr. Herald Thomson 
F.R.A. s. of 37 Larkspur Terrace , Jesmond, Newcastle-an-Tyne., who 
wee 8 member of the British Astronomical Association and became 
prominent 1n that body 8S Director of ita Ma re Observing Section in 
the years 1919 and 1920. Another member of the same a ssooiation 
was Mr. G.L. Brook, M.A., F.R.A..S .. of Harewwod Lodge, Meltham, 
Huddersfield, who, it may be recalled, contributed Bubstantially 
towards the coat of rebuilding Espln
'
a observatory after its 
destruction by a gale on 22nd December lSQ4, and therefore ranks 
amongst the truest of friends. 
Many others, 1n greet array, come to mind. Amongst 
the clerics the Revd. T.E.R. Phillips of Yeovil, the Revd. J.J. 
Muechamp Perry of Alnwick, Northumberland, and the Revd. John 
Bone of Lancaster - all notable astronomers in the own rights. 
Members of the laity were more numerous. Howard Grubb, whom 
Sspin knew fram hie days at west Klrby and who founded, nearby on 
Tyneslde, one of the leading astronomical t elescope firms in the 
world: Frank Ssrgent of Durham University Observatory: Mr. 
Lawrence Richardson ot Newcastle and several more. Here a 
dispensation is aaked tor one small digression: 8srgent had a 
distinction far removed from astronomical work. It WBe he who 
actually inserted the third electrode (ths grid) into a Flaming 
diode, eo producing the tirst triode ever made 1n this country. 
Of the remote friends there are nimbered Plckering at 
, 
Harvard fram 1883, Duner of Uppssla, Perrot1n of Nice, and D~son 
of Greenwicb, and the list could be lengthened. The lI'olsingbam 
Observatory reports for 1892 end 1893 givs them st s glancs. 
But enough has been written: here the chapter must cl08e. 
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PARTI CULARS OF TIlE 
DOUBLli: · STARS DISCOVERlID .BY Mr . lIILLUM MILBUllN 
~---------------------------------------------
These are to be found in the lists printed in the Monthly 
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Soc1ety 8a 
Year 
· 
· 
date 
eet out below. 
volume page numbers of stars discovered . 
----------------------------- - - --- -------- ----------------- --- -----
InS Jan LXXVIII 195- 197 · 1 35 
· 1919 Jan · LXXIX · 215...217 : 36 106 
· · 1920 : Jan LJOO( · 332-354, : 107 149 • 
1921 
· 
Jan LXXXI 2 35-236 · 150 182 
· · 1922 
· 
Jan 
· LXXXII · 191-192 · IS3 241 
· · · · 1923 
· 
Jan LxxnII 159-160 : 242 275 
· 1924 Jen LXXXIV : 167-169 : 276 322 
1925 
· 
Jan 
· 
LXXXV 280_ 281 : 323 376 
· · 1926 
· 
Jan 
· LXXXVI · 135-137 · 377 440 
· · · · 1927 
· 
Jan LXXXVII 
· 
222-224 
· 
441 510 
· · · 1928 : Jan · LXXXVIII 187- 188 · 511 551 
· · 1929 : Jan 
· 
LXXXIX • 270-271 
· 552 591 
· · · 1930 
· 
Jan 
· xc : 321-322 59 2 630 
· · 1931 Jan XCI : 295-296 : 631 673 
1932 Jan 92 
· 
218-220 
· 674 732 
· · 1933 
· Jan · 93 194-196 · 733 806 · · · 1954, : Jan 
· 
94 
· 256-258 807 ,,12 
· · 1935 
· Jan · 95 : 299-300 913 969 
· · 1936 
· 
Jan 96 • 268 970 997 
· 
• 
1937 
· 
Jan 9 7 223 
· 998 1, 0 25 · · 1938 Jan 
· 
98 
· 
224 
· 1,028 1,032 
· · · 19;,,:) : Jan 
· 
99 278 
· 
1,033 1,051 
· · 
====:::===:::=====:::=::=-==:S'========= ===--==========.======== 
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.ABS~T OF PUBLISJ:IEI) MATERI AL ISSUING FRG!. Mr .. WILLl~ MItBuRN 
---------------------------------------------------
(1912 - 1940) 
-------,-
Where references concern 
Espin tbey are indicated thus 
Mllburn are marked (M). 
Sourc e date volume 
the joint 
(11+ E) 
page 
.ork of Milburn 
Those pOl!sonal 
bri ef ti tl e. 
ond 
to 
-------- -----------------------
!~~~~19!~~_!~!~~_!~!~~_!~~~_!~~_!~!§ nil 
Year 1917 : 
23-2-1917 CV: 
A double star near Algol 
Year 1918 
82. 
(11) 
M.NRAS J an. 1918 . LXXVIII 
Ne. double stars {M} 
Year 1919 : 
195-197. 
MNRAS : Jan. 1919 : LXXIX : 215-217. 
N". double stars (M) 
l!M 11--4-1919: CIX 140. 
The star a. Hydrae (M} 
lilt 15~-1919 ex 42 .. 
The new variable star in Lyrae (M) 
EM 5-9-1919: ex : 79 .. 
Year 1920 
The double star y2 Andromeda8 and the variab1" 
s tar near a. Lyres. (M} 
MNRAS Jan. 1920 LXXX: 329-330. 
Micrometrical measures of double s'tars. 
14th eeri'ee. (K+E) 
MNRAS : Jan. 1920 L:X:XX 332-834 .. 
New double stare. (M) 
BM 27-8-1920 : eXII 64. 
The mea aures of binary stare. (M) 
BM 17-9-Hl20 cnI 95 .. 
Denn1ng f s new star .. (M) 
:BM : 1-10-1900 : CXII 119 .. 
Novo Cygn1. (11) 
:BM : 22-10-1920: eXII : 149-150. 
A reply to Spencer's letter on the magnitudee 
of various stars. M) 
BM 29-10-1920: eXII 161. 
Novs Cygni.. (M,) 
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Year 1921 : 
MNRAS Jan. 1921 
Ne" d ouble stare. 
LXXXI (M) 
: 2 35- 2 36. 
• 
· 
22-4-19 21 : CXIn • .
Webb' e Ce1eetia 1 Ob jects' • 
145 • 
(M) 
Ye ar 1922 : 
MNRAS : Jan. 19 22 
Ne" d ouble stare. 
· 
· 
LXXXII 
(M) 
Year 19 23 : 
MNRAS • J an. 1923 • L XXXIII · 
· · · Micrometrica1 mea s uree of d oubl e 
17th eeriee. (M+E) 
MNRAS • J an . 19 2 3 · LXXXIII • 
· 
• 
· New d ouble stars. (M+E) 
Year 1924 : 
MNRAS 
· 
Jan. 1924 • L XXXIV • 
· 
• 
· Mi c rome trica1 mes sures of doubl e 
18 th series. (M.+E) 
MNRAS J an. 1924 • LXXXIV • • 
· New doubl e sta rs. (M) 
EM : 25-1-1924 · CXIX • 25 . 
· · Stellar me asurements. (M) 
EM · 7- :>.1924 CXIX · 107. 
· 
• 
Te1escDpic powere. (M) 
EM • 28-:>.1924 • CXI X • 151-
· · · Stel lar photography. (M) 
EM · 4-4-19 24 . CXIX · 165. • • • 
Celesti a l p hotogra p hy. (M) 
Year 19 25 : 
MNRAB • Jan. 1925 • LXXXV • • • 
· M1crometr1cal measur es of double 
19th series. (M+K) 
MNRAS • Jan. 19 25 • LXXXV 
· • • 
· Ne" double stars. (M) 
Yeer 1926 : 
MNRAB 
MNRAS 
: Jan. 1926 : LXXXVI : 
Miorometrica1 measures of double 
20th serbs. (M+E) 
: Jan. 1926 : LXXXVI 
New double stars. (14) 
• 
· 
191-192. 
154-156. 
stars 
159-160. 
162- 164. 
stars 
167-1 69 . 
276-278. 
stars 
280-281. 
131-132. 
stars 
135-137. 
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Year 1927 : 
MNRAS : Jan. 1927 : LXXXVII : 215_220. 
stara Micrometrical measures of double 
21at series. (M+E) 
MNRAS : Jan. 1927 : LXXXVII • • 222-224. 
New double stara. (lit) 
Year 1928 : 
MNRAS : Jan. 1928 : LXXXVIII • • 187-J88 • 
New double atars. (M) 
Year 1929 : 
MNRAS : Jan. 1929 
New double stars. 
• 
• LXXXIX (M) 
. 
. 270-271. 
Year 1930 : 
MNRAS : Jan. 1930 : XC 
Micrometrical measures of 
22nd series. (M+E) 
MNRAS : Jan. 1930 : XC 
New double stars. (M) 
Year 1931 : 
----- -
JliNRAS : Jan. 1931 
New double atars. 
• 
• XCI (M) 
Year 1932. : 
MNRAS : Jan. 1932 : 92 
Mi crometrical measures of 
23rd seri es. (Il+E) 
MNRAS : Jan. 1932 : 92 
New double stars. (M) 
Year 1933 : 
----- -
: Jan. 1933 : 93 
Micrometrical measuras of 
24th seriel. (JIL+E) 
: Jan. 1933 : 93 
New double stare. (M) 
: 317-319. 
double stare 
: 321-322. 
• 
• 295-296. 
: 214-216. 
doubl e stars 
• 
• 218-220. 
:: 192-193-
double stare 
• 
• 194-196. 
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Year 1934 : 
MNRAS · Jan. 1934 · 94 · 229 . 
· · · Observations of' a double nebula 1n Cygnus. (M} 
MNRAS 
· 
J an. 1934 94 255-256. 
· Mlcrometrlcal measures of double stars 
25th eerie's . (Ii+E) 
IoINRAS Jan. 1934 · 94 · 256-258. 
· · New double stars. (M) 
0 . Feb. 1934 · LVII : 4:>-44. . 
· Ml1burn1 e Paper to the Royal Astronomical SOCiety 
on hie discovery of' a planetary nebula . (M) 
Ye ar 19 ffi : 
MNRAS • Jan. 1935 95 · 298-299 . • 
· Micrametrical meBsures of double stars 
26th series. (M) 
IliNRAS : Jan. 1935 95 299- 300. 
New double stars .. (M) 
0 Jan. 1935 
· 
LVIII . 27-29. 
· 
. 
Obituary of Espin. (M) 
MNRAS · Feb. 1935 · 95 379. 
· 
• 
Wolslngham Observatory Report for 1934. (M) 
Year 1936 : 
MNRAS Jan. 1936 · 96 · 266-267. 
· · Mlcrometrlcal measures of double stars 
27t h seri e-s .. (M) 
MNRAS 
· 
Jan. 1936 
· 
96 268. 
· · New double stare . (M) 
MNRAS 
· 
Feb. 1936 
· 
96 337. 
· · Wolelngham Observatory Report for 1935. (M) 
Year 1937 : 
MNRAS • Jan. 1937 • 97 · 222-223-
· 
• 
· Mlcrometrlcel measures of double stare 
28th series. (M) 
MNRAS Jan. 1937 · 97 · 223. 
· · New double stars. (M) 
MNRAS Feb. 1937 · 97 331. 
· Wbls1ngham Obeervatoru Report f or 1936. (M) 
Year 1938 : 
MlIRAS 
· 
Jan. 1938 
· 98 223. 
· · M1crometrical measures of double stars 
29th series. (M) 
IliNRAS : Jan. 1938 • 98 
· 224. 
· · New double stars. (M) 
MNRAS · Feb. 1938 · 98 · 300. · · • Wo1singhamObservstor y Report for 1937. (M) 
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Year 193q : 
MNRAS . J an. 1939 . 99 . 278 . . . . 
M1crometrical measures of double stars 
30th series. (M) 
MNRAS Jan. 19 39 9q : 278. 
New double 'stars. (M) 
MNRAS Feb . 1939 99 : Z68. 
WolBingbam ObBervator~ Report for 1938. (M) 
Year 1940 : 
MNRAS : Feb. 1940 : 100 : 302-
Wols1ngham Observatory Report for 1939. (M) 
==:::==::::=======:::===:::::===:::::::::===========:=================:::;:::::=::::::-::::::'=== 
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CHAPTER XII 
Dm:;KASE : OBS:&QUIIIS : MLL AND ITS TlfJ CODICILS : 
------------------------------------------------
THE DI SPKRSI.L : M];)'IORIilLS 
The procession of events manireet in Bny life lead 
alwaye DO a decline and to an end. To deal with theBe least 
attractive parts le an eXercise tinged with melancholy, but 
being by this time versed in the achievements which have gone 
before it servee to bring forth that respect which the occ8sion 
requires, and thereby, it la hoped, a fitting closure of the 
subject. 
In the case of Espln faculties did not fail prematurely: 
bis interests continued, even on a reduced Bcale, almost to the 
end of bis life which well exceeded the trad itional threescore 
years and ten. ThiB plaintive them. begins ea~ly in the yaar 
1934 when because of indifferent health he was unable to carry out 
any observational work. By July it became known that, on 
medical advice, he had been obliged to cancel bie usual summer 
ho11day, and thenceforward the tale is one of recession until 
December when the end came. 
It was early in the morning of Sunday 2nd December 1934 
when Eepin passed away in his vicarage at Tow Law, the immediate 
cauee being heart failure and bronChitiS, to which, naturally, 
senility contributed, and the funeral followed four days later in 
his own church o~ S. Ph1l1p and S. Jame8. The press, local 
snd national, aTid as always ~or news, published their obituaries 
o~ which a seleotion is included 1n the dOSSier, md followed that 
with over-elaborate descriptions o~ the obsequies. Beyond 
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. saying that every group in the society in which Espin had moved 
WBS represented, a tediouB and indeed distasteful recital of 
'those present l will be passed over. 
In more restrained manner three points may be noted Tlz: 
that being aD only child whose parents hed both died years before, 
RBpin bad no kith and kin Be normally understood to mourn him, and 
Buch task W88 borns, with much eineer1 ty, by Mr. Wil1iam Iill1burn. 
Next bis only surviving relative Colonel Will1am Mallam Ph1111pe 
of Lincoln, who was 8 cousin and residuary legatee, attended the 
last rltea,and finally a custom prevalent 1n the English Church 
for tlme __ out of mind, but which latterly has fallen somewha t into 
diause, wBS most strictly observed. This was the use as the 
place of interment of 8 site reserved as near ae possible to the 
threshold of the church for any of its incumbents who should die 
whilst in office, notwi ths"t anding that Tow Law churchyard had been 
otherwise closed for burials for fifty years past. 
Directly the ceremonies of death were completed tbe 
disclosure of the contents of EBpin l s last Will .ere made and 
arrangements put in hand for the- realisation and disposal of the 
estate. Thie seeaningly has1r procedure, lacking one .. ay think 
in decorum, .as almost compulsory for upon the expiry of Espin 
his ~reehold of the vicarage ceased, and during the interregnum 
until biB BucoeS80r the Revd. P. W. Slater .ae appointed a few 
months later there WBB no clergy 1ncome, nor indeed any title to 
tenancy, although the usual grace until exit .a8 allowed. 
Testamentary dispositions can now be considered. It 
.88 about 1914 when Rapin made hiB first Will, the exact date of 
whioh cannot be traced for it is presumed thet he followed the 
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legal practlce or destroying utterly the Will when lt was 
replaced by 8 l a ter one. All the evidenc e now remaining 
Is contained in the Report of the Oxford University Observa t ory 
for 1919 in which Profeseor Turner referred to a legaoy provided 
by Espln a nd previously mentioned in 8 Report tor 1914-1915. 
The provision at first WBS for the 24-incb Calver equatorial 
telescope together with an annual sum of L.150 to pay the salary 
of an a SSistant, to be left to the University Observatory. 
Turner, 1n fact, bad it 1n mind to use Espln l B reflector BS a 
replacement for the 13-1nch de la Rue instrument already there. 
The 1919 Report went on to Bay t ha t Espln proposed to increase 
the annual payment to L.350 and to donate bis house at Tow La w 
B8 well 1n order that aetron~ students of Oxford might occupy 
it and use the telescope on the site. 
The last, and therefore eff ective, Will, WS8 executed 
by Eepln on 3rd August 1920. A rirat codlcl1 was added on 
22nd May 1924 and a second codicil on 2nd January 1930. Taken 
together th8se three instruments occupy thirteen foolscap sheets 
of typescript, Bnd should any details be sought such can be 
derlved rrom copies authentlcated by the Registry of the High 
Court which are enclosed in the dossier. For present purposes 
the fo1lowipg provisions , broadly sta ted, are relevant :-
• 
In the Will proper~ the ma j or part of Espin's es.ste 
wae to be vested in Oxford University upon trust for the 
furtherance of aetron~ and for the maintenance of an observatory 
ln northern Bngland. William Kl1burn was to be the salaried 
observer with the use of Espin's house in Station Street, Tow Law. 
In the event of refusal of this trust then it had to be vested in 
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the two executors and W.)il. Pb1111ps who were to apply 1 t to the 
Betae 1n tent. The first codicil enabled any scientific 
instruments or books to be Bold and the proceeds added to 
the residuary estate. Tbe second codicil appointed 8 local 
solioitor 8 B third executor. The groBs value of Rapin ' B 
e state, B8 aworn in the Probate Registry at Chester, WBB L.12J~9 
and its equivalent value in 1972 amounted 'to L.42,660 
The course of events in the years which tollowed the 
decease of Eapin were r adlwelly diff erent tram .hat anyone could 
have t'oreBeen. They ere l ergely described eIswhere. Oxford 
University did, in fact, decline the truateeship offered in the 
Will : Mr. Pb1111pe took tbe articles bequeathed to him, and 
apart from Bstronomical equipment, much of the remainder 9al 
sold . 
The fate of Rspin l B apparatus hBs be en the subject of 
prolonged and widespread enquiry, as a result of which his 
5-1nch refractor, and the Calver 17-25-1noh and 24-1nch r eflector s 
have been found (1~72). A concise a9count of each one is 
given 8B a matter of interest. 
The record of the 5-1nch refractor, made by Troughton 
.nd Slmae, o~ 7 ft 6 ins. focal length, with equatorial mounting 
and clockwork drive, whicb was ac quired by Rapin in 1~14, will 
be dealt with f'lrst for it has by now undergone change. To 
give the f'ull atory it le neces8ary to r evert to Durham University 
in 1910. In that year Professor R • .A... Sampson M • .A... F. R. S. , who 
held tbe Chair err MathematiCS, vaoated that o1"1'1O'e in order to 
take up the appointment of ~8tronamer_RoY81 for Scotland, an~ be 
left behind the tube of 8 5-inoh refracting telescope whicb he bad 
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. uBed whilst et Durham. Thi s rema ined f'ar many years in 
Durham Castle until Dr. C. Gilbert of the Department of 
Ma thema tics of Newcaetle University heard of it when a ttending 
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aD academic meeting. The relic, being unwented, wse offered 
to him, snd 1 t ls now un! ted wi th the right a scens ion and 
declination circles taken f ram the 5-incb refrac tor formerly at 
Tow Lew. A new object glaBs and a modern transistorised 
81o~otlon drive bave been a dded to form a complete tel escope 
assembly. 
The present instrument, therefore, ls 8 Ssmpeon_Espln 
hybrid, and it stands in the grounds of Christon Bank farmhouse 
about Beven miles north of Alnwick in Northumberland, which 
property 18 uBed by Dr. Gilbert B8 8 week-end and holiday bome. 
A pbotograph Showing details or the telescope is in the dos sier_ 
Next there is the 17-25-1nch rerlector 8upplied to 
Rspin in 1885 by Mr. George Calver. Its originsl roce1 ~engtb 
was 11 rt. and it had an equatorial mounting and 8 driving clock. 
This instrument wss acquir ed rrom Mx . Kilburn arter the closure 
of observational work at No. 18 Station Str eet, Tow La w, by Mr. 
David Sinden, of Tbe Poplars. Coley Hill, Nortb Walbottle, 
Newcastle-on-Tyne. and it passed 1"rcm him to Mr. A .. C. Beslop 01" 
63 Brockenburst Drive, Hastings BlIl, Sunderland. No" (1972) 
it is housed in 8 low bemispberical dome in the Bmall rear garden 
of No. 33, Dene Lane, Pul.ell, Sunderland ( the bane of Mr. He s lop' B 
pe~ents) and has bean adapted for use BS a Bhort-fo~B _ about 
3 ft. - Naiamith C8sssgrsin. The speculum has been re_figured 
1"or tbis new rocal length and the telescope in its present fo~. 
bears no resemblance to tha t which it bad when at Tow Law. Por 
this reBson it WS8 not photographed . 
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Fina11y the Z4-1ncb reflector with clockwork drive,-
made by Calver in 1914, wes similarly obta ined by Mr . Sinden and 
at t he present time the speculum Is 1n hie handa for re-silvering. 
It Is intended to install it at the Newcastle University Observa tory 
a t CloBe House, near Heddon-on-the-Wall , about ei ght mi les due 
west of Newcastle-on-Tyne, 
The search for other items which went t o make up 
Espln'a array of equipment has broug~t forth virtually nothing. 
Indeed close on f orty years elapsed b efore this began and the 
disper sal had by then proceeded too far, so tha t fo r t he r emainder, 
regrettably, no trac es survive 
Eminence such 8 S Espln t s requir es n o advertisement for 
tt stands apparent t o everyone. Equally 60 poe t humouB adula ti on 
would mar a portrayal of t he lire and work of the man which has 
b e en the pu.rpose of this discourse. For t hese reasons t he 
memor ia l s erected to his memory wil l be descr ibed br i efly: fer 
better ones remain in t he discoveries he mad e during l ife . There 
are three in all and they ar e to be found at the parish c hurch of 
Tow Law. Photographs , in c ol6ur, accompany this record . 
The most impressive is a sta ined glass window in the 
south wall of the c hurch near to the lectern, which depicts the 
patron saints S. Ph11ip and S. James. It waa dedica ted w1 th 
great magnanimity by Dr. Hensley Heoeoo, the bishop with wham 
Espin had been at issue" on 1st May 1938. Within the chancel 
and on the north wall is a panel c ontaining a record of bis 
vicariate and an inscrip tion to bi B memory. 
, Finally the 
grave i t eel!, a few paces from the west do,or, is marked by a 
plain stone crOB8 on 8 plinth of three steps, the middle one or 
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which has carved upon it in deep-cut lettering these words 
'Grant unto him eternal rest and let perpetual light shine 
upon him'. Sic transit glaris mundi. 
Recent events justify an epilogue. In August 
1970, almost thirty-six years after Espin l B death, a meeting of 
the International Astronomical Union was held at Brighton, at 
which names were assigned to features on the 'far side l of the 
lunar surfac e which had become known by the photography of 
space exploration. AB may be Been on the accompanying map 
one Buch le Mount Espln whoBe selenographical eo-ordinates are 
28 N. lat : 109 E. long. 
immor ta la. 
Thus perpetuated he Joins the 
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A CIIRONOLOGY OF THE LIFE OF THE REVD. T.ILE.C. E:SPIN 
----------------------------------------------------
Note: Each year of Eapln's age commenced 
on 28 th May. 
===============================~================================== 
Year: 
1858 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
Age: 
o 
14 
15 
16 
18 
19 
20 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Events: 
28th May : born at Birmingham 
September : 
Haileybury, 
entered Edmonstone House, 
S B a boarder. 
The Revd. li'.J .. Hall, a .form master , pranpted 
Rapin' B interest in astronomy. 
17th April : t he appearance of Coggia's c.omet 
(1874 : III) encouraged rur t her observational 
work. 
5th May : E:spin wrote his rirst l ett.r to the 
EngllshMechanic over the subscript T.E.E~ on the 
subject of e Orionis. 
July : lert Haileybury. 
7th December : Espln wrote of bis methods f'or 
squaring numbers and testing telescopes. 
11th January : elected to a Fellowship of the 
Royal Astronomical Society. 
J anuary : matriculated at Exeter College, 
Oxford. 
Spring or Summ.r : lert Oxford with a 
B.A. ( 2nd class honours). 
Founder member of the Liverpool Astronomical 
Sooiety. 
Ordained deacon. 
ApPointed to a curacy at west Kirby, diocese 
or Chest .... 
Conse.crated 
February : 
magni tudee 
Publication 
or 1882. 
pri.s~ . by the Bishop or Ch.ster. 
photometer for determining stellar 
brough~ into use. 
of Espinls lecture on the comet 
Publication of Esp1n's catalogue or the 
magn1tudee or 500 stars. 
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Year: 
1885 
188& 28 
1887 
1888 30 
1890 32 
1893 
1894 
Events'! 
Eepln l s test of an occult1ng eyepl~ce. 
Curaoy at west Klrby ended. 
Appointed to a curBCY at Wolsingham, diocese 
of Durham. 
Wolsingham Observatory eatabl ished with a 17·25 
inch Cslver ref lector. 
First Circular of the Liverpool Astronomi cal 
Society. 
publication of Esplnl s Elementary Star Atlas. 
November first use of bis spectroscope on 
red stars •. 
Last Circular (No. 1&) of the Liver pool 
Astronomical Society. 
First Wolsingham Observa t ory Circular ( No. 17) 
Curacy at Wolsingbam ended. 
Appointed BS Perpetual Cura t e of Tow Law, 
diocese of Durham . 
Removal of the Wolslngbam Observatory to Tow Law. 
Resignation fram the Liverpool Astronomi c al 
Society. 
24th October Espln becomes 8 founde r member 
of the British Astronomical Association and is 
elected Director of its SpectroBcopic and 
Photographic Section. 
Publieation of Espin' B revision of Birmingham' s 
catalogue 'The Red Stars'. 
First report of the Wolsingham Observatory. 
(These continued, annually, until 1939) 
Crea ted Justi c e or t he Peace for the County of 
Durham. 
Eleeted 8 Corresponding Member of the Royal 
Astronomical Soc ie ty of Canada. 
Degree or M.A. conferred by Oxford UniversIty .. 
Publication of Vol. I of the 5th edition of 
T.W. Webb's 'Celestial Obj eots for Common 
Telescopes l revised and greatly enl ar g ed by 
T. E. Espin. 
Publication of Vol. II supra. 
22nd December : wreck of the observatory at 
Tow Law bp. a gale. 
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Year : 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1900 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
37 
38 
39 
40 
42 
44 
45 
46 
52 
53 
54 
55 
== =====-:============================r=; 
Events: 
14th Apr!l : observational work restarted in 
the rebuilt observatory. 
Publication of the 19th edition of R. A. Proctor ' s 
l A New Star Atlas' revised and corrected by 
T. E. E.pin. 
Spring : experiments in X-ray work and medical 
diagnosis commenced. 
publication of t be 6tb adition of T.W. Webb ' s 
'Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes' , 
Vol. I and 11, being a reprint of tha 5tb edition 
of 189 ~ 1894. 
Publication of t he 7th edition of R.A. Proctor ' B 
lA star Atlas for Students and Observers'. 
revised and corrected by T. E. Repin. 
June : lecture on 'The formation of the Great 
Whin Sill'. 
Investigations into spirit pbotograpby. 
&epln devised an illuminated micrometer for 
tel escopic me asurements. 
Last Circular (No. 49) of the Wolsingham 
Observa tory. 
Commencement of experiments with a Wimshurst 
machine for X-ray work. 
5th February elected President of the 
Newcastle Astronomical Society. (He held 
this office until his dea t h 30 years later) 
30th December the discovery of Nova Lacertae. 
Elected to a Fellowship of the Astronomi cal 
Soc ie ty of Mexico. 
Mr. William k ilburn appointed a. Espin' s 
assistant. 
February the Rotal Astronomical Society 
presented Eepin with the J ackeon Gwilt Medal 
and Gift. 
Elected a Member of the American Astronomical 
Society. 
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Year: 
1914 56 
59 
1920 62 
1924 66 
1928 70 
1930 72 
1934 76 
Events: 
Installation of a new 24-inch Calver reflector 
at the Wolalngham Observatory, Tow Law. 
The first Will, containing a legacy to Oxford 
Un1 vers1 ty. 
Elected a Fellow of the American Astronomical 
and Asmrophyaical Society. 
Publication of T.W. Webb l B 'Celestial Objects 
for Cammon Telescopes', Vols I and 11, 6th 
edition, thoroughly revised by T.E. Espl~ 
3rd August the second Will. 
22nd May the first codicil to the second 
Will. 
19th October 
· 
1aat letter to the English 
· Mechanic. 
2nd J anuary : aecond codicil to the second 
Will 
2nd December 
· 
decease at Tow Law vicarage. 
· 
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